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ABSTRACT
The objective of this study is to examine the structural relationships between service quality,
economic and switching costs, loyalty and word-of-mouth intentions. For this aim, we proposed a
conceptual model based on literature review and proposed hypothesis according to this model. In
order to test the hypothesis structural equation modeling technique were applied to the data.
Data were collected from 397 retail banking customers during May 2012 in Sakarya/Turkey. The
results of this empirical study reveal that service quality has positive effect on economic and
switching costs and these costs have positive effect on both loyalty and word-of-mouth intentions.
The results also indicate negative relationship between economic costs and switching costs and
behavioral intentions. In addition, positive relationship was found between service quality,
loyalty and word-of-mouth intentions. At the end of this study some managerial implications are
discussed based on the findings.
Keywords: Retail Banking, Service Quality, Economic Costs, Switching Costs, Behavioral Intentions.

1. INTRODUCTION
Banking sector in Turkey faces a fierce competition after several foreign banks entered the
market in the last decade. Banking System June 2012 report states that at the end of June 2012
there are 48 banks that are operating in Turkey; 31 deposit banks, 13 non-deposit banks and 4
participation banks. In the group of deposit banks, there are 3 state-owned banks, 11 privatelyown banks and 16 foreign banks. Moreover, 181.415 employees are working in deposit and
development and investment banks as of March 2012. (The Bank Association of Turkey, 2012,
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p.1). In this competitive market, banks must strive to retain their current customers rather than
attracting new customers in order to achieve competitive advantage (Yen et al., 2011, p.250;
Santos and Fernandes, 2008, p.226). In this context, customer loyalty and positive word-ofmouth has been considered as a fundamental aim of banks in their future investments (Casalo et
al., 2008; Matos et al., 2009). Indeed, marketing literature has widely analyzed both concepts of
loyalty (e.g. Casaló et al. 2008, Lam et al., 2004; Matos and Fernades, 2008). It is considered
that loyal customers mostly bring substantial revenues in overtime and demand less time and
attention from the firms that patronize, inclined to forgive customer service failures (Yang and
Peterson, 2004, p.802), are less price sensitive, willing to pay a premium to maintain relationship
with current service provider (Zeithaml et al., 1996, p.35) and may spread positive word-ofmouth and will better respond the suggestion to buy more products and services from bank
(Zacharias et al., 2009, p.10) In addition, high levels of loyalty boost employee morale,
motivation and productivity in business perspective (Lee and Cunningham, 2001, p.113).
Furthermore, Reicheld et al. (2000, p.174) indicated that across the range of industries, five
percent increase in customer retention rates could result profit increases between 25% and 95%.
Regarding the importance of customer loyalty, academicians focused on the antecedents of this
concept. In this context, research in relationship marketing emphasizes the role of service quality
in retaining current customers (Cronin and Taylor, 1992; Zeithmal et al., 1996; Edward et al.,
2010; Cronin et al., 2000). Similarly switching costs also have received attention with having a
potential influence on customer loyalty (Yang and Peterson, 2004; Lee and Cunningham, 2001,
Wong, 2011; Lee et al., 2001; Ranaweera and Prabhu, 2003; Berrli et al., 2004; Tung et al.,
2011).
As we mentioned previously, however several number of researches deal with service quality as
an antecedents of loyalty, studies considering service quality as an antecedent of switching cost is
limited in number (Meng and Eliott, 2009). In most of the studies customer loyalty is regarded as
one dimensional construct (Yang and Peterson, 2004, Lee et al., 2001; Fuentes et al., 2010; Matos
et al., 2009; Berrli et al., 2004; Tung et al., 2011; Patterson and Smith, 2003) including loyalty
(patronize) and word-of-mouth intentions. In our study, we conceptualized behavioral intentions
with two dimensions including loyalty (patronage) and word-of-mouth (recommend) intentions
(Lam et al,. 2004; Bauman et al., 2006; Casaló et al., 2008; Santos and Fernandes, 2008). In
addition, there is lack of research revealing the relationship between economic costs and
switching costs. Moreover, there is a lack of empirical research testing the influence of service
quality on economic costs.
In this study, choosing retail banking is suited to understand the relationship between, service
quality, economic, switching costs and behavioral intentions because the relationships in this
context are generally regarded as long-term (Ranawera et al., 2003, p.376). In addition, it is
considered that switching to another retail bank is not simple and switching to another bank
requires considerable costs including time and effort (Wong, 2011, p.7). On the basis of these
considerations, the objective of this study is to explore the relationship between customers’
service quality, economic and switching costs and behavioral intentions in retail banking context.
For this aim, we proposed a conceptual model based on literature review and proposed hypothesis
according to this model.
This paper is constructed in the following way. Firstly, based on the briefly review of the
literature, we propose a model from which we derive the hypothesis linking service quality,
economic and switching cost to loyalty and word-of-mouth intentions. Secondly, we explain the
methodology including, measurement instrument and sample. Next, we present the results of an

empirical study. We conclude by discussing the results in terms of their implications for
managerial practice and we provide the limitations and directions for future research.

2. CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK AND HYPOTHESIS DEVELOPMENT
In developing our conceptual framework, with the aim of this study we carried out in-depth
review the relevant literature of service quality, economic costs, switching costs and behavioral
intentions. On the basis of this review, we propose the model which is shown in Figure 1.
Figure 1. Proposed Model
H8

H1

H4

Economic
Costs

Service
Quality

Loyalty
H5
H3

H2

Switching
Costs

H6

H7

Word-of-Mouth
Intention
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2.1 Service Quality, Economic and Switching Costs
For businesses delivering superior service quality is considered a competitive strategy to achieve
differentiation (Parasuraman et al., 1988, p.12, Cronin et al., 1992, p.55), contribute market share
and increase premium prices (Berry et al., 1988, p.35). Service quality is defined as “a global
judgment or attitude, relating to the overall superiority of the service”, (Parasuraman et al., 1988,
p.16). Due to the importance of service quality, researchers started to develop scales to measure
this concept. Parasuraman et al. (1988) introduce SERVQUAL (service quality scale) to assess
service quality perception of customers. SERVQUAL focuses on the difference between
customers’ expectation and perceptions of a service based on the gap theory. This scale measures
five dimensions of service quality including, tangibles, reliability, responsiveness, assurance and
empathy. On the other hand, Cronin et al. (1992) suggested that performance only approach is
sufficient to measure service quality thus they modified SERVQUAL and proposed SERVPERF.
Addition to these scales, Dabholkar et al. (1996) developed RSQS (retail service quality scale)
based on SERVQUAL measuring five dimensions of retail service quality.
Economic costs are defined as “what consumers have to give up or sacrifice to obtain product or
a service including monetary and non monetary costs” (Lee and Cunningham, 2001, p.115).
Monetary costs are referring to an amount of price in order to obtain a certain level of service on
the other hand, non-monetary costs are relating with service time (Lee and Cunningham, 2001,
p.115). In addition, Cronin and Taylor (1992, p.65) argue that, price of the service is one of the
primary considerations of customers for evaluating the service provider beside the service quality
level.
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Switching costs are “the costs that the consumer incurs by changing providers that they would not
incur if they stayed with the current provider” (Lee et al., 2001, p.36). In other words, Switching
costs refer to the “perception that the consumer has about the magnitude of additional costs
necessary to end the current relationship as well as to guarantee an alternative relationship”
(Zacharias et al., 2009,p.2). These costs include those that are “monetary, behavioral, search and
learning related” (Yang and Peterson, 2004, p. 805). When customers have high switching costs
they become more certain that is difficult to change their current provider (Blasco et al.,
2010:1841). The difference between switching costs and economic costs is that switching costs
will occur in the future relating with the changing of the current service provider; on the other
hand economic costs are the present costs that occur in the present transactions (Lee and
Cunningham, 2001, p.117).
Jones et al. (2000, p.260) suggest that switching costs may help companies to overcome shortterm fluctuations in service quality. Thus, when customers perceive high switching costs their
tolerance zone may be wider relating with service defections. In addition, empirically limited
number of research was conducted to analyze the relationship between service quality and
switching costs. For example, findings of Meng and Eliott (2009) reveal positive relationship
between service quality and switching costs. In this context, when bank customers perceive high
levels of service quality, they may perceive high level of switching costs including time, money
and effort in case of changing their service provider. As we mentioned previously, economic
costs include price and time of the given service thus, when customers perceived service quality
increase their perception of economic costs expected to be decreased. In other words, bank
customers perceived economic cost can negatively relate with perceived service quality. Thus, we
posit the following hypotheses:

Word-of-mouth is defined as “informal, person-to-person communication between a perceived
non commercial communicator and a receiver regarding a brand, a product, an organization or a
service” (Harrison-Walker, 2001, p.63). In other words, word-of-mouth is “informal
communication between private parties concerning evaluations of goods and services”
(Anderson, 1998, p. 6). Word-of-mouth communication includes “any information about a target
object (eg., company, brand), transferred from one individual to another either in person or via
some communication medium” (Brown et al., 2005, p.125). Customers actively search for
information and rely on other customers consumption experiences (Kim et al., 2001, p.276).
Thus, it is generally considered that the influence of word-of-mouth on customer behavior is
more than marketer-controlled sources such as advertising, promotion, personal selling etc.
(Buttle, 1998, p.242).
Cunninham and Lee (2001) suggested negative relationship between economic costs relating with
time and price of the current service provider and loyalty but this relationship was not supported
due to the empirical results. On the other hand, Çankaya and Çilingir (2008) found negative
relationship between economic cost and service quality. In addition, Colgate and Hedge (2001)
concluded that switching behavior is determined by the problems is pricing. Thus, when retail
bank customers perceive high economic costs their willingness to patronize the current service
provider and word-of-mouth intentions should be declined. In other words, economic costs may
have negative effect on both loyalty and word-of-mouth intentions. Thus we suggest following
hypotheses.

Hypothesis 1: Service quality has a negative effect on economic costs.

A number of studies reveal significant positive effects of switching costs on loyalty (Yang and
Peterson, 2004; Wong, Fuentes-Blasco et al., 2010; Lee et al,. 2001; Edward et al., 2010; Beerli
et al., 2004; Aydin et al.,2005; Tung et al., 2011). More in detail, positive relationship was found
between switching costs and recommend (Lam et al., 2004) and patronage (Ranaweera and
Prabhu, 2003; Jones et al., 2000, 2002, Lam et al., 2004; Wong, 2011; Patterson and Smith, 2003;
Burnham, 2003) dimensions of loyalty. As a result, when retail banking customers perceive high
level of economic costs their willingness to patronize and recommend their current bank may be
declined. Using aforementioned literature, we assert the following hypotheses.

Hypothesis 2: Service quality has a positive effect on switching costs.
Although literature has not reported a direct link between economic costs and switching costs, it
is expected that economic costs will have negative effect on customers’ budgets (Lee and
Cunningham, 2001) thus, when bank customers perceived economic costs increase, costs relating
with switching another service provider may be reduce and consequently their willingness to
switch their current supplier increases. In other words, as the perceived cost of a current service
provider increase the likelihood of customers perceived switching costs relating with service
price and time should diminish. On the basis of this argument, we offer the following hypothesis.
Hypothesis 3: Economic costs have a negative effect on switching costs.
2.2 Economic and Switching Costs and Behavioral Intentions
In the literature two common behavioral intentions which are which are recommending and
patronizing the provider (loyalty) were covered by the authors (Lam et al., 2004; Casaló et al.,
2008). Therefore, we considered them two key dimensions of behavioral intentions.
From a seller’s perspective, customer loyalty has been recognized as one of the main factors that
boost profitability (Srinivasan et al., 2002, p.41). Loyalty is defined as, “a deeply held
commitment to re-buy or re-patronize a preferred product or service consistently in the future
thereby causing repetitive- same brand or same brand-set purchasing, despite situational
influences and marketing efforts having the potential to cause switching behavior” (Oliver, 1999,
p.34).

Hypothesis 4: Economic costs have a negative effect on loyalty (patronize).
Hypothesis 5: Economic costs have a negative effect on word-of-mouth intentions.

Hypothesis 6: Switching costs have a positive effect on loyalty.
Hypothesis 7: Switching costs have a positive effect on word-of-mouth intentions.
2.3 Service Quality and Behavioral Intentions
Several studies have investigated positive relationships between service quality and behavioral
intentions (Zeithaml et al., 1996; Cronin et al., 2000; Gracia et al., 2011; Boulding et al. 1993;
Ruyter et al., 1998; Ha and Jang, 2012; Lee and Cunningham, 2001; González et al., 2007).
More precisely, past research revealed positive effect of service quality on repurchase and wordof-mouth intentions (Bloemer et al., 1999; Alexandris et al., 2002). Thus, if customers perceived
high level of service quality they could patronize their current retail bank and recommend the
bank to other consumers. Therefore, we expect positive relationship between service quality,
loyalty and word-of-mouth intentions. Based on this review, we suggest the following
hypotheses:
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Hypoyhesis 8: Service quality has a positive effect on loyalty (patronage).

Table 1. Measurement Item Scales1

Hypoyhesis 9: Service quality has a positive effect on word-of-mouth intentions.

Construct
Service Quality
SQ1
SQ2

3. METHODOLOGY
In the methodology section survey instrument is explained and then data collection and sample is
introduced.

SQ3
SQ4
SQ5
Switching Costs
SC1
SC2
SC3
Economic Costs
EC1

3.1 Measurement Instrument
A cross-sectional survey design was used to assess service quality, economic costs, switching
costs and behavioral intentions. The questionnaire has three parts. In the first part of the
questionnaire, how long and how often customers have been using their current bank were
asked. In the second part, service quality, economic and switching costs were measured by
relevant items. Addition to this, respondents’ demographical questions (gender, age, education,
marital status) were included at the end of the questionnaire. Service quality, economic costs,
switching costs and behavioral intentions were all measured using multiple items Likert type
scales ranking from “strongly agree” to “strongly disagree”. The wording of scale items was
adapted to suit the banking services from prior studies validated scales. In order to measure
service quality in retail banking context we adapted Lee and Cunningham (2001) service quality
measures which they have selected items for each dimensions of SERVQUAL (Parasuraman et
al., 1988). Therefore, we measured service quality as a high order construct of its subdimensions
(Bell et al., 2005, p.175). Three items from Wong (2011) and Lam et al. (2004) were used to
measure switching costs and economic costs (two items) were adapted from Lee and
Cunningham (2001). In this study, behavioral intentions were measured by two dimensions
including, customer’ intentions to conduct business (loyalty) with their present internet bank and
their willingness to recommend the internet bank to other persons. Two items for loyalty and
three items for word-of-mouth intentions scales were adapted from Zeithaml et al. (1996). Table
1 presents a list of all scale items for measuring the constructs.
Five academicians and two professionals were asked to assess the face validity of measurement
scales (Edward et al., 2012). On the other hand, for content validity, as described above, validated
scales were used (Casaló et al., 2008). Addition to this, using a convenience sample of 25
respondents, a pretest survey was conducted in order to catch misunderstanding statements before
applying to sample. After pretesting phase, based on respondents’ feedback, we prepared the final
version of the questionnaire with minor changes.
3.2 Data Collection and Sample
With the aim of this study, 550 questionnaires were asked to be filled within the time frame of a
week by the customers who are using retail bank services in Sakarya during May 2012 by using
convenience sampling technique. During the distribution of the surveys we explained the
objective of the study. 84 % of the customers which is equal to 462 have completed and returned
the questionnaires. After checking the returned questionnaires, because of missing values, 65
questionnaires were not taken into consideration which ended up taking 397 complete
questionnaires into the analyzing process.

EC2

Item
My current bank has up-to date facilities and equipments.
Staff at my current bank is able to perform the promised service dependably and
accurately.
Staff at my current bank provides prompt service.
Staff at my current bank is knowledgeable.
Staff at my current bank gives me individual attention.
It would cost me a lot of time to change my current bank
It would cost me a lot of effort to change my current bank.
It would cost me a lot of money to switch to another bank.
The service cost my current bank charges me is much higher than average cost
other banks charge.
It takes a lot of time to get services from my current bank

Loyalty
LY1
LY2
WOM Intentions
WOM 1
WOM2
WOM3

I will do more business with my current bank in the next few years.
I consider my current as it my first choice for retail banking services.
I will recommend my current bank to other people who seek my advice.
I will say positive things to my acquaintances about my current bank.
I will encourage other people to do business with my current bank.

4. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
In this section first, characteristics of the sample is introduced. Then the measurements model is
evaluated in terms of validity and reliability with using confirmatory factor analysis. After
achieving suggested validity and reliability results, hypothesis is tested with structural equation
modeling technique.
4.1 Descriptive Statistics
Approximately 54% of the 397 respondents were male. In general, 56% were single, 47% were
aged 26-35 and 21% were aged 36-40, and 43% had obtained a university degree. With regard to
income, about 42% of the respondents had a monthly family income between 1001-3000 TL and
32% between 3001-5000 TL. Furthermore, approximately 58% of customers are using retail
banking service for more than one year, 20% between six months to one year. In addition, the
majority of the respondents (%72) use retail banking service once of a month.
4.2 Measurement Model
Before testing the hypothesis, using two-step approach suggested by Anderson and Gerbing
(1988), validity and reliability of the 15- item, 5-factor, covariance structure measurement model
were analyzed by using AMOS (Analysis of Moment Structures). With this aim, for verifying
validity of the constructs convergent and discriminant validity of relevant constructs were
1

All items were measured by Likert type scale with 1 indicating”strongly disagree” and 5 indicating”strongly
agree”.
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analyzed. For assessing convergent validity standardized regression coefficients were evaluated
for each of the constructs. The standardized regression coefficients for all constructs item values
were above the suggested level of 0,50 (Casaló et al., 2008, p.406; Edward et al., 2012, p.160;
Bell et al., 2005). In addition, all of these values are also significant in the 0,05 level providing
evidence for convergent validity. In Table 2 average variance extracted for the constructs are
given. All of these constructs’ average variance extracted (AVE) values are above the suggested
level of 0,50. (Fornell and Larcker, 1981, p.46). Support for convergent validity is also
demonstrated by the suggested AVE for all five constructs. Additions to this, in Table 3
measurement model fit indexes are shown. According to the fit index values of measurement
model, it is proved that the proposed model has convergent validity (Arbuckle, 2006).
Table 2. Cronbach Alpha, Composite Reliability and Average Variance Extracted of
Measurement Model Constructs2
Constructs
Service Quality
Economic Costs
Switching Costs
Word-of-Mouth Intentions
Loyalty

Cronbach α
0,93
0,86
0,91
0,86
0,91

CR
0,92
0,86
0,93
0,86
0,97

AVE
0,75
0,76
0,77
0,67
0,84

Table 3. Measurement Model Results3
Fit
Statistics

Another approach for assessing discriminant validity is to compare AVE values for all pair of
constructs and squared correlations between the two construct of interest. Discriminant validity is
satisfied when the squared correlations between any pair of constructs is less than the respective
AVE of each of the constructs in the pair (Fornell and Larcker, 1981). Taking Table 2 and 5 in
account all AVE estimate for each construct is greater than the squared correlation of all
construct pairs. Thus, discriminant validity of the measurement model was also proved.
Table 5. Construct Intercorrelations
1. Service Quality
2. Economic Costs
3.Switching Costs
4.Loyalty
5.WOM Intentions

(1)
1.00
-,421
,360
,636
,417

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

1.00
-,514
-,441
-,533

1.00
,394
,471

1.00
,389

1.00

For reliability analyses, Cronbach α and composite reliability (CR) statistics were used of each of
the scales. (Fornell and Larckel, 1981). Reliability values are also shown in Table 2. The values
for each of the constructs are over the suggested level of 0.70 (Hair et al., 1998:612) indicating
that all measures are reliable.
4.3 Structural Model

χ2 /df:

GFI

AGFI

CFI

TLI

106,5/79:1,35

0,97

0,95

0,99

0,99 0,99

IFI

RMSEA
0,030

For discriminant validity, the restricted model (the correlation estimate between latent constructs
is constrained to value 1) was tested towards unrestricted model. Discriminant validity results are
given on Table 3. According to Table 4, in the ten degrees of freedom (df) and 0.05 significance
level (10χ² 0,05= 18,307) and because of ∆χ² = 495,733> 18,307 it is proved that scales refer to
different constructs. Therefore, discriminant validity was achieved (Bagozzi et al., 1991; Sun and
Lin, 2010:1446; Edward et al., 2012, p.163; Choi et al., 2004, p.918).
Table 4: Discriminant Validity of Latent Variables
χ2
652,2
106,5

Model
Restricted Model
Unrestricted Model
∆ χ2
∆df

df
89
79
495,73
10

2

AVE:Average Variance Extracted, CR: Composite Reliability, CR: (∑ standardized loadings)²/(∑ standardized
loadings)²+(∑ indicator measurement error), AVE: (∑ squared standardized loadings)/ (∑ squared standardized
loadings)+(∑ indicator measurement error).
3
df, degrees of freedom; GFI: Goodness Ft Index; AGFI: Adjusted Goodness Fit Index, CFI: Comparative Fit Index;
TLI:Tucker-Lewis Index; IFI: Incremental Fit Index; RMSEA: Root Mean Square Error of Approximation

After confirming the measurement model, the proposed hypotheses tested with structural
equations modeling using maximum-likelihood estimation. Fit statistics of this model are in the
suggested level and the results of the hypotheses are shown in Table 6.
Table 6: Structural Model Results
Model Relationships
Service Quality→ Economic Cost
Service Quality → Switching Costs
Economic Costs→ Switching Costs
Economic Costs → Loyalty
Economic Costs → WOM Intentions
Switching Costs → Loyalty
Switching Costs→ WOM Intentions
Service Quality → Loyalty
Service Quality →WOM Intention
R²- Economic Costs
R²- Switching Costs
R²- Loyalty
R²- WOM Intention
Fit Statistics:
χ2/df:107,104/80=1,339, GFI:0,97,
RMSEA:0,029

Coefficient
-,42*
0,17*
- ,44*
- ,16*
-,34*
0,13*
-,23*
0,53**
0,20*
0,18
0,29
0,45
0,37
AGFI:0,95,

CFI:0,99,

Hypothesis
H1-supported
H2-supported
H3- supported
H4- supported
H5- supported
H6- supported
H7- supported
H8- supported
H9- supported

TLI:0,99,

IFI:0,99,

*p<0,001; **p<0,05
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The goodness-of-fit statistics of the proposed model revealed that, the model reasonably fits the
current data (chi-square:107,1, df:80, chisquare/df:1,33, GFI:0,97, AGFI:0,95, CFI:0,99,
TLI:0,99, IFI:0,99). The results of the structural model indicate that, service quality has positive
effect on switching costs (Hypothesis 2, γ=0,17, p< 0,001), loyalty (Hypothesis 8, γ=0,53, p<
0,05) and word-of-mouth intentions, (Hypothesis 9, γ=0,20, p< 0,001). In addition, switching
costs have positive effect on loyalty (Hypothesis 6, β=0,13, p< 0,001) and word-of-mouth
intentions (Hypothesis 7, β=0,23, p< 0,001). On the other hand, the results also revealed that,
service quality has negative effect on economic costs (Hypothesis 1, γ=-0,42, p< 0,001) and
economic costs has negative effect on loyalty (Hypothesis 4, β=-,16, p< 0,001) and word-ofmouth intentions (Hypothesis 5, β=0,34, p< 0,001). In addition, the model explained 18% of the
variance in economic costs, 29% in switching costs, 45% in loyalty, 37% in word-of-mouth
intentions.

The overall objective of this study was test the relationship between service quality, economic
costs, switching costs and behavioral intentions. Our findings reveal that service quality,
economic and switching costs are antecedents of loyalty and word-of-mouth intentions in retail
banking context. The results of this study indicate positive relationship between service quality
and loyalty. This finding is consistent with the previous studies (Zeithaml et al., 1996; Bloemer et
al., 1999; Cronin et al., 2000; Gracia et al., 2011; Boulding et al. 1993). In addition, among other
constructs, service quality is the prime driver of customer loyalty. In order to improve service
quality, Berry et al., (1988) suggested to define organizations service standards according to
customer expectations, include managers in quality improvements efforts as well as customer
contact personnel, compare service standards with service performance, and handle customer
complaints properly. Reicheld and Sasser (1990, p.107), also emphasized the importance of
success in service recovery and found that reducing defections by five percent, improve profits of
20% to 85%. Companies can also use surveys for identifying customers’ complaints and take
action in a timely manner. In this context, feedback should be use in order to monitor customer
complaints and complaint resolutions and this will help banks to reduce the complaint
frequencies and it is vital for a retail bank to perform the service correctly by executing
transactions accurately, maintaining customer records without error (Yang and Peterson, 2004,
p.814; Zeithaml et al. 1988, p.41; Fullerton, 2005, p. 464) Surveys can also be used to identify
customer expectations and “what customers value in service” (Berry et al., 1990, p.30). Addition
to this, in order to achieve high service quality perceptions, striving to meet customers desired
service levels rather than performing and adequate service level should be adapted by both
managers and staff (Zeithaml et al., 1996, p.44). In terms of providing service quality, bank web
sites should also be considered. In this context, websites should be designed according to the
bank clients’ expectations. Bank representatives should have the knowledge to answer customers’
questions and help to solve their problems about bank transactions (Yang and Peterson, 2004,
p.814). Banks should also segment their customers and provide them additional benefits due to
their transaction patterns (Wong, 2011, p.15). In this context, customers who use retail bank in
advanced level should be provided additional incentive and this may also enhance patronize the
service provider. Banks should also encourage their staff to engage with customers in a friendly
manner and to retain a sense of empathy for customers may lead to increase loyalty and word-ofmouth intentions (Bell et al. 2005, p.180).

As Parasuraman et al., (1985, p.42) emphasized that “quality evaluations are not solely on the
outcome of a service, they also involve evaluations of the process of service delivery”. In this
context, staff is responsible for the process of the service. Thus, “do- it-right-first” is critical issue
addressing the reliability of the service provider (Berry et al., 1990, p.35). In addition retail bank
staff should be able to offer the promised service dependably and accurately (Parasuraman et al.,
1988). In this context, training the service personnel and giving them responsibility for solving
problems is noteworthy Addition to this, security is another issue which should be considered
with the reliability dimension of service quality In this respect, banks should make an effort for
the privacy of personal information of customers and keeping retail banking transactions safe
(Yang and Peterson, 2004, p. 815). Responsiveness is another important dimension of service
quality. In this respect, solving customer problems and acting in a timely manner will lead to
increase customers’ service quality perceptions. Moreover, tangibles (store layout and design, upto-date facilities and equipments) should also be considered in order to increase service quality
perception of customers (Parasuraman et al., 1988).
In our study positive relationship between service quality and word-of-mouth intentions was also
found supporting to (Bloemer et al., 1999; Alexandris et al., 2002). This implies that, spreading
positive word-of-mouth may help to gain new customers. Because consumers appreciate wordof-mouth because it is considered more objective and reliable than other information sources
(Casaló et al., 2008, p.410). In addition, positive word-of-mouth can be a useful strategy to
reduce customers’ perceived risk (Alexandris et al., 2002, p.230).
The results of our study also revealed negative relationship between economic costs and loyalty
and word-of-mouth intentions supporting the result of Çankaya and Çilingir, (2008). This implies
that, by decreasing customers’ economic perceptions, banks can increase customer loyalty and
word-of-mouth intentions. In addition, Parasuraman et al., (1994) argue that, transaction specific
satisfaction is based on customers’ evaluations of service quality, product quality and price. This
implies that, service price does not only influence satisfaction but also customer loyalty and
word-of-mouth intentions. Thus, service managers should also evaluate their service price levels
and waiting time of the customers and if necessary they should take precautions. In this context,
customers’ value perceptions can be increased by reducing service waiting time and service price.
In addition, firms can benefit from improved service quality in order to achieve increased
customers’ value perceptions. Moreover, Bloemer et al. (1999, p.1101) asserted that “evoking a
favorable attitude through personalized services may contribute to customers’ price tolerance”.
This may also be achieved by providing extra services to customers.
In addition, in our study negative relationship was found between economic cost and switching
costs. In other words, when customers perceive high levels of service price and time their
switching costs may be declined. Thus, both service quality and economic costs should be
considered in order to increase customer’ switching costs perceptions. In addition, in order to
increase switching costs the bank representatives should frequently visit and communicate with
their customers to understand their needs. In this context, effective communication can be
considered opportunity for both retail bank and customers (Yen et al., 2011, p.255). Moreover,
providing extra services can also be used as a facilitator to increase switching costs.
This study also suggests that, service quality is an antecedent of switching costs supporting to
Meng and Eliott (2006). In other words, when customers perceive high level of service quality
their perceived switching costs relating with changing their current bank will be respectively
high. This implies that, service quality can be used to increase customer perceived switching
costs. In this context banks should measure their customers’ service quality perceptions and take
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precautions regarding the problem areas. In other words, both bank managers and staff should
effort to enhance perceived service quality and this may increase their perceived costs regarding
to switch their current bank and consequently they should be retained. Organizations can benefit
from high switching costs “get away with” temporarily poor service situations as they discourage
clients changing to an alternative supplier (Bell et al., 2005, p.172). In addition, if bank staff
frequently provides relevant information and recommendations, customers consider bank more
trustworthy as a result they will discourage to change their current bank (Yen et al., 2011, p.255).
In order to induce switching costs, banks should provide incentives to retail banking customers to
use in advance level for transactions (Lee et al., 2001, p.44).
The results of this study also indicate positive relationship between switching costs and
behavioral intentions. This results support to the relevant literature (Yang and Peterson, 2004;
Wong, Fuentes-Blasco et al., 2010; Lee et al,. 2001; Edward et al., 2010; Beerli et al., 2004; Lam
et al. 2004; Lee and Cunningham, 2001). Thus, when customers have switching costs they are
likely to maintain their relationship with the bank and encourage customers to recommend their
bank to other consumers possibly due to the benefit specific relationship between service
provider and its customers (Lam et al., 2004, p.307). Thus, retail banks should consider switching
costs in order to retain their current customers and increase positive word-of-mouth intentions.
As a result, our study revealed the importance of service quality, economic and switching costs
for retaining customers and increasing positive word-of-mouth intentions. Thus, retail banks
should consider these concepts in order to make decisions regarding their future investments.
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ABSTRACT
This paper aims to examine the relationship between energy consumptions and economic growth
and to address policy problems on energy consumption in Malaysia by using data from 1980 to
2010. Johansen co-integration is employed to analyze the data. Findings show that energy
consumptions are related to economic growth. The Granger causality model is used to measure
the causal effect of energy consumption and gross domestic product. The results indicate that oil
and coal consumption does not Granger cause economic growth and vice versa. Causality runs
from economic growth to electricity consumption. A unidirectional relationship exists between
gas and economic growth, with causality running from electricity use to economic growth.
Therefore, a policy to reduce gas utilization will harm economic growth in Malaysia.
Keywords: economic growth, energy consumption, Johansen co-integration, Granger causality.

1. INTRODUCTION
According to the BP Statistical Review (2011), the world population has risen immensely since
1950. In the next 20 years, it is estimated to increase by 1.4 billion. Global energy consumption
continues to grow especially in emerging countries such as India and China which are the two
most populous countries and are among the top 10 energy consumers in the world. The global
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population consumes energy for buildings, transportation, agriculture, and industries, and its fast
growth significantly increases energy consumption (Barliwala & Reddy, 1993).
Environmental degradation is the inevitable result of the inexorable increase in energy
consumption (Jalil & Mahmud, 2009; Apergis & Payne, 2009). An increase in consumption
generates carbon emissions which directly harm the environment. Hameed (2011) stated that
more environmental problems occur as the amount of consumed energy increases. As stated by
Fong et al. (2007), environmental problems stunt the economic development planning process if
the government does not intervene to reduce energy consumption and carbon emission. Wei et al.
(2009) stated that in China, the consumption of coke and coals has undesirable effects on the
environment. Therefore, a policy on the reduction of the use of coke, coal, and other low-quality
energy is proposed as a solution. Menyah and Rufael (2009) also suggested that South Africa
should reduce its energy consumption per unit of output to reduce pollutant emissions. In
Malaysia, the new National Green Technology policy was introduced by Prime Minister Datuk
Sri Najib Tun Razak in April 2009. The policy aims to reduce the rate of energy consumption and
simultaneously enhance economic development (Islam et al, 2009).
However, the depletion in energy consumption can have a detrimental impact on economic
growth. According to past studies, energy consumption has a favorable effect on economic
growth in many countries (Belke et al., 2011; Francis et al. 2010; Squali, 2006). Energy is
important to achieve the interrelated economic, social and environmental aims of sustainable
development. Developing countries encounter numerous challenges to increase economic growth
and mitigate adverse impacts on environment from energy activities (Cassim et al., 2004). Many
past studies were concerned about the relationship between energy consumption and economic
growth (Cao et al, 2010; Liang, 2011; Zachariadis, 2007). Energy consumption was believed to
be instrumental in boosting the economy. Therefore, this study aims to examine the relationship
between energy consumptions and economic growth, and addresses policy problems on energy
consumption

2. TREND AND PATTERN OF ENERGY IN MALAYSIA
The International Energy Agency estimated that by the year 2030, the consumption of energy
sources will have increased by 53%, whereby 70% will be derived from developing countries.
Malaysia is a developing country that had a 5% economic growth rate in 2005. The overall
growth rate of energy consumption in Malaysia increased by 5.6% and reached 38.9 mtoe from
the years 2000 to 2005 and will probably reach 98.7 mtoe by 2030 (Islam et al, 2009). The
consumption of energy sources is one of the main catalysts of economic growth in Malaysia. The
consumed energy sources include petroleum, electricity, coal, and natural gases. Maamor and
Sahlan (2005) discovered that between 1995 to 2000, the national economy registered an average
increase of 47%. Energy consumption also recorded growth, whereby coal increased by 4.1%,
petroleum by 3.6%, and electricity by 6.2%.

Table 1. Energy Consumption and Economic Growth of Malaysia1
Year

Energy
Consumption
(ktoe)

Economic
growth
(%)

2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009

55,203.98
54,303.96
62,551.96
63,896.70
69,528.02
73,023.53
66,826.20

5.79
6.78
5.33
5.84
6.48
4.81
-1.63

Energy
consumption
per $1000
GDP (Kg of oil
equivalent)
206.07
189.84
207.60
200.35
204.74
205.17
190.88

Energy
consumption
(Kg of oil
equivalent per
capita)
2,202.86
2,122.04
2,396.60
2,403.37
2,570.24
2,655.21
2,390.97

Energy
import
(% of energy
consumption)
-52.05
-62.89
-46.27
-41.24
-29.64
-27.52
-34.22

Table 1 shows the energy consumption and gross domestic product (GDP) of Malaysia from
2003 to 2009. Energy consumption in 2003 was 55,203.98 ktoe. This amount decreased slightly
to 54,303.96 ktoe in 2004 before soaring to 73,023.53 ktoe in 2008. However, in 2009, energy
consumption declined to 66,826.2 ktoe. The overall national economic growth in 2003 was
5.79%, reaching 6.78% in 2004 and declined to 5.33% in 2005. Economic growth increased to
5.84% in 2006. In 2007, economic growth intensified and hit 6.48% and decreased to 4.81% in
2008. Economic growth reached deficit at -1.63% in 2009. The annual report published in 2009
by the Ministry of Energy, Green Technology, and Water stated that the energy pattern in
Malaysia is closely related to economic growth. The 2008 economic recession resulted in a
decrease in demand and supply in 2009. From the energy per capita point of view, 2,202.86 kg
was consumed in 2003 with a minor drop to 2,122.04 kg in 2004. The total energy consumption
per capita increased to 2,655.21 kg in 2008 but declined again to 2,390.97 kg in 2009. As for the
rate of imported energy, Malaysia recorded a negative value, thus indicating its capability to be
an energy exporter (World Bank Report, 2012). The consumption of energy sources exists in
various forms, and the methods of consumption vary according to the types of fuels.
Table 2 Energy Consumption by Types of Fuels2
Year/Types of
Fuels
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009

1
2

Coal and
Coke
(ktoe)
1,348
1,335
1,361
1,713
1,613

Natural Gas
(ktoe)

Electricity
(ktoe)

Petroleum Products
(ktoe)

6,981
9,317
10,370
10,751
6,800

6,944
7,277
7,684
7,986
8,286

23,012
22,394
24,853
24,451
24,145

Note: ktoe refers to kilotons of oil equivalent; Source: World Bank Report 2012
Source: National Energy Balance, 2009
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Table 2 shows the energy consumption according to fuel types. The most commonly used type of
fuel is petroleum, followed by electricity, natural gases, and coal. The consumption trend for
petroleum, natural gases, and coal indicates fluctuations, whereas electricity consumption
continues to increase annually. In 2005, electricity consumption was at 6,944 ktoe, and the
amount increased to 8,2686 ktoe in 2009. The industrial sector is the main consumer of electrical
energy, consuming 44.9% of the total supply in 2009 (National Energy Balance, 2009). The total
petroleum consumption in 2005 was 23,012 ktoe, dropping to 22,394 ktoe in 2006, and
increasing again to 24,853 ktoe in 2007 before dropping to 24,145 ktoe in 2009. Likewise, natural
gas consumption was recorded at 6,981 ktoe in 2005, increasing to 10,751 ktoe before dropping
to 6,800 ktoe in 2009. Coal utilization in 2005 was 1,348 ktoe, decreasing to 1,335 ktoe in 2006
but increasing to 1,713 ktoe in 2008 before experiencing a minor decrease to 1,613 ktoe in 2009.
The consumption of petroleum, electricity, natural gases, and coal in Malaysia was widely
distributed among various sectors in accordance to their respective requirements.
Table 3 Energy Consumption by Sector3
Year/Sector

2005
2006
2007
2008
2009

Agriculture Transportation
(ktoe)
(ktoe)
101
258
281
287
211

Industrial
(ktoe)

15,384
14,825
15,717
16,395
16,119

15,492
17,002
19,116
19,138
14,312

Residential and
Commercial
(ktoe)
5,134
5,430
6,196
6,205
6,337

Table 3 shows the total energy consumption by sector in Malaysia. From the trend of
consumption by the various sectors, the industrial sector recorded the highest consumption,
followed by the transportation sector, the housing and commercial sector, and then the agriculture
sector. The agriculture, transportation, and industrial sectors experienced a fluctuating trend in
energy consumption, whereas the housing and commercial sector exhibited an annual steady
increase. In 2005, the total energy consumption by the housing and commercial sector was
5,134 ktoe which increased to 6,337 ktoe in 2009. As for the industrial sector, an increase in
consumption from 15,492 ktoe (2005) to 19,138 ktoe (2008) was recorded before declining to
14,312 ktoe in 2009.
The second highest energy consumer is the transportation sector. Its total consumption was at
15,384 ktoe in 2005 but declined to 14,825 ktoe in 2006. However, an increase in consumption
was recorded again in 2008, reaching 16,395 ktoe before decreasing to 16,119 ktoe in 2008.
Energy consumption was highest in 2008 compared with the other sectors where the consumption
by the transportation sector was classified into road transportation (78.6%), air transportation
(12.9%), sea transportation (8.1%), and railway transportation (0.4%) (Mustapa et al, 2011). On
the contrary, the agricultural sector had the lowest energy consumption. In 2005, the sector
utilized only 101 ktoe which increased to 287 ktoe in 2008 but decreased to 211 ktoe in 2009.

3

3. LITERATURE REVIEW
Most previous studies employed the same methodology to investigate the relationship between
energy consumption and economic growth. Co-integration and Granger causality are the popular
approaches applied by researchers (Francis et al, 2010; Narayan & Singh, 2006; Soytas & Sari,
2006; Squalli, 2006; Zachariadis, 2007; Ighodaro, 2010). The relationship between the two
variables has been proven by many previous studies (Narayan & Singh, 2006; Shahiduzzaman &
Alam, 2012; Zhongmin & Bingshi, 2010).
Hong (2010) examined the long- and short-term relationship between GDP and energy
consumption. Co-integration, Error correction model, and Granger causality approaches were
employed, and the results indicated a long-term equilibrium relationship between energy
consumption and real GDP. In the short run, the total energy consumption and production
Granger cause GDP during the period 1953 to 2007 in China. The same results were supported by
Peng and Sun (2010) who posited that bi-directional causalities exist between GDP and energy
consumption in the short and long run in China. Zhongmin and Bingshi (2010) focused only on
Shaanxi Province. They used simple regression and found a linear relationship between economic
growth and energy consumption from 1985 to 2008. Ji et al. (2011) applied multiple linear
regressions and concluded that total consumptions of gasoline, diesel oil, and power significantly
affect GDP in Beijing.
The study on the relationship between energy consumption and economic growth was also
carried out in 22 Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development countries. Energy
consumption per capita Granger causes real GDP per capita and vice versa in the long run. From
1981 to 2007, a rise in energy consumption caused economic growth to increase (Belke et al,
2011). Energy consumption was also addressed by members of the Organization of the Petroleum
Exporting Countries to determine whether certain linkages exist between energy consumptions.
Squali (2006) found that electricity consumption is essential to economic growth in five
countries, less essential in three countries, and independent in three countries.
A study on understanding the need to increase efficiency in consumption, distribution, and
production of energy in the Caribbean region by Francis et al. (2010) proved that bi-directional
Granger causality exists between energy consumption and real GDP per capita. The study also
claimed that energy demand was expected to increase in Haiti, Jamaica, and Trinidad until at
least 2010.
Three methods were applied to explore the relationship between energy consumption and
economic growth in G-7 countries for the period of 1960 to 2004 (Zachariadis, 2007). The three
methods were Granger causality, Vector autoregression (VAR), Error correction model, and
Autoregressive distributed lag (ARDL). In the US, the results for the three methods did not vary;
however, differences among the results existed in all other countries. This problem was supported
by results from a smaller sample in US. The study emphasized that sample size is important to
determine the similarity of the findings.
The results of the relationship between energy consumption and economic growth are slightly
different in developed countries and developing countries. Lee and Chang (2007) employed
multiple structural breaks and panel VAR approach to investigate the dynamic interactions
between energy consumption per capita and real GDP per capita in 20 developed countries and
18 developing countries. The findings indicate that causality between real GDP per capita and
energy consumption is bi-directional in developed countries and uni-directional in developing
countries.

Source: National Energy Balance, 2009
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Electricity consumption has an important role in economic activities. Soytas and Sari (2006)
reported that electricity consumption contributes to the manufacturing industry. Therefore, the
shortage and conservation of electricity might have a significant impact on manufacturing output.
Ighodaro (2010) employed Johansen co-integration techniques and found that causality runs from
electric consumption to economic growth. Therefore, electric consumption harms economic
growth. Narayan and Singh (2006) also found that electricity consumption and labor positively
Granger cause economic growth in Fiji Island. Granger causality, Ordinary least squares, Fully
modified ordinary least squares, and ARDL were used, and all the methods found that electricity
consumption and labor force positively affect GDP.
Shahiduzzaman and Alam (2012) stated that a policy on energy consumption should be created
because of bi-directional causality between GDP and energy use in Australia. However, their
finding contradicts that of Lise and Montfort (2006) who found that energy restriction did not
harm economic growth in Turkey, which makes a policy on energy consumption unnecessary.
The price of energy determines the total consumption. Belke et al. (2011) and Peng and Sun
(2010) studied the relationship between energy consumption and real GDP, including energy
price, and found that a rise in energy prices has a negative effect on energy consumption.

where is our variable of interest, is t the time trend and the difference operator, t is the time
trend, and Ɛ is the white noise residual of zero mean and constant mean and constant variance.
(α1,α2,β1,...βm) is a set of parameters to be estimated. If the stationary test is significant, the
variable series is stationary and does not have a unit root test. Thus, the null hypothesis will be
rejected, but the alternative hypothesis will be accepted. However, if the stationary test is not
significant, the variable series is non-stationary and has a unit root test; thus, null hypothesis will
be accepted. The hypothesis for this study is as follows:
(2)
(3)
4.2 Co-integration Test
Co-integration test is used in this study to examine the long-run relationship between all
variables. Consider the following levels of VAR, with Xt defined as the log of Oil, Gas,
Electricity, Coal, and GDP:
(4)

4. METHODOLOGY
This study applies empirical analysis and focuses on some variables such as GDP, total electricity
consumption, total crude oil consumption, total gas consumption, and total coal consumption in
Malaysia. Data from 1980 to 2010 were collected to determine the relationship between total
energy consumption and economic growth in Malaysia using gas utilization, crude oil
consumption, coal consumption, electricity consumption and gas utilization as proxies for energy
consumption. All these energy are consumed in Malaysia.

If the variables in Xt are I(1), the VAR in Eq. (4) is not stationary. If no co-integration exists,
statistical inference is not possible by using the usual tests. Given this condition, the difference of
the series should be determined and a first difference VAR of the form should be estimated:
(5)
Integration vectors give rise to the stationary variable. If this is the case, the VAR in Eq. (5) can
be written as:
(6)

Legenda
(Figures in parenthesis are the critical values)
Where:
GDP is the real gross domestic product representing economic growth
ELECTRICITY is the electricity consumption (energy consumption)
OIL is the domestic consumption of crude oil (energy consumption)
GAS is the gas utilization in Malaysia (energy consumption)
COAL is the consumption of coal in Malaysia (energy consumption)

In Eq. (6), II is a rank r matrix that can be divided as
(7)
where α is a 3 × r loading matrix and β is a 3 × r matrix of co-integrating vectors, r being the
number of co-integrating vectors. Following the Johansen procedure (Ighodaro, 2010), the
number of co-integrating vectors were tested by using the co-integrated VAR as in Eq. (6).
4.3 Granger Causality Test

All the data used where extracted from the statistic of World Bank (2012) and Index Mundi
(2012).
4.1 Stationary Test
The first step in constructing time series data is to determine the non-stationary property of each
variable. We must test each of the series in the levels and in the first difference. All variables
were tested in levels using the Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) Test. Consider the equation
below:
(1)

The Granger causality test is employed to examine the causal relationship between two variables.
If the p values of the variable Y significantly contribute to forecast the value of another variable
X, then Y has a Granger causal relationship with X and vice versa. The test is based on the
equation below:
(8)
(9)
where Y1and X1 are the tested variables, μt and Ɛ t are the error terms, and t implies that the time
period z and i are the number of lags. The null hypothesis is = = 0 for all i. In the alternative
hypothesis that ≠ 0 and
≠ 0 for at least some i if the coefficient are significant but
are
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not significant, then X is Granger causal to Y. However, if both coefficients are significant, then
causality runs both ways.

Table 5. Co-integration Test
Rank
r= 0*
r ≤ 1*

35.7629

27.5843

80.3656

47.8561

r ≤ 2*

29.1435

21.1316

44.6027

29.7971

r≤3

14.0060

14.2646

15.4593

15.4947

r≤4

0.6533

3.8414

0.6533

3.8415

5. FINDINGS
The findings from the tests of the study are discussed. Data from 1980 to 2010 were used in this
study for all variables (Coal, Electricity, Gas, Oil and GDP). Unit root test based on Augmented
dickey-fuller (ADF) was conducted to measure the stationary property of the time series data.
Then, Johansen co-integration was performed to investigate the long run relationship between all
variables. Finally, Granger causality was done to indentify the direction of the causality
relationship.
Table 4. Augmented Dickey-Fuller Unit Root Test Results4
Variables

COAL
ELECTRICITY
GAS
OIL
GDP

Intercept
Level
First
Difference
2.9648
-4.4976***
(1.0000)
(0.0013)
2.1554
(0.9999)
-0.1307
(0.9370)
-0.9521
(0.7570)
1.8443
(0.9996)

-4.0859***
(0.0037)
-6.5985***
(0.0000)
-3.3411**
(0.0220)
-37975***
(0.0077)

Lag intervals 1 to 2
Critical Value
Trace Statistic
(Eigen) at 5%
33.8769
136.1246

Max-Eigen
Statistic
55.7590

Critical Value
(Trace) at 5%
69.8189

L.R test indicates three co-integrating equations at the 0.05 level
Intercept + Trend
Level
First
Difference
0.5969
-6.0270***
(0.9991)
(0.0037)
-2.6615
(0.2583)
-3.1868
(0.1061)
-05667
(0.9739)
-1.2816
(0.8725)

-4.7543***
(0.0035)
-6.5008***
(0.0000)
-3.3963*
(0.0715)
-5.3715***
(0.0008)

Table 4 shows that all variables (coal, electricity, gas, oil, and GDP) are non-stationary in level
with the constant trend. However, in the first difference test, the result for all variables indicates
that they are significant, which means all variables are stationary. The null hypothesis is rejected,
and the alternative hypothesis is accepted. Thus, Johansen co-integration can be carried out.
Table 5 shows the results of the Johansen co-integration test. The table shows that by using trace
test and max-eigen value test, three co-integrating equations are found at 5% level. Co-integration
shows long-run relationships between various types of energy consumption (electricity, oil, gas,
and coal consumption) and economic growth but co- integration cannot determine which
direction of the relationships. Thus, Granger causality is performed to examine the direction of
causality relationships.

Table 6. Granger Causality
Null hypothesis
GDP does not Granger cause OIL
OIL does not Granger cause GDP
GAS does not Granger cause OIL
OIL does not Granger cause GAS
Electricity does not Granger cause OIL
OIL does not Granger cause Electricity
GAS does not Granger cause GDP
GDP does not Granger cause GAS
Electricity does not Granger cause GDP
GDP does not Granger cause Electricity
Coal does not Granger cause GDP
GDP does not Granger cause Coal
Electricity does not Granger cause GAS
GAS does not Granger cause Electricity
Coal does not Granger cause GAS
GAS does not Granger cause Coal
Coal does not Granger cause Electricity
Electricity does not Granger cause Coal

Obs
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29

F-statistic
0.4416
2.5493
0.4748
2.8786
0.8694
21.042
24.487
0.8448
2.7658
6.9347
0.3530
2.9035
3.4135
5.2922
0.4343
7.8137
2.9347
10.8355

Prob.
0.6482
0.0991
0.6277
0.0758
0.4320
0.0000
0.0000
0.4420
0.0830
0.0042
0.7062
0.0743
0.0496
0.0125
0.6527
0.0024
0.0724
0.0004

This study used various forms of proxies for energy consumption. Table 6 presents the pairwise
Granger causality between coal, electricity, gas, oil, and GDP. The results indicate that oil and
coal consumption do not Granger cause GDP, and vice versa. Electricity consumption does not
Granger cause GDP, but GDP Granger causes electricity consumption. Gas consumption Granger
causes GDP, but GDP does not Granger cause gas consumption.

4

Note: ***, **, and * indicate the rejection of the null hypothesis of non-stationary at 1%, 5%, and 10% significance
level, respectively.
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6. CONCLUSION AND POLICY IMPLICATIONS
Through an empirical analysis, this paper aims to determine the relationship between energy
consumption and economic growth. First, a unit root test, which is non-stationary in level and
stationary in first difference, is conducted. The Johansen co-integration model is applied. The
results indicate a long-run relationship between energy consumption and GDP. The Granger
causality model is used, and the results show that oil and coal consumptions do not Granger cause
economic growth and vice versa. Causality runs from economic growth to electricity
consumption. A unidirectional relationship exists between gas and economic growth, with
causality running from electricity use to economic growth in Malaysia. As regards gas
consumption and economic growth, the result conforms to the previous study by Ighodaro (2010)
and Ji et al. (2011).
This paper can be instrumental in the formulation of policies that will prevent negative effects on
economic growth. Any policy regarding energy consumption should be reevaluated to ensure that
it will not affect economic growth. Imposing taxes to reduce coal, oil, and electricity
consumption or implementing a conservation policy regarding those types of energy will not
harm economic growth because the results show that those energy consumptions do not influence
economic growth. Gas utilization is related to economic growth, therefore, its reduction can
hinder economic enhancement because the findings show that gas utilization Granger cause
economic growth. Green technology should be developed to balance economic growth and the
environment.
Although this study has achieved its aims, there were unavoidable limitations. First, because of
time limit, this study used the data from 1980 to 2010. The current year, 2011 could not be
considered due to the unavailable data. The data also could not be longer than 31 years due to
some variables have limited periods. Finally, the results in the empirical study were afflicted with
uncertainty which was expressed in a statistical probability value.
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ABSTRACT
Extending “above-the table”-relationships has been a principal objective of corporate social
responsibility (CSR) from the very outset. This would provide benefits to the corporation and its
stakeholders by getting everyone closely involved in the raison d'être of the business, through
inviting them to pose their perspectives and to participate in decision-making. The same applies
to sustainable development. However, when it comes to measuring how these efforts can be
integrated into overall corporate performance, the major emphasis is on technical data. The
main achievements have been consolidated in the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) where each
of the indicators prudently measures a well-determined set of facts. But one major discussion
point is whether GRI and other reporting frameworks do really reflect the link between the
outcome of CSR and economic value, and how they would properly connect to the information
used by management for running the business on a day-to-day basis. This article tries to point
out that one way out of the disconnectedness might be through expanding the concept of
‘Economic Value Added’ (EVA). EVA measures overall corporate performance by claiming that
shareholders gain when the return from the capital employed in a corporation is greater than the
cost of that capital. From there it is a short way to proclaiming that all stakeholders gain when
the value created by a corporation is greater than the cost of the capital employed in the
corporation and the capital employed in whichever commonly available resources outside the
corporation are used by its business. The expansion of EVA that is envisaged would be to enlarge
the cost of capital by the costs that are caused by that part of ‘Public Goods’ that is available to
a corporation. There is one political and one theoretical obstacle in this: the argument is quite
radical and complying with it would require some leadership from ‘big corporations’; and
valuing public goods is a research field that has not yet reached the stadium of generally
accepted applicability, at least with regard to aggregative monetary value. However there are
new initiatives under way, e.g. the International Integrated Reporting Committee now formed,
among others, by the GRI, which will join forces to reach a breakthrough.
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2. PRESERVING THE CAPITAL BASE
DEVELOPMENT OF THE CORPORATION

EMPLOYED

FOR

OVERALL

2.1 The inward and the outward perspectives on business capital
1. INTRODUCTION
Sustainable development and corporate responsibility are to be dealt with through actions,
activities and projects, and a broad array of methods has been developed to measure the outcome
of these endeavors. Most of the methods are related to project management performance (Taylor,
2008). When it comes to measuring whether the issues are integrated in overall corporate
performance, companies broaden their reporting from economic performance for shareholders to
CSR- and sustainability-performance, and various frameworks are being adopted for
benchmarking sustainability outcomes (Holliday, 2001; Kennedy, 2000). The outset having been
environmental reporting (e.g. the EU Eco-Management and Audit Scheme (EMAS), a major
emphasis is on technical data. When the accounting and consulting sector, headed by KPMG,iii
connected environment to health and safety, and then added social/community dimensions, a vast
array of indicators was created. These efforts have been consolidated in the Global Reporting
Initiative (GRI) (http://www.globalreporting.org). Each of the indicators prudently measures a
well-determined set of facts. However, there is still an ongoing discussion about the value and
credibility of sustainability reporting (for an overview, see Visser, 2009).
One major discussion point is whether the reporting frameworks that are presently in use do
really reflect the link to economic value, and how they would properly connect to the information
used by management for running the business on a day-to-day basis. This article points out that
one way out of the dilemma might be through expanding the concept of ‘Economic Value Added’
(EVA). EVA, a well-established measure of overall corporate performance,iv is based on the idea
that shareholders gain when the return from the capital employed in a corporation is greater than
the cost of that capital. From there it is a short way to proclaiming that all stakeholders gain
when the value created by a corporation is greater than the cost of the capital employed in the
corporation and the capital employed in whichever commonly available resources outside the
corporation are employed by its business. This would be equivalent to internalizing costs that
have hitherto been viewed as ‘external’, thus shifting the costs from society to the private sector
to those who are consuming public goods. Creating private value would consequently have to
encompass creating public value. The expansion of EVA that is envisaged here would be to
enlarge the cost of capital by the costs that are caused by that part of ‘Public Goods’ that is
available to a corporation. We need to find some exemplary corporations that will take the
leadership in this direction, and which see the business case as well as the moral case for it. There
is still a significant theoretical obstacle: valuating public goods is a research field that has not yet
reached the status of generally accepted applicability, at least with regard to aggregative
monetary value. It is hoped, though, that new initiatives that are under way, e.g. the International
Integrated Reporting Committee now formed, among others, by the GRI, will unite sufficient
brainpower to reach a breakthrough.v The initiatives also foster what has been called the ‘micro–
macro link’. This is based on the notion that while many issues can be measured and
implemented at site level, industry level, division level, regional level and national level, the
overall concept is mainly a macro-level concept at the global level (Jasch, 2006). In some cases,
the concept is extended on the economic benefits of sustainability management (Csutora, 2008),
but there have not been sizeable attempts to include this into a micro–macro link (Brühl, 2002;
Spangenberg, 2005).

Whichever approach is chosen to define return on investment (including “social” investment), the
concept of resources, and hence ‘capital’, becomes intrinsically ingrained. Starting with defining
sustainability to mean ‘adopting business strategies and activities that meet the needs of the
enterprise and its stakeholders today while protecting, sustaining and enhancing the human and
natural resources that will be needed in the future’ (Deloitte & Touche, 1992), we get to the
‘triple bottom line’ or ‘Triple-P’ (people, planet, profit) concept: ‘Sustainability is about the
balance or harmony between economic sustainability, social sustainability and environmental
sustainability’ (Elkington, 1997). Elaborating on this, Dyllick and Hockerts (2002) identify three
key concepts of sustainability that can easily be applied to CSR as well:
- Sustainability is about integrating economical, environmental and social aspects.
This suggests that three dimensions are interrelated and therefore may influence each other in
multiple ways. And although these interrelations are generally acknowledged, it should be
noted that regional differences exist with regard to the relative emphasis placed on each pillar.
In (Western) Europe, sustainability is mainly about environmental concerns, where in Africa
the social concerns seem to be prevailing. In an increasingly globalized economy, however,
these differences should diminish over time, and CSR will somehow become the common
denominator.
- Sustainability is about integrating short-term and long-term aspects.
This element focuses the attention to the full life-span of the matter at hand. An important
notion in this aspect is that the economical perspective, because of discount rates, tends to
value short term effects more than long term effects, whereas social impacts or environmental
degradation may not occur before the long-term. CSR is always both long- and short-term.
- Sustainability is about consuming the income and not the capital.

This aspect is a common realm in business from the economic perspective. From a social or
environmental perspective, however, the impact may not be visible in the short-term, causing
degradation of resources in the long run. The main implication, and the most referred to,
implies that ‘the natural capital remains intact’ […] ‘the source and sink functions of the
environment should not be degraded’ […] ‘the extraction of renewable resources should not
exceed the rate at which they are renewed, and the absorptive capacity of the environment to
assimilate waste, should not be exceeded.’ (Gilbert et al., 1996). Parallel, with CSR, we are at
human and social capital.
Connecting the human social and ecological to the economic side of the enterprise is thus
inherent both in sustainability and CSR. Also, both deal with “capital”, since sustainable
development is about preserving resources, and CSR may be seen as an “investment in social
cooperation for mutual advantage” (Lin-Hi, 2008). The difference would lie in sustainable
development becoming a stringent example for extensive demands on corporations, very close to
compliance and responsibility, while CSR is closer to commitment and accountability:
“Corporate social responsibility”, as per the World Business Council for Sustainable
Development, is:
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«[...] the continuing commitment by business to behave ethically and contribute to economic
development while improving the quality of life of the workforce and their families as well as
of the local community and society at large» (Holme & Watts, 2002: 8).
Each of the three concepts depicted by Dyllick and Hockerts (2002) is oriented both towards the
inner and the outer perspectives of a business as it stimulates activities that concern the resources
employed within a firm (and which the firm has acquired for sole possession), as well as those
resources that are available to the firm outside its realm (and cannot be acquired and are only
available for use, i.e. ‘Public Goods’, such as the systems of law and order, of education,
waterways, but also clean air and access to water, etc.). When it comes to the inner perspective,
this relates to resources that will be consumed, e.g. goods that are purchased by the firm to be
processed in manufacturing. Nevertheless, in order to maintain its business, the firm will have to
maintain a stock of those consumable resources (whether that stock is part of its assets or is
warehoused by a business partner). This brings us to the concept of capital maintenance. Here we
are encountering a long-standing accounting principle that states that earnings can be realized
only when an organization’s capital has been maintained at a predetermined level. Thus, there is
an immediate connection between firm-level accounting and what at a macro-level has been
called the constant capital rule.
2.2 The constant capital rule
At the heart of stakeholder relation is the concept of systems theory – that all elements of a
system are interrelated and that the whole is greater than the sum of its parts. This interrelation
poses the issue of distinguishing between qualitative and quantitative changes in the utilization of
our natural resource base. Central to this distinction is the perception that technological advances
may permit us to raise our standard of living by just maintaining the throughput of resources.
Now, borrowing from the above-mentioned principle of business sector accounting, where
maintenance of a capital stock yields an indefinite stream of output or ‘income’, we may claim
that maintenance of a constant natural capital stock (including the renewable resource base and
the environment) would also yield an indefinite stream of output or ‘income’. Implicit in this
proposition is that we must, to the best of our ability, live off the ‘interest’ on this capital stock
and not draw it down.vi If a part of this capital is consumed, it must be replaced by substitute
capital. Here we are using the capital theory of sustainability economics, which seems to suggest
a relatively simple rule to ensure sustainability (e.g. Solow, 1986), but which has also met with
considerable criticism because of this simplistic view (Brätland, 2006).
The constant capital rule referred to above has another implication that is also rooted in systems
theory: interrelation between the various forms of capital in a systems-theory perspective would
also indicate that the elements that form the whole may be substituted by each other – we can
consume some of our natural capital (in the form of environmental degradation, for example) as
long as we offset this loss by increasing our stock of man-made capital, making use of the
technological advances mankind is continuously adopting. This way of dealing with resources
has been called ‘weak sustainability’ as opposed to ‘strong sustainability’, which requires that the
resource structure must remain unchanged (Pearce & Atkinson, 1993). Advocates of the ‘strong
sustainability criterion’ see nature as an indivisible heritage and they reject what they call
‘commodification’ of the environment; hence, they largely negate that the value of the
environment can be expressed in money. In their view, the market functions as a collective action
against preservation and extraction/production of resources adapts nature to human technology
and methods, while it should be the other way round (Scherhorn, 2004). But while there may be

reasonable arguments as to whether substitution of man-made and natural capital is moral or not,
it is commonly agreed that natural and man-made capital should be managed at optimal levels,
and these should be maintained over a very long period of time (Daly, 1990). This leads in the
direction of a ‘proper mix of natural and man-made-capital’, and there is certainly room for either
complements or substitutes. With this, we would be back to substituting and, since primary
extraction and end-use cannot be viewed separately, we would also be back to the construct of
aggregate natural capital (Engelbrecht, 2009).
This article does not intend to foster the controversy on R. Solow’s neoclassical approach;
however, an outlook that would be conciliatory between strong and weak sustainability (which
uses Solow’s ideas) may be seen in the following quote:
«The debate between weak and strong sustainability proponents […] has again drawn
valuable attention to what physical limits to growth may exist because of limited
substitutability, in concept or in practice. It has helped stimulate a new examination of the
powers and limits of technical change as a means of relaxing these limits, as well as focus
attention on how physical laws interact with economic principles» (Pezzey & Toman,
2002: 214).
Further conciliation must be sought between microeconomic accounting and the largely
macroeconomic terms of development theory. The fundamental question is why the obvious
agglomeration of heterogeneous physical and immaterial items that constitute public goods
should forever defy coherent quantifiable aggregation (Brätland, 2006). Many ways have been
sought to elude this dilemma. One is to completely negate aggregability and to concentrate on
measuring isolated indicators; another is to introduce elements of private property rights into
concepts of allocation; and a third one chooses survey research on preferences of public goods
consumers. This very dominant approach is called contingent valuation including so-called
‘choice experiments’ (for an overview see, e.g. Freeman, 1993; Bockstael et al., 2000). Only one
or two of these concepts provide avenues to aggregate measures (Ricci, 2010; Johnson &
Bourguignon, 2006). Before presenting an outline of these approaches, it must be clarified in
detail how the constant capital rule connects to measuring corporate performance.

3. UNDERSTANDING VALUE ADDED
Going back to the business accounting principle of ‘capital maintenance’ we may set out from the
concept of EVA: maintaining the value of capital within a given period may be an important
business objective, but it does not create value added. For this to happen, the (maintenance) cost
of capital must be surpassed by the output of using the capital resources: in order to achieve
EVA, profit must exceed the cost of capital. ‘Capital’, in this business-oriented nomination, is
what the financial community (shareholders, banks and other purveyors of finance) has invested
in a corporation. When the cost of capital has been earned (including the dividends to be paid to
the shareholders), the excess value is what increases the ‘wealth’ of the corporation (which is
equal to an increase in the wealth of its shareholders). So far, none of the outside stakeholders
(the civil community, the municipality, local and state authorities, and the public at large) has had
a share in this. Based on pure logic, if the shareholders of a corporation gain when the return
from the capital employed in a corporation is greater than the cost of that capital, all stakeholders
of a corporation gain when the value created by a corporation is greater than the cost of the
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capital employed in the corporation and of the capital employed outside the corporation (in
whichever commonly available resources are used by its business).
Any well-trained accountant will reflect the above statement on the two sides of a balance sheet:
‘capital’ must be equal to ‘assets’. Like plant and property, machinery and inventory, and other
economic resources to be disclosed in financial reporting, there are assets available to a
corporation that are not provided by the financial community but by the public at large. Hence,
they are public goods. The usual way is to categorize them into ‘social resources’ and ‘ecological
resources’ as per the definition of integrating economical, environmental and social aspects.
Thus, if we extend the notion of ‘capital’, we extend the concept of value added: what we would
get instead of EVA would be ‘Sustainable Value Added’ (SVA)vii:
SVA = profit minus cost of capital employed in economic resources (property, plant and
equipment, intangible assets, inventory, receivables, etc.) minus cost of capital employed in
ecological resources minus cost of capital employed in social resources.
Ecological resources would be access to water, to (clean) air and to minerals, feasibilities to
discharge effluents into public waters and gas emissions into the air, etc. In this context,
macroeconomics has provided the term ‘externalities’,viii which relates to production and/or
consumption of goods and services for which no appropriate compensation is paid. It is often
argued that the distinction between a public good and an externality lies in excludability:
highway availability can be considered a public good, but if a highway is congested, tolls may be
raised in order to exclude excessive use. Thus, only if externalities were taxed would their costs
(or benefits) be borne by the parties that enter into an economic transaction with the provider of
public goods. We will come back to ‘externalities’ in Section 3.2. For now, it may suffice to note
that while the subject of externality valuation and externality pricing has been extensively
researched, e.g. through the EU-funded ExternE series (European Commission, 2005), the focus
is still narrow: it is primarily on a limited – though crucial – set of issues, i.e. those associated
with the emission of air-polluting substances, accidents, global warming and, concerning
transport, congestion. There is, however, no globally acknowledged framework (Ricci, 2010),
and while some externalities are accounted for, others are not: businesses are debited with
external costs for gas emissions and waste disposal, etc., but many other externalities are
altogether largely under-documented, such as community severance, alternative uses of land and
visual intrusion. The question is whether the methodological approaches should be oriented
towards ‘punishing’ the businesses for damages they cause and thus ‘internalizing’ the cost for
specific, but isolated, externalities (which seems to be the prevailing technique), or towards
valuing aggregate externalities and then allocating their proportionate cost to businesses (Shioji,
2001).
Social resources, in the equation given above, would be the availability of legal and education
systems, of a properly working labor market, of traffic infrastructure, of civil infrastructure in
cities and other communities, etc. With regard to valuation and to allocation of these resources to
business activities, the restrictions are the same as those that were mentioned with regard to
externalities of ‘ecological capital’. The concept of social resources may appear to be even more
intangible, especially when considering that the denomination of ‘social capital’ has long been
ascribed to a specific sociological concept, which, in a relatively new definition given by F.
Fukuyama, is ‘shared norms or values that promote social cooperation, instantiated in actual
social relationships’ (2002). This denomination is certainly much narrower than what is meant
here by ‘social resources’, and one might say that it evades monetary measurement. Nevertheless,
community development compellingly requires the elements of what sociologists call ‘social

capital’ (groups and networks, trust, collective action, social inclusion and communication), and,
in recognition of this, various social capital measurement frameworks have been set up, e.g. in
the United Kingdom (Harper & Kelly, 2003). Their outcome will certainly have to be integrated
into valuating the inventory of ‘social resources’.
3.1 Connecting cost-focused and value-focused perspectives
Coming back to the concept of externalities and the view that their cost has to be ‘internalized’
into businesses that produce marketable goods and services, it is no wonder that the majority of
approaches to assessing sustainable performance are burden-oriented, concentrating on how
costly or negative the use of a resource is. F. Figge and T. Hahn (2004) have introduced the first
value-oriented approach. Rather than concentrating on how burdensome the use of a resource is,
they look at the value that is created by the use of environmental resources. This is done by
assessing the value of capital beyond economic capital. The representation of opportunity costs is
applied, and the efficiency of capital use by a company (micro level) is related to the efficiency
of a benchmark (macro level): a company contributes to more sustainable development whenever
it uses its bundle of different forms of capital more efficiently than another company would have
used this bundle.
The notion presented by Figge and Hahn is thus a monetary measure. However, with the use of
opportunity cost, i.e. the return that could have been generated through an alternative investment
of capital, and with the use of an explicit benchmark, the approach is strongly tied to the
environmental impact of an explicit single issue, such as carbon gas emission. Even though
multiple impact situations can be analyzed, and social impact issues can be added to the
environmental impacts, e.g. work-related accidents, the approach is far from being able to
measure the overall value added by a firm to the community of public goods stakeholders. ix But
when it is the general consensus that ‘real economic efficiency implies including all resources
that affect human well-being in the allocation system, not just marketed goods and services […]
and a new economic model would measure and include the contributions of natural and social
capital’ (Costanza, 2009: 20), the pertinent indicators must be comprehensive and composite.
Thus, we are still left with our problem of how to find a monetary value for the whole of public
goods available to businesses.
3.2 Connecting to the concept of ‘Externalities’
The definition of externalities that is commonly used refers to ‘situations when the effect of
production or consumption of goods and services imposes costs or benefits on others which are
not reflected in the prices charged for the goods and services being provided’ (OECD Directorate
for Financial, Fiscal and Enterprise Affairs, 1993). This is directed towards one primary feature
of externalities, i.e. that one entity’s action (e.g. a production facility polluting the air) directly or
indirectly changes the options available to other entities (e.g. the neighborhood of that facility) –
or, as an example of a positive externality, the effects that may arise from the construction of a
road on housing, commercial development, tourism, etc. Another feature is the issue of burdening
the entity, which causes a negative effect (or providing benefits to an entity, which causes a
positive effect), and a third feature is that property rights cannot be clearly assigned (which
causes the main obstacle for properly burdening a cost or crediting a benefit).
Abundant research has been carried out in the area of externality valuation, and what is
calculated, in principle, is the monetary value of the effects generated by a definite externality.
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The methodology concentrates on providing bases to governments or supranational bodies for
policies of promoting the selection of technologies in specific fields of impact, e.g. low-carbon
investment (United Nations Conference on Trade and Development [UNCTAD], 2003). And if
ever aggregate externalities are considered, e.g. alternative use of lands, the valuation is reduced
to either costs and benefits of a given land use option, or to assessing thresholds for the carrying
capacity of land in terms of absorption of specific negative impacts associated with, e.g. the
growing of specific crops, etc. The traditional calculation uses estimates of prices based on
people’s willingness to pay for a given environmental benefit or willingness to accept
compensation for a given nuisance level (stated preference methods x). However, there are
attempts to outperform those techniques by new attempts that comprise Input/Output Accounting
and Strategic Assessment (Ricci, 2010) and would thus be closer to the methods applied in the
world of business.
The business accountant, when he or she knows the cost of an input item, will be able to
capitalize and thus arrive at the capital value – provided he or she can apply an appropriate rate of
interest. So why not transfer this to the cost of externalities and thus arrive at their value? Parallel
to this, the benchmark concept on ‘sustainability capital’ and sustainable value presented by
Figge and Hahn (2004) also draws from the notion that the average value created by any form of
capital in a market can be seen as its opportunity cost. The opportunity cost of different forms of
capital thus corresponds to the efficiency of the use of these different forms of capital on the level
of a benchmark. When this benchmark is the economy of a country, then this value corresponds
to the net domestic product (NDP). The spread between the use of capital in the overall economy
and its alternative use in a business ‘Value Spread’ (VS) would be (Figge & Hahn, 2005):

where NVA is Net Value Added achieved from the use of capital Ci in this business (CCi), and
NDP is Net Value Added achieved from the – external – use of capital, Ci (CEi), in the overall
economy. The micro-level return is the company’s profit rate, and the macro-level return on
investment (NDP/CE i) may be interpreted as the cost rate of externalities. From there, the capital
employed in an economy’s ecological and social resources could be inferred. Figge and Hahn
(2005), in their first case study on British Petroleum and the UK economy, have chosen a set of
easily definable externalities: Nonfinancial assets, CO2, CH4, SO2, NOx, CO, Work Accidents and
PM10 (PM10 is ‘Particulate Matter’).xi The question remains how this may be extended to
comprise all or at least the most representative ecological and social resources.
The universal conjecture (all resources) is definitely aiming too high, and all indices hitherto
developed work with ‘proxies’, and this is often viewed as highly problematic. There are
numerous initiatives to promote some sort of standardization, e.g. the UNCTAD Manual, which
is directed towards assisting in producing internally consistent environmental and financial
information (UNCTAD, 2003). It has been found that almost all indicators reveal some degree of
arbitrariness with regard to normalization, weighting and aggregation (Böhringer & Jochem,
2006). Nevertheless, an index that would try to link EVA and the cost of capital employed in
ecological and social resources would have to connect to one of the most widely used indicators,
trying to unite all feasible efforts to improve their applicability. The authors feel that the new GRI
initiative would provide a forum for this because it combines an impressive roster of brainpower.

The following list of indicators, compiled by Böhringer and Jochem (2006) is exhibited here
because because their findings on variables selection, weighting, etc. (Böhringer & Jochem,
2006: 14ff.) might serve as a starting point to remedy the deficiencies:
Table 1. Characteristics/sources of sustainable development indices (Böhringer & Jochem,
2006).
Index

Reference

Living Planet Index (LPI)

WWF (1998)
Wackernagel and Rees
(1997)
UNCHS (2001)
UNDP (2005)
Esty et al. (2005)
Esty et al. (2006)
SOPAC (2005)
Cobb (1989)
Prescott-Allen (2001)
Hamilton et al. (1997)

Ecological Footprint (EF)
City Development Index (CDI)
Human Development Index (HDI)
Environmental Sustainability Index (ESI)
Environmental Performance Index (EPI)
Environmental Vulnerability Index (EVI)
Index of Sustainable Economic Welfare (ISEW)
Well Being Index (WI)
Genuine Savings Index (GS)
Environmentally Adjusted Domestic Product
(EDP)

Hanley (2000)

Countries Variables
n.a.

1100

148

Arbitrary

125
177
146
133
235
6
180
104

11
4
76
16
50
25
87
5

n.a.

(many)

Remedying variables selection, weighting and aggregation will certainly help, but the next issue
would be how to attain general application. On the other hand, if we turn to the economic
measure of ‘SVA’, we are still left with the dilemma of attributing monetary values to public
goods. Even though the subject of valuation cannot be elaborated extensively in this article, and
the characteristics of the indicators listed above cannot be analyzed all together, some cursory
remarks on the topic need to be inserted before we get to our conclusions.

4. SOME CURSORY REMARKS ON THE DILEMMA OF PUBLIC GOODS
VALUATION
The dilemma starts with ‘value’ being not one, but several related concepts in the context of
public goods. One conception is that natural environment and social resources have ‘intrinsic’
value – or value in their own right. Another is about the contribution to human welfare relative to
other assets. Many types of resources contribute significantly to human welfare. Welfare cannot
be traded in markets – many environmental resources (such as clean air) and ecosystem services
(such as water filtration and flood prevention) are amongst the foremost examples of such ‘nonmarket’ goods and services. Nevertheless, these goods are also allocated to production of goods
and services, and monetary terms are needed.
A long-standing technique to arrive at monetary terms attempts to express individuals’
preferences for changes in the state of the environment (contingency valuation). Another attempt
is valuing the input of the natural environment to agricultural production, and the effects of
environmental amenity on property price, and from there the factors that affect the choices people
make between recreational sites and between different environmental outcomes (cost-benefit and
cost-effectiveness analyses) can be investigated. On the level of national accounting we find
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alternative measures of prosperity to gross domestic product (GDP) (e.g. the Environmentally
Adjusted Domestic Product as exhibited in the above list of indicators). The approaches have
changed over time: one of the older publications, ‘Survey of methodologies for valuing
externalities and public goods’ (Hayden, 1989), widely refers to systems analysis and social
fabric matrices, while these marks are not mentioned at all in the more recent report prepared,
among others, in the UK Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (Economics for
the Environment Consultancy Ltd [EFTEC] and Environmental Futures Ltd., 2006). The overall
message arising from this report would be that valuation methods are highly influenced by the
intended use of the value evidence and that their main purpose remains policy appraisal. They do
not provide ‘inventory’ information on either national levels or in a cross-border perspective. In
addition, the proper selection of variables can be quite country specific because sustainability
requirements are viewed differently across countries. It is hoped, though, that a combination of
the state-of-the-art public goods valuation methods with those of national and social resource
accounting will eventually provide the inventory values required to assess the cost of ecological
and social capital employed by businesses. The ‘Beyond GDP Initiative’, started in 2007 by the
EU, the Club of Rome, OECD and WWF, seems to strive for this objective, but the projects have
yet to be elaborated.xii
At present, the ‘inventory’ approach is certainly found in the United Nations System for
Integrated Environmental and Economic Accounting (SEEA). It comprises:
-

flow accounts for pollution, energy and materials; these provide information at the industry
level about the use of energy and materials as inputs to production and the generation of
pollutants and solid waste

-

environmental protection and resource management expenditure accounts, which identify
expenditures incurred by industry, government and households to protect the environment or
to manage natural resources, based, in part, on existing elements of standard national
accounts

-

natural resource asset accounts that record stocks and changes in stocks of natural resources
such as land, fish, forest, water and minerals.

sustainability report, which was one of the first that were prepared, uses 30 indicators (Provincia
di Modena e Regione Emilia Romagna, 2004). In the United States, the ‘Interagency Working
Group on Sustainable Development Indicators’ developed a framework of thirteen economic,
sixteen environmental and eleven social indicators. The framework was published in 1998 (U.S.
Interagency Working Group on Sustainable Development Indicators, 1998). It incorporates
variables that are highly aggregated, while others represent comparatively small numbers
(children living in households with one parent present). The issue of attributing numerical values
that can be aggregated has not been posed there. After this, no federal effort to create
comprehensive environmental accounts is either under way or planned. The work of the National
Academy of Sciences’ National Research Council which released its last report in 1999, was
suspended due to budget restrictions. Even though these have now been lifted, to date no funding
has been appropriated by Congress (http://www.sdi.gov).
Table 2. The Swiss National Commons Product.
Weight

Class of goods

Metric/database

40% renewable energies
20% water
20% land, sea
20% capacity of renewable
energies (coal, etc.)

Capacity in GW/year
Capacity in m³/year sq km of
usable land/inhabitant
World market prices

20% security and peace
20% health
20% education
10% information
10% law and order
5% public transport

Ranking in Global Peace Index
percentage of population having
free access …
…
…
sqm/inhabitant (% of all land)

15% volunteering and
unpaid community services

…

…

7% religion

…

…

25% natural resources

32% social resources

Social resources are not accounted for in SEAA. A catalogue that also accounts for these capital
items was not developed, to our knowledge, on a supra-national level. There is one example on a
national level, which is the Swiss ‘National Commons Product’ (NCP) (Dill, 2009), and whose
structure is shown below (table 2).
Monetary values for the Swiss NCP have yet to be further developed, but the magnitude of this
work is not so extensive and results can be expected in due course. If they are robust, the
structure might serve as a model for similar endeavors on an international scale. In addition, this
type of National Commons definitely allows allocation to businesses that use the commons.
This catalogue could serve as a model to ‘sum up’ the components of natural and social capital.
Nevertheless, numerical quantification is still an open issue. Yet, as compared to what statistical
offices do in other countries, at least we have an attempt here. In Germany, for instance, the
Federal Statistical Office (http://www.destatis.de) has published a set of nineteen indicators on
sustainable development, some of which are further disaggregated (2010). There is no way,
however, and no intention officially, to compound these into a composite index. In Italy, there is
a law project that calls for introducing a panel of indicators in each county. Several towns have
already developed their metrics. Some that have developed a panel of indicators are Rome,
Torino and Modena, as well as the Lombardy region. For instance, the Modena CSR and

A method for allocating ecological and social capital to businesses that use those commons, to
continue from the preceding paragraph, is the essence of what this article purports. And while the
approach may seem radical, we think that in the long run there is no way out of shifting all the
cost for consuming public goods from society to private businesses that use those goods. Partial
approaches such as burdening some industries with fees for carbon dioxide emissions, etc. will
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7% happiness/life
satisfaction
7% families with children

World Database of Happiness
…

…

7% Life expectancy

Demographics
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not do the job. The issue is that ‘free rides’ on any of the societal commons must be penalized,
and there must be a commonly acceptable method for this that is viable and logical. What has
been coined Sustainable Value Added here might serve this purpose, especially if connected to
the ‘NCP’ as presented above. In a first approximation, the objective might be achieved by the
following equation:

where EVA, weighted average cost of capital (WACC) and revenue refer to a specific company
headquartered in a given country, and NDP and NCP refer to that country’s ‘Net Domestic
Product’ and ‘National Commons Product’. The term ‘EVA/NDP’ would reflect the spread of
this company’s use of common resources over the macroeconomic return, and the term
‘Revenue/NDP’ would reflect the company’s share of NDP in its homeland.
From that first approximation, we could improve by:
1. disaggregating NCP into its ecological and social components;
2. disaggregating the company’s revenue into where it was produced (home and foreign
locations);
3. incorporating the NCPs (if available) for the locations beyond the homeland of the company.
The implications of using this indicator range from concerns regarding ‘double counts’ and
stimulating the wrong type of growth to practical issues of (dis)aggregation and of connecting to
the level of day-to-day decision making:
a) Expanding the concept of ‘EVA’ by including the cost of capital employed in public goods
requires adjustments to the accounting information where the ‘use of (some) public goods’ has
already been paid for. This would relate to taxes, excise, tolls, fees levied for discharging
effluents and other imposts. These items would have to be eliminated from the profit and loss
statement, which comes close to what is already common practice in calculating EVA and in
disclosures following GRI formats. But there is more, especially with regard to income tax.
Income tax is not paid by a corporation that has no profit, but it still uses the public goods
provided by the community (law and order, legal system, labor market, etc.). Thus, placing a
burden on any entity for the benefits provided by those goods conveys fair treatment – nothing
more and nothing less.

consume. This would maintain enough public goods for fostering growth. In a closed
economy, where the total of all EVAs produced equals economic growth (the growth of NDP),
achieving a total of SVAs that exceeds economic growth would mean that the cost for public
goods has been covered. If SVA> EVA, the economy has produced enough value for the
increase in public goods (e.g. for improving education, legal frameworks and other
infrastructure). It goes without saying that valuation of public goods is a laborious task;
however, there is abundant experience worldwide in institutions that have measured GDP and
its components. Procuring research and harmonization in this field may produce an advantage
over the search for purely microeconomic disclosure on environmental, social and governance
matters, even though standardization might be feasible on at least some national levels.xiii The
new metric would furthermore aid investment professionals in appraising the outcome of their
analyses when they perform specific firm assessments.
c) Anyone who advocates growth of public goods, which is equivalent to growth of welfare (and
the new metric is an implicit advocate for growth), will have to deal with the argument that at
least natural resources are limited. Here we are again discussing ‘strong’ and ‘weak’
sustainability and the dispute over whether man-made capital can substitute natural capital
(see Section 2.2). But we would rather have to deal with the productivity of natural resources
and not with their physical volume, and there is no doubt that technical progress has increased
this productivity on many ends (three-litre car, three-storey house, etc.). In addition, new
resources will be found, and new uses for existing resources will be developed through
ongoing innovation as has been done before. We do not negate the fact that there might be
negative effects of technical progress; however, is it not one intrinsic feature of sustainable
development that it eliminates these negative effects? Analogously, good governance will, in
the long term, likewise eliminate negative effects of capital accumulation: EVA and SVA
stimulate optimal use of economic capital, and this may well mean that equity must grow in
private and in public business.
d) The first approximation of SVA as exemplified at the beginning of this section allocates
overall public goods usage to a private enterprise by the relation of its EVA to NDP in one
economy. The second approximation must therefore find a way to allocate public goods usage
to an enterprise wherever it has a (productive) activity. If we look at what is structured as the
‘National Commons Index’ of the Swiss economy as exhibited above, it might be feasible to
transfer this structure to public goods inventories of other economies. The third approximation
would then decompose the index into its components, and it would also decompose the overall
EVA into what comes from each business. We might thus direct the attention for sustainability
to the shop floor and to the level where day-to-day decisions are made.

b) The new metric would disclose that an enterprise does only create value for its constituency
(which is all the stakeholders) if the outcome of its activities covers the cost of capital
employed in economic, ecological and social resources. This type of value creation stimulates
sustainable development because it enriches resources instead of depleting them. SVA, from
its logical foundation, would have to be higher than EVA. Yet we should not apprehend that
the enterprises will now tend to increase the prices for their goods and services (or force
suppliers to reduce their cost without changing the character and the quality of the input
consumed for production). By calling for an SVA that is higher than EVA we stipulate that
sustainable development can only be achieved if the resources available to any societal
endeavor are persevered and ameliorated instead of being consumed, reduced or just
maintained. Here we have the connection to risk management: an enterprise that aims to cover
its equity against risk and loss will raise new capital and thus enable growth; likewise, the risk
of losing social and ecological resources will be reduced if we replace more of it than we

In sum, pursuing the idea of a ‘composite metric’ might be a worthy undertaking in a time when
business is seen more than ever as the agent of a wide group of stakeholders. This wider
accountability implies that companies become aware of the magnitude of resources that are not
reflected in their financials such as civic infrastructure, space, air and natural resources. If the
journey goes towards integrating social, environmental, governance and other relevant nonfinancial ‘business-impacting’ factors into a comprehensive report, the ‘cost of public goods
capital’ approach would become one milestone on this road. But we might go even further: if no
attempt is made by businesses to internalize the cost of public goods and to disclose a parameter
that exhibits the magnitude of how they contribute to preserving and expanding the societal
commons, they will be confronted with ever-growing agitation from pressure groups. Business
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representatives should be aware that they might be by-passed in the discussion on the issue of
sustainability parameters that is taking place between those groups, standard-setters, governments
and regulators.

Economics for the Environment Consultancy Ltd (EFTEC) and Environmental Futures Ltd
(2006). Valuing our natural environment. Final Report No. NR0103, London.
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of capital no less than is currently available is the term ‘Transient Caretakers’ coined by Mervyn King and T.
Lessidrenska (2009).
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The authors of this article acknowledge that the term ‘SVA’ has been applied before by Figge and Hahn (2004).
The authors of this article have taken the liberty of using the term in parallel to EVA as per the definitions given
above. Some implications will be given in Section 3.1.

viii

The term was coined by Arthur C. Pigou in 1920, and the modern operability of this concept was first discussed
by Ronald Coase in 1960.

ix

It should be emphasized, though, that this overall aspect is not what Figge and Hahn intended. Their approach is a
substantial contribution to how specific environmental and sustainability performance can be measured in
monetary terms, and has been applied in several projects and case studies funded, among others, by the EU.
However, serious controversy has arisen recently with regard to scientific validity (see, e.g. Kuosmanen and
Kuosmanen 2009; Ang and Van Passel 2010).

x

The most prominent of these is ‘contingency valuation’, to be dealt with in Section 4.

xi

This first approach to value aggregate externalities has brought considerable progress over what was attempted
by predecessors such as A. Huizing and H. C. Dekker’s (1992) ‘Net Value Added’ and G. Atkinson’s (2000)
‘Green Value Added’, which are conceptually based on impact assessments.

xii

http://www.beyond-gdp.eu/download/bgdp-summary-notes.pdf

xiii

International reporting convergence efforts are under way, especially by the World Intellectual Capital Initiative
(WICI), which encompasses the OECD, the US Enhanced Business Reporting Consortium (EBRC) and the
Japanese Ministry of Economy, Trade & Industry (METI), among others (for an overview see Bassen and Kovács
2008).
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ABSTRACT
In markets with increasing complexity and intensity of competition, innovation is becoming one
of the most relevant means to continuously outperform competitors. The sequence runs from
diversifying and adapting to re-positioning and even re-inventing the organization. One
important stream of research has emerged that focuses on how enterprises manage the processes
of acquiring and sharing new knowledge to sustain the competition challenge. Likewise,
literature recognizes that Management Control Systems (MCS) play an important role in
supporting the “problem finding” and “problem solving” processes. This establishes a close link
between MCS and knowledge production. From these lines of research, the aims of our
exploratory paper are to:
i. determine which clusters of enterprises correspond to a theoretical framework that describes
where and how companies acquire, produce and select knowledge for sustaining innovation
strategies, and provide a statistical evidence. The theoretical framework encompasses the
origin of knowledge (where) and the knowledge creation process (how);
ii. identify such theoretical and statistically proven clusters that correspond to a description of
how companies use their MCS to produce knowledge and sustain innovation strategies;
iii. detect and prove, within these clusters, the existence of a link between MCS and knowledge
management processes in terms of coherence between how companies manage the
knowledge process and how they use MCS.
In order to get a wider perspective, the paper analyzes the knowledge management process
during innovation. The research is based on a survey conducted on a sample of 40 enterprises
working in the North East of Italy that carry out pertinent innovation processes. A structured
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questionnaire was delivered to the CEO of each company, to the Financial Manager and to the
Innovation Manager (a total amount of 120 questionnaires).
The managerial implications of this paper will be:
i. to assist managers in developing strategic, tactical and operative activities related to
innovation, and to facilitate the respective knowledge processes;
ii. to offer guidelines for projecting more useful MCS in order to facilitate innovation
processes.
Keywords: Innovation, intellectual capital, knowledge management, Management and Control
Systems.

1. CONTEXTUAL FRAMEWORK AND RESEARCH QUESTIONS
Scholars advise that to acquire a sustainable competitive advantage, companies must treat
knowledge as a strategic asset (Teece, 2000). Knowledge management (KM) thus becomes a
strategic task, and the ability to link KM to strategy and competitive advantage is perceived to be
the key for exploiting opportunities to innovate a company’s business model (Drew, 1999).
Literature on this topic is quite extensive and it is not possible to identify a unique definition of
innovation and KM (Bardy, 2010). Some authors (Van de Ven & Engleman, 2004) have outlined
that four basic perspectives emerge in studies of innovation strategies: human, contextual,
structural and process. The first focuses on making organizations more innovative by exploring
new knowledge rather than exploiting existing knowledge. The second emphasizes the creation
and management of a context that is appropriate for innovation. The third refers to the structural
problem of building an infrastructure across organizational boundaries for absorbing external
knowledge. The final perspective focuses on revealing the sequences of activities and
transactions that are involved in, and which contribute to, the constitution of new knowledge.
In a similar perspective, the question: “Which internal and external factors influence innovation
strategies?” has attracted interest within the academic debate. Internal factors include
organizational structures, control and coordination mechanisms, communication channels and
organizational cultures. Early studies noted that organic organizations were more effective than
bureaucratic or mechanistic organizations in innovation because they had flexible structures and
informal communication channels, a fact that was important for sharing knowledge within an
organization (Butler, 1981). External factors refer to a set of contextual contingencies that have
an effect on KM and innovation activities. Van de Ven (2004), for instance, emphasizes the role
of networks in transferring knowledge across organizations, industries and national boundaries,
while Cohen and Levinthal (1990) accentuate the importance of “absorptive capacity”, i.e. the
ability to recognize, assimilate, and apply external knowledge. Others shed light on
complementary assets that they think constitute crucial factors for improving the process of
learning how to supplement the effect of absorptive capacity (Teece, 1987).
Our study focuses on the role of KM in devising and implementing innovation strategies. Using
previous literature, we analyse the role of Management and Control Systems (MCS) as a blend of
tools that support KM while innovation processes are executed within and across organizations.
The connection between innovation and MCS is sometimes thought to be indeterminate (Bisbe &
Otley, 2004), but it is acknowledged that the relation is stronger when encompassing the whole of
MCS rather than when merely studying the characteristics of a single tool (Henry, 2006). This
relates to the outcome of our literature review which shows that there is more than one definition

of MCS. Many textbooks adopt the narrow definition of control: management activities are
categorized separately, as planning, control and decision-making. Emmanuel et al. (1990) reject
this approach and adopt a wider definition of control which encompasses both planning and
ensuring that plans are implemented. Planning, control and decision-making are inextricably
linked within this wider conception of management control. Indeed, literature endorses that MCS
has two complementary and interdependent roles (Ahrens & Chapman, 2004; Simons, 1994): i)
MCS can be used to extend control over the attainment of organizational goals; ii) MCS can also
be used to enable managers and employees to search for opportunities and solve problems.
Scholars recognize that this blend of aims requires a combination of multiple control systems that
work together (Otley, 1980) and different levers of control (Simons, 1994).
Numerous prior studies have highlighted the importance of achieving a fit between a firm’s
strategy and its MCS (Chenhall, 2003; Langfield-Smith, 1997, Simons 1990). Traditionally, the
relationship between strategy and MCS has been viewed as a passive one, suggesting that the
MCS is an outcome of a firm’s strategy. However, Hopwood (1987) and Dent (1990) state that
the MCS might have a proactive role in influencing strategy. From there, the role of MCS and its
impact on innovation processes has emerged as an important research matter (Shields, 1997), but
very few empirical studies address the relationship among these variables, especially considering
SMEs. Extending the line of research, we investigate the relationships between the KM processes
adopted in innovation strategies and the use of MCS. Thus, our research questions are:


RQ1: How do enterprises manage knowledge in the specific process of innovation strategy?



RQ2: How do enterprises design and use MCS in the specific process of innovation strategy?



RQ3: Is there a link between KM processes adopted by the enterprises of the sample in the
specific process of innovation strategies and the use of MCS?

2. METHODOLOGY
In order to develop our research sample we contacted the local SME-associations. We contacted
the president of the 8 different associations asking for names of companies well-known as
innovators. The overall selection criterion for creating the sample was that the firm must have
introduced at least one new product in the last two years. The criterion was chosen considering
that, according to the Italian Statistic Institute (ISTAT), 30% of companies introduced at least
one product/process innovation in the last two years. Moreover in order to limit the selection to a
relevant innovation process, we decided to limit the analysis to firms with expected costs for
innovation strategies amounting to at least 100,000 Euros. This resulted in selecting companies
with a history of innovation and with relevant innovation strategy projects. After this process, a
sample of 40 SMEs located in North-Eastern Italy was drawn from a list of 200 manufacturing
firms supplied by local SME associations. We contacted all those companies by email and we
ended up with 40 SMEs that accepted to participate in the project (response rate 25%).
Our research was conducted under the form of a knowledge audit, where owner-managers were
interviewed in their role as “experts” (Ketchen & Shook, 1996). We adopted a multi-method,
multi-case field research designed to capture, in depth, the richness needed to investigate patterns
of KM and MCS-use with innovation strategies and the link between them. Our multi-method
design employs qualitative and quantitative data collected through four main information sources:
public data, company reports, one semi-structured interview and a structured questionnaire. The
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questionnaire was based on the interviews and the other materials and sent to the CEO, the CFO
and the Research and Innovation Manager, asking them to rate their answers on a 1-7 Likert
scale.
In order to identify the KM processes involved in innovation strategies, we refer to the
knowledge model of Holsapple and Jones (2004). The KM processes taken into consideration
were
i. knowledge acquisition: acquiring knowledge from external sources and making it suitable for
subsequent use;
ii. knowledge generation: producing knowledge by either discovery or derivation from existing
knowledge and making it suitable for subsequent use;
iii. knowledge selection: selecting knowledge that had been generated and making it suitable for
subsequent use.
The variables we chose to characterize KM were: (i) knowledge origin or “where”, i.e.
repositories of acquired, generated and selected knowledge; (ii) knowledge creation process or
“how”, i. e. ways of knowledge acquisition, generation and selection. “Where” and ”How” were
then connected to acquisition, generation and selection for determining our clusters. “Where” and
”How” were also used to categorize the answers from the interviews as follows: (i) 15 different
ways of acquiring knowledge (7 “where” + 8 “how”); (ii) 8 different ways of generating
knowledge (3 “where” + 5 “how”); (iii) 8 different ways of selecting knowledge (3 “where” + 5
“how”). To identify the use of MCS we refer to classifications suggested by previous research
(Vandenbosch, 1999, Davila et al, 2009). The variable chosen to characterize the use of the
management control process was information use or how ways of information were drawn from
MCS in the specific process of strategic decision-making related to innovation. The open answers
supplied by the owner-managers that we interviewed were categorized by overlapping these
classifications, which established 9 different uses of MCS.
Cluster analyses have been used in earlier studies to classify firms into different groups based on
their KM processes and MCS-use. The techniques used were based on agglomeration
coefficients: dendrogram analysis; average silhouette index analysis; Tukey’s pair wise
comparison analysis. These approaches have been adopted in management control and in
strategic management field research (Ketchen & Shook, 1996; Gerdin & Greve, 2004; Henri,
2008). We subsequently tested our results using k-means approaches and p.a.m. approaches
(Kaufman & Rousseeuw, 1990). We used a Chi-Square Test (χ2) to investigate the existence of a
“coherent” link between KM processes and the use of MCS. To provide reassurance that the
observed associations were statistically robust, some control variables were used. In particular,
we compared our results considering: (i) environment uncertainties; (ii) technology uncertainties;
(iii) organization structure; (iv) organization size; (v) strategy characteristics. Those variables
were selected because they represent common factors used in contingency-based management
accounting research (Chenhall, 2003). In order to carry out these tests, One-Way-ANOVAmodels were employed for each control variable.

3. RESULTS
Our cluster analysis led us to the identification of distinct groups at the levels of KM processes
and of MCS-use, and the semi-structured interviews showed that distinct sources of knowledge
and ways of applying the knowledge are employed. The results of our analysis are presented as
follows:

3.1. Knowledge Acquisition
We determined two groups of enterprises that reflect the dimensions of the knowledge acquisition
model discussed by Jordan and Jones (1997), appropriately adapted to our sample companies.
The groups are labelled as follows:
 Cluster 1 “Focused”: Enterprises of this cluster use structured approaches as their knowledge
acquisition process. Great importance is given to professional providers of knowledge such as
research centres and consultants which are the main sources of knowledge acquisition.
Suppliers of goods and services are also important, even though less importance is given to
them than by the other cluster. Preference is given to collaborative approaches, temporary
management and access to existing knowledge databases.
 Cluster 2 “Opportunist”: Enterprises of this cluster mainly use the economic actors of their
value chain (mostly suppliers, customers and sales network) in their knowledge acquisition
process. Techniques used to acquire knowledge are sparsely structured. A fair number of
enterprises recognize the importance of the information given by competitors and gained from
exhibitions, fairs, meetings, etc. Ample importance is given to access to existing information
available in markets.
Table 1. Knowledge acquisition clusters
Variables
Where (1-7)
Research centres
Consultants
Districts organizations
Competitors
Customers
Suppliers
Sales networks
How (1-7)
Benchmarking
Collaborative learning
Temporary managers and Job mobility
Direct access to Knowledge databases
External training
Meetings and conventions
Exhibitions and fairs
Technical papers

Centroids

Tukey's Comparison

Cluster 1

Cluster 2

6.35
6.39
3.42
2.81
4.72
4.42
3.54

3.71
4.95
2.49
4.49
5.92
6.08
5.57

***(see Note below)
***
***
***
***
***
***

5.14
6.49
6.49
5.54
5.04
4.54
4.89
3.53

2.54
4.83
4.40
6.40
2.52
5.44
6.44
5.00

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

Average
Silhouette Width

1-2
Cluster 1: 0.475
Cluster 2: 0.500
Median: 0.496

Note: *p<0,05;** p<0,01;***p<0,001

3.2. Knowledge Generation
Our results represent the presence of two groups that could be related to the KM strategies first
identified by Zack (1999), adequately adapted to our sample companies. They are labelled as
follows:
 Cluster 1 “Aggressive Planners”: Enterprises of this cluster create specific cross-functional
groups to develop their research projects. A few of them also feature an R&D group, which is
usually not exclusive (researchers are usually assigned other tasks, too) but permanent and
they use cooperative methods and target experimentations.
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 Cluster 2 “Conservative Searchers”: Enterprises of this cluster deploy a top-down approach,
setting out from the top managers (who are mainly the owners), using methods such as
learning by doing, brainstorming and sometimes also self-intuitive generation. The key
variable is the interaction between doing and learning, and research projects are not organized
in advance.
Table 2. Knowledge generation clusters
Centroids

Variables

Tukey's Comparison

Cluster 1

Cluster2

5.39
5.91
3.44

2.96
4.13
6.07

2.94
3.45
3.42
5.85
6.50

5.00
6.48
6.44
3.30
3.48

Where (1-7)
R&D unit/function
Specific cross-functional group
TOP managers
How (1-7)
Emergent, occasional, intuitive knowl. generation
Learning by doing/using
Internal and external brainstorming
Systematic, targeted, focused experiments
Cooperative research and development

Average
Silhouette Width

1-2
***(see Note below)
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

Cluster 1: 0.538
Cluster 2: 0.598
Median: 0.582

 Cluster 1 “Learning Machine”: Enterprises belonging to this cluster use MCS to support
innovation processes, but above all to support KM, including debate development inside
research groups and problem focusing.
 Cluster 2 “Problem Solving Machine”: Enterprises belonging to this cluster use MCS to
manage complexity linked to innovation processes, to reduce decision time and increase their
problem focusing attitude.
 Cluster 3 “Surveillance Machine”: Enterprises of this cluster use MCS mainly as surveillance
tools, in order to focus the organization on critical factors which may lead to success, and to
understand promptly all the opportunities given by innovation processes.

Centroids

Variables

3.3. Knowledge Selection
We identified two groups that show the characteristics of the KM strategies first identified by
Hansen et al. (1999), adequately adapted to our sample companies. They are labelled as follows:
 Cluster 1 “Entrepreneurs”: Enterprises belonging to this cluster restrict knowledge selection to
top managers, who choose what information they need and then search for knowledge bases.
The approaches they use are less formalized; brainstorming and informal identification are
among the most used tools.
 Cluster 2 “Team Workers”: Enterprises belonging to this cluster feature specific R&D groups
inside the organization. These groups, as in knowledge generation, may temporarily be crossfunctional, formed especially for overseeing the research projects, or they may be stable R&D
groups which enjoy considerable autonomy. These groups apply formalized approaches in
selecting the relevant information, using both cooperative analysis approaches and
experimental control.
Table 3. Knowledge selection clusters

Where (1-7)
R&D unit/ function
Specific cross-functional groups
TOP manager
How (1-7)
Informal, intuitive selection
Internal and external brainstorming
Standardization in knowledge repositories
Systematic, in-depth and focused analysis
Cooperative analysis

Our results show three groups that correspond to the MCS taxonomy identified by Henri (2008).
They are labelled as follows:

Table 4. Knowledge selection clusters

Note: *p<0,05;** p<0,01;***p<0,001

Variables

3.4. MCS-Use

Centroids

Tukey's Comparison

Cluster 1

Cluster2

4.57
5.86
3.38

2.51
4.09
6.09

***(see Note below)
***
***

3.17
4.45
5.50
5.93
6.57

4.90
6.47
4.00
3.78
4.53

***
***
***
***
***

Average
Silhouette Width

1-2
Cluster 1: 0.547
Cluster 2: 0.544
Median: 0.558

Note: *p<0,05;** p<0,01;***p<0,001

Tukey's Compar

Cluster 1

Cluster 2

Cluster 3

1-2

1-3

2-3

6.58
6.67
6.50

4.97
5.18
4.74

3.13
2.91
3.07

***

***

***

***
***

***
***

***
***

4.97
3.03
3.22
2.78
4.06
2.86

6.51
6.59
6.49
4.77
5.05
5.13

3.09
5.09
5.02
6.40
6.56
6.53

***

***

***

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
**
***

How (1-7)
Enabling discussion, face-to-face dialogue and
debate across all levels of organization
Focusing attention on strategic uncertainties
Supporting creativity
Reducing complexity of strategy decisionmaking
Reducing strategy-decision time
Supporting problem-solving and finding
Tracking innovation processes towards goals
Focusing the organization on critical factors
Confirming understanding of the business

Average
Silhouette Width

Cluster 1: 0.532
Cluster 2: 0.522
Cluster 3: 0.530
Median: 0.540

Note: *p<0,05;** p<0,01;***p<0,001

3.5. Link between KM and MCS
To investigate the existence of a “coherent” link between our KM processes and the use of MCS,
we used a Chi-Square Test (χ2) and a Fisher Exact Test. We obtained a strong relationship (pvalue <0,001), which confirmed the idea that there is definitely a link between MCS-use and KM
processes in our sample. As shown in table 5, when comparing the observed and expected
frequencies, we may make the following considerations:
 Regarding the knowledge acquisition process, companies which are more focused apply a
learning-machine-approach in terms of MCS-use, and the opportunists use a surveillancemachine-approach. This empirical evidence comes close to what Miller (1996) said about the
process of learning. Miller exhibits six different ways of learning by categorizing into
autonomy of actors and structure of process. Using these variables, we may infer that
opportunists do not require an interaction process and that their learning process is less
structured. This seems to justify a major propensity of opportunists to use a surveillancemachine-approach: by deploying a more emergent approach on learning, the opportunists use
MCS for focusing on critical factors and mostly not for enabling discussion. On the other
hand, focused enterprises, which have a more structured approach, develop a double-loop
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process in order to facilitate debates inside internal and external groups, and to increase the
problem-focusing attitude.
 Regarding the knowledge generation process, companies which belong to the cluster of
aggressive planners use a learning-machine-approach on MCS, and conservative searchers use
a surveillance-machine-approach. This empirical evidence comes close to what Henri (2006)
said about innovativeness. He has demonstrated that a more interactive use of MCS for
fostering dialogues among employees could develop a more fluent information-sharing
process. This approach seems to be related to the need to create an internal stimulus to break
out of narrow search routines, stimulating opportunity-seeking and generation of ideas. Other
approaches which are more conservative with regard to relating the generation process to a
self-intuitive approach seem to emphasize the need of focusing actions on critical factors
(Simons, 1994). Companies of this cluster deploy a less structured way to verify the
opportunities they acquire and they autonomously develop the means to organize their
transition to operative plans.
 Regarding the knowledge selection process, the “entrepreneurs” cluster is more inclined to a
problem-solving approach, and the “team-workers” cluster is more inclined to a surveillancemachine approach. This empirical evidence seems to be related to earlier findings on the
process of cognition. A fair and balanced account of the various alternative approaches to
cognition is not on the agenda of this paper as there is a considerable overlap between them
(Patokorpi, 2009). But we can argue that, considering cognition as an activity in which
information is processed, the small number of people involved inside the entrepreneurs’
clusters usually adopt tools that could help managers to clarify doubts but not to create a
dialogue. Having a more structured approach on knowledge selection, the “team-worker”
cluster also uses a more structured approach to control the selection process focusing on
critical factors.
Table 5. MCS and KM relationships. Expected and Observed Frequency
Variable

Knowledge
acquisition

Knowledge
generation

Knowledge
selection

Cluster
Focused

Learning
Machine

Aggressive Planner

11.25 (45%)

MCS-Use
Problem-solving
Machine

Surveillance Machine

3.53 (17%)

11.1 (59%)

2.55 (12%)

Conservative search

13.8 (85%)

Team Workers

9.6 (41%)

Entrepreneurs

2.25 (14%)

To provide reassurance that the observed associations were statistically robust, some control
variables were used. In particular we analyzed an ANOVA index considering:
 environment uncertainties asking the interviewee to respond in a scale of 1 (low = uncertain)
to 7 (high = certain);
 technology uncertainties asking the interviewee to respond in the same 1-7 scale;
 organization structure considering the age of companies as a proxy of structure characteristics;
 size of the organization considering number of employees;
 strategy characteristics as dummy variables: 0 for cost reduction and 1 for differentiation
leadership.
Table 6 shows our statistical results. They indicate that there is correlation among the control
variables and the observed variables in just a few cases. No correlation is verified for all observed
variables.
Table 6. Variables of control

Environment uncertainties
Technology uncertainties
Organization
Size
Content of strategy

Knowledge
Acquisition
0.786
0.059
0.752
0.647
0.005 **

Knowledge
Generation
0.413
0.732
0.208
0.0041 **
0.990

Knowledge
Selection
0.086
0.905
0.0076 **
0.000***
0.255

MCS
Use
0.589
0.155
0.099
0.446
0.496

Note: *p<0,05;** p<0,01;***p<0,001

5. DISCUSSION

14.63 (68%)

Opportunist

3.6. Control variables analysis

7.35 (54%)

The table only shows the positive difference between expected and observed frequency. The
numbers in brackets show the percentage rapport between the difference among expected and
observed frequency and observed frequency.

Along the lines of previous studies, this research is focused on the role of MCS and of KM
Systems in innovation strategy processes. The first contribution of this research derives from the
results of an exploratory empirical test. As shown in tables 1, 2, 3, 4, we found that the
companies included in our sample apply several approaches to KM and MCS-use when they
execute innovation strategies. This seems to be coherent with previous theoretical literature. We
think that our paper offers a clearer comprehension of the knowledge process within the
deployment of innovation strategies.
Focusing on the relationship between MCS-use and KM, we adopted an approach where MCS
were no longer seen as mere information providers, but were considered as active players in the
strategic management process. Analyzing MCS literature, we observe that previous contributions
in the field of contingency theory applied to MCS analyze how companies use and design their
MCS. Chennal (2003) found several variables that influence the MCS-design and MCS-use such
as: (i) External environment; (ii) Technology; (iii) Organizational structure; (iv) Organizational
size; (v) Organizational strategy; (vi) National culture. Focusing on organizational structure,
Chennai denominates several characteristics that could influence MCS-use, such as: the size of an
organization, levels of decentralization on strategic decision and leadership style. Our paper
enlarges this vision by considering the importance of the KM process encompassed in MCS-use.
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Our empirical evidence seems to confirm that different approaches to KM drive a different usage
of MCS which offers a new perspective on the contingency theory applied to MCS and KM.
The operative applications of our study could be several. Firstly, enterprises could review their
use of MCS tools by adapting them in a manner which facilitates the processes of knowledge
acquisition, knowledge generation and knowledge selection. Secondly, as knowledge actors,
company controllers could work together with other units of their organization to produce
information that could aid the innovation process.
Despite displaying corroborated empirical evidence, the study is not without limitations. The
geographical limitation of the sample and the relatively small number of enterprises may have
influenced the statistical analyses. Several factors like national culture and relatively similar
perception recorded from enterprises could have had an influence on our statistical evidence.
Indeed, we are conscious that KM processes do not necessary lend themselves to knowledge
creation because we need to understand the ecology of the system, which has been coined the
“Ba” by Nonaka and Konno (1998). Moreover, although the Chi-Square Test exhibits a strong
relationship between MCS-use and KM-approach clusters, we are not able to identify the
direction. Our statistics have not indicated whether the KM approaches influence MCS-use or
vice-versa. Regarding this, we did not consider any variable indicating performance. These
limitations could be dealt with by further studies in this research field.
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ABSTRACT
The paper provides a theoretical analysis of the interest rate risk in banking through a systemic
approach that is known in literature as “asset & liability management” approach.
The paper provides also an empirical investigation on the exposure of banks to interest rate risk,
using three different scenarios: parallel shift, slope shift, and bump shift of interest rate curves.
Keywords: Interest Rate Risk, Asset & Liability Management, Banking, Risk Management.

1. INTRODUCTION

Zack, M. H. (1999). Developing a Knowledge Strategy. California Management Review, 41(3):
125-145.

Interest rate risk management in banking has assumed such importance during the last decades in
relation to the higher interest rate volatility. It has become increasingly important to measure,
manage, and assess the impact of this volatility on the economics of banking.
Interest rate risk has been defined as the exposure of a bank’s economic and financial conditions
to unfavorable changes in interest rates curves. An interest rate fluctuation may have a negative
impact on the economic and financial statement through assets, liabilities, and off-balance sheets
positions related to interest rates.
In banking, the amount of interests on deposits will decrease and the market value of the liability
portfolio will rise if interest rates decline; on the contrary, the amount of interests on loans and
financial instruments will decrease and the market value of the assets portfolio will increase if
interest rates decline. Such relative movements in the amount of interest and the value of
portfolios could shrink the bank’s interest margin and economic equity. Interest rate fluctuations
impact on bank’s income, bank’s market value, and amount of financial intermediation. Interest
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rate risk relies on deposits, loans, and off-balance sheets financial operations. Interest rate risk in
banking is originated by a mismatching of assets and liabilities maturities, and interest rate
repricing (on assets and liabilities). Interest rate risk in banking is affected by the amount,
structure, maturity, rate sensitivity, and quality, of a bank’s assets and liabilities. Briefly, the
drivers of interest rate risk are: maturity structure of assets and liabilities, conditions of interest
rate changes, and interest rate spread (interest receivable and interest payable).
The paper is organized as follows. The second section starts with a discussion of maturity and
duration models in measuring interest rate risk in banking. The third section discusses the
management of interest rate risk and the strategies that can be implemented in the asset &
liability management perspective. The forth section provides an empirical analysis on the
exposure of banks to interest rate risk. The final section concludes.

2. MATURITY AND DURATION MODELS TO MEASURE INTEREST RATE RISK
IN BANKING
In order to measure the impact of interest rate risk in banking the financial literature and practice
have developed two different approaches: the current earnings approach and the economic value
approach (Bessis, 2009; Drago, 1998, 2001; Fabrizi, 1990, 1991, 1995; Gualandri, 1990a, 1990b;
Lusignani, 1990, 1996, 2004; Onado, 2004; Resti & Sironi, 2007).
The first approach is based on maturity gap models. This approach needs historical-costs
accounting. The objective is the bank income. This is the traditional approach to interest rate risk
assessment taken by many banks. Through the splitting of assets and liabilities into sensitive and
no-sensitive assets and liabilities, it is possible to estimate the impact of the interest rates
fluctuations on net interest margin:
Interest margin = Sensitive assets *

i – Sensitive liabilities *

i = GAP *

i

The interest rate risk derives from the mismatch between the sensibility of assets to interest rates
fluctuations, and the sensibility of liabilities to interest rates fluctuations (Figure 1).
Figure 1 – Maturity gap models: the basic concept.
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In order to improve the evaluation, the annual gap may be divided into shorter periods. The time
horizon is splitted into shorter time-buckets. The new marginal or incremental gap models can
estimate the impact of interest rates fluctuations on interest margin using periodic gaps that are
consistent with the characteristics of banking firms. To calculate the periodic gaps is necessary to
compare assets and liabilities of every time-bucket. The sum of gaps of every temporal bucket is

the cumulative gap. It is a useful solution to overcome the problems of the maturity gaps based
on a long time horizon. The calculation of different gaps for different time periods or buckets
improves the estimation of the impact of the interest rates fluctuations on bank’s net interest
margin.
Nevertheless, the simple compensation of the individual positions of gaps (cumulative gap) does
not take into account differences in the time of revision of interest rates. To overcome such
limitation, each periodic gap must be weighted by the average time left until the end of the
gapping period (time that goes from the leverage maturity of the gap to the end of the evaluation
period). The sum of the individual weighted periodic gaps gives the weighted cumulative gap,
which is a more accurate measure of cumulative gap obtained from a simple clearing of the
periodic gaps. Using weighted periodic gaps and weighted cumulative gaps a bank can better
forecast the impact of infra-annual interest rate fluctuations.
The estimated exposure to interest rate risk has been obtained assuming that the interest rates of
all sensitive assets and liabilities change the same value. This hypothesis is consistent with the
assumption of perfectly competitive banking markets, and the absence of information
asymmetries. In reality, there is an imperfect correlation between market interest rates and bank
interest rates (on assets and liabilities). In order to overcome such limitations it is necessary to
find suitable parameters that allow to quantify (on average) the difference in dynamics of bank
interest rates with market interest rates. Beta coefficient reflects the variability differences
between market interest rates and banking interest rates. The beta coefficient is determined in
relation to a market interest rate chosen as a benchmark (eg. treasury bonds, interbank deposits,
etc.). A beta coefficient >1 implies that the leverage variation is more proportional to market
interest rates changes. A beta coefficient <1 implies that the leverage variation is less
proportional to market interest rates fluctuations. In doing so, it is possible to determine periodic
standardized GAPs and cumulative standardized GAPs.
The estimated exposure to interest rate risk has been obtained assuming a uniform impact of
interest rates fluctuations on assets and liabilities. In reality there may be time-lags between bank
interest rates changes and market interest rates changes. We should take into account the actual
timing of adjustment of bank interest rates. The real repricing of balance sheet items is different
to contractual repricing. Delayed adjustments of the rates of assets and liabilities “on demand”
are different in the case of increase or decrease of interest rates. The solution is the repositioning
of assets and liabilities “on demand” in order to take into account the time of revision of interest
rates.
The evolution of models (basic, incremental, standardized and repositioning) makes it possible to
achieve greater accuracy in estimating the effects of changes in market interest rates on net
interest income (or interest margin).
Notwithstanding, the first approach based on maturity gap models assumes that intermediated
funds do not change throughout the period of assessment (static perspective of evaluation). The
focus is on the impact of net interest income (income risk): the effects of interest rates
fluctuations on assets/liabilities are neglected. In addition, implicit and explicit options embedded
in banking products are another source of interest rate risk in banking (for example: bonds with
call or put provisions, cap or floor on interest rates, loans which give borrowers the right to
prepay balances, deposits which give depositors the right to withdraw funds at any time). The
behavior of bank’s customers effects uncertainty related to the exercise of embedded options in
credit/debit contracts. A possible solution could be the use of simulation and behavior models in
which multiple scenarios are combined.
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The above analysis confirms that the sources of interest rate risk in banking are:
- timing differences in the maturity (for fixed-rate) and repricing (for floating-rate) of bank
assets, liabilities, and off-balance sheet positions (repricing risk);
- changes in the slope and shape of the yield curve (yield curve risk);
- imperfect correlation in the adjustment of the rates earned and paid on different instruments
with otherwise similar repricing characteristics (basic risk);
- options embedded in many bank assets, liabilities, and off-balance sheet portfolios (option
risk).
Maturity gap management can help minimize the impact of market interest rates fluctuations on
net interest income, but this does not prevent the bank may suffer losses related to impairment of
the balance sheet. A change in market interest rates can lead to a reduction in the value of balance
sheet assets greater than liabilities, with the effect of reducing the economic value of the bank’s
equity and the return to shareholders (Bessis, 2009; Hull, 2012).
Greater attention to interest rate risk (balance sheet view) requires the application of financial
tools (duration), already developed in portfolio management of fixed-income securities. The
duration is not only an indicator of average length of time (it measures the average return of cash
flows), but it is also an indicator of risk (it measures the price sensitivity of an asset or liability to
interest rates fluctuations). The use of duration to all assets and liabilities in bank balance sheet
allows the quantification of the effects of market interest rates changes on bank equity.
Using the tool of duration, the second approach of interest rate risk management develops
duration gap models whose objective is the economic value of equity (Bierwag & Kaufman,
1985; Drago, 1998, 2001; Fabrizi, 1990, 1991, 1995; Gup & Brooks, 1993; Lusignani, 1996;
Wetmore & Brick, 1990).
The duration analysis studies the impact that changes in interest rates may have on the market
value of bank equity. The market value of equity is the difference between the market value of
assets and the market value of liabilities (net present value of cash flows from all assets and
liabilities on balance sheet and off-balance sheet). Through the evaluation of the duration of all
assets and liabilities, the weighted average duration of assets and liabilities, and the duration gap
(or duration mismatch), it is possible to estimate the impact of interest rate changes on the value
of equity.
The drivers of the bank’s exposure to interest rate risks are: difference between asset duration and
liability duration; total assets and liabilities (corporate size), and interest rates fluctuations.
The economic value approach considers the impact of interest rates fluctuations on the present
value of all future cash flows (assets, liabilities, and off-balance sheet positions). It offers a more
comprehensive view of the potential long-term effects of fluctuations in interest rates.
Briefly, the duration mismatch results in a rate sensitivity of the equity. In words, the formula
says:
Interest sensitivity of equity = Duration GAP * leverage * i /1 + i
Duration gap models are also affected by simplifying assumptions. Mainly, a bank operates in
various markets with rates of return and fundraising rates equal to each other; asset interest rate
sensitivity is equal to liability interest rate sensitivity. To overcome these simplifying
assumptions we should measure the beta duration gap. In addition, basic duration models assume
a linear function that links the market value of the financial instrument to its yield to maturity,

and a parallel shift of the yield curve. To overcome the first limitation it is necessary to measure
the convexity of the function. The convexity measures the curvature of the relationship between
the economic value and the yield of a financial instrument. To overcome the second limitation,
partial duration measures are useful tool to extend duration measures to non-parallel shifts of the
yield curve (Bessis, 2009; Hull, 2012).
Briefly, beta duration management gives an estimation of bank’s interest rate risk exposure. It
can become a target-indicator for portfolio choices of bank balance sheets. Many difficulties are
related to the effective implementation of duration gap models in banking. They require a marketvalue accounting.
The two different approaches (current earnings approach and economic value approach) are
complementary approaches to interest rate risk in banking. The first quantifies the exposure to
interest rate risk in terms of interest margin fluctuations. It focuses on the risk management of the
net interest margin. The second approach quantifies the exposure to interest rate risk in terms of
fluctuations of economic value of equity. Figure 2 compares the two different approaches.
Figure 2 - Interest rate risk: assessment approaches.
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3. INTEREST RATE RISK AND THE ASSET & LIABILITY MANAGEMENT
PERSPECTIVE IN BANKING
Interest rate risk is a kind of financial risk that affects all financial institutions. Interest rate risk is
a normal part of banking. As highlighted by the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision (2004,
p. 5) excessive interest rate risk can pose a significant threat to a bank's earnings and capital base.
Changes in interest rates affect a bank's earnings by changing its net interest income and the level
of other interest sensitive income and operating expenses. Changes in interest rates also affect the
underlying value of the bank's assets, liabilities, and off-balance-sheet instruments because the
present value of future cash flows change when interest rates change.
To measure, monitor, and control the exposure to interest rate risk most banks have adopted an
asset & liability management (ALM) perspective. The asset & liability management perspective
has theoretical, empirical, and regulatory implications (Drago, 1998, 2001; Fabozzi, Konishi,
1998; Fabrizi, 1990, 1991, 1995; Saita, 2000; Sironi, 1996). From the theoretical point of view, it
plays an important role in evaluating correlations between assets and liabilities positions, and the
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complexity of structures and nature of assets, liabilities, and off-balance sheet positions, with
respect to interest rate risk exposure. From the empirical point of view, it refers to the
implementation of interest rate risk management processes and structures, as well as systems of
internal controls.
The asset & liability management may be defined (Gup & Brooks, 1993) as the simultaneous
planning of all asset and liability positions on the bank’s balance sheet under consideration of the
different bank management objectives and legal, managerial and market constraints, for the
purpose of enhancing the value of the bank, proving liquidity, and mitigating interest rate risk. In
other words, asset-liability management is a planning procedure that accounts for all assets and
liabilities of a bank by maturity, amount, and interest rate, in order to measure and control interest
rate risk (Zenois & Ziemba, 2006).
To set and implement asset & liability management policies, structures, and operations in
banking, most banks have established asset & liability management committees (ALCO). In sum,
they carry on their functions and activity at 3 level of analysis: management report, business
planning, and hedging policy.
The asset & liability management is a valid perspective to measure, control, and regulate interest
rate risk in banking (Abi, 1991, 1995; Gualandri, 1990; Onado, 2004; Scannella, 2005a, 2005b,
2006). It is confirmed by the prudential regulation. Also the new regulation (known as Basel III)
gives much importance to the measurement and management of interest rate risk through asset &
liability management models and instruments. The recent financial crisis has also increased the
importance of the asset & liability management perspective in risk management (Scannella, 2010,
2012).
The principles for the management and supervision of interest rate risk issued by the Basel
Committee on Banking Supervision (2004) recognize that it is essential that banks have a
comprehensive risk management process in place that effectively identifies, measures, monitors
and controls interest rate risk exposures, and that is subject to appropriate board and senior
management oversight. Sound risk management practices are essential to the prudent operation of
banks and to stability in the financial system.
A sound process may be divided into four steps. The first one is the identification and
understanding of interest rate risk. It implies also the preliminary evaluation of the impact on
income and economic value of banks’ balance sheet. The second step is the analysis and the
identification of the drivers and principal components of the interest rate risk in banking. The
next step is the measuring of the interest rate risk, using different models and approaches that are
available for different kinds of banks. A bank has to balance between the cost of using a model
and the benefits in terms of quality and reliability of risk measures. The final step is the
management of interest rate risk, in order to reduce or eliminate the impact of the interest rate
risk on income and economic value of banks’ balance sheet.
The asset & liability management perspective recognises the complementarity of the current
earnings approach and the economic value approach in measuring and managing interest rate risk
in banking. Net interest income and economic value of equity are the two objects of asset &
liability management in banking.
In the asset & liability management perspective, banks may implement three types of strategies:

- hedging: transfer risk to others in order to reduce or remove the risk exposure.

- tier matching: search for a perfect balance of assets and liabilities in term of maturity
(maturity gap) or duration (duration gap);

- UniCredit S.p.A., for the European banking market;

With the first and second strategy, a bank modifies the composition of assets and liabilities on
balance sheet, in terms of gap value, maturity structure, structure of interest rates (fixed and
floating). The drivers are:
- sensitivity of bank interest rates to market interest rates fluctuation;
- elasticity of deposits and loans to interest rate fluctuation;
- customer relationship and banking market structure;
- securities and interbank market.
The first and second strategy allows banks to internally manage the interest rate risk. It means
that banks manage their assets and liabilities to reduce the mismatch on repricing or the mismatch
on duration. Risk management requires a change in the duration gap and thus the maturity of
assets and liabilities (feasibility of gap variations). Let us take an example to illustrate this point.
If a bank has a negative maturity gap (Gap <0) it is exposed to interest rates increases. The two
strategies suggest banks to reduce the gap size (modifying assets and liabilities). By matching the
maturity of assets to the maturity of liabilities, a bank can immunize the interest margin from the
effects of changing interest rates. In addition, if a bank has a positive duration gap (gap >0) it is
exposed to interest rates increases. The two strategies suggest banks to lengthen the duration of
liabilities and/or shorten the duration of assets. By matching the duration of the portfolio of assets
to the duration of the portfolio of liabilities, a bank can immunize its equity from the effects of
changing interest rates. Effectively, the strategies “maturity matching” and “duration matching”
do not immunize the portfolio by non-parallel shifts of interest rate curve. By matching the
duration of assets and liabilities a bank is hedged against small parallel shifts in the yield curve.
Furthermore, the duration can be extended to consider non-parallel yield curve shifts (partial
duration approach).
The third strategy implies a transfer of risk to others in the financial market through derivative
instruments. The hedging strategy with derivatives can be implemented at two levels: microhedging level (a bank takes positions in derivatives markets to reduce risk originated from a
single asset or liability) and macro-hedging level (a bank takes positions in derivatives markets to
reduce risk originated from all assets and liabilities). The third strategy allows banks to externally
manage the interest rate risk. Banks use financial derivatives to hedge the exposure to interest
rate risk.

4. AN EMPIRICAL INVESTIGATION: PARALLEL, SLOPE, AND BUMP SHIFTS
OF INTEREST RATE CURVE IN BANKING.
In this section we conduct an empirical investigation on the exposure of interest rate risk in
banking. Preliminarily we illustrate the methodology.
The sample includes 4 banks that characterize four different banking markets:
- ICBC, Industrial and Commercial Bank of China limited, for the international banking market;

- term-structure intermediation: manage the risk exposure (to manage the gap in relation to
interest rates structure);
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- Banca Popolare di Vicenza, Società Cooperativa per Azioni, for the Italian cooperative
banking market;
- Banca Don Rizzo Credito Cooperativo della Sicilia Occidentale Società Cooperativa, for the
Sicilian cooperative banking market.
The data source is the financial report published by the four banks in the year 2011. More
specifically, the principal data sources are the repricing/maturity tables of asset and liability
portfoliosii. The time horizon is splitted in 5 buckets (ICBC) and 8 buckets (UniCredit, Banca
Popolare di Vicenza, and Banca Don Rizzo).
From the above mentioned repricing tables we calculate the interest rate mismatch as follows:
Interest rate mismatch = assets – liabilities + financial derivativesiii.
Once we have calculated the interest rate mismatch for each bank, we estimate the variation of
net interest income in case of interest rate increase (+100 basis points) and interest rate decrease
(-100 basis points), as suggested by the asset & liability management approach. We identify three
different scenarios: parallel shift, slope shift, and bump shift of interest rate curves.
4.1 Parallel shift of interest rate curve
The aim of this analysis is to measure the exposure of each bank to interest rate risk, in a parallel
shift of interest rate curve scenario, as suggest by financial literature (Figure 3).

The results on the above table show a considerable exposure to interest rate risk in the first bucket
(less than three months). It is a normal situation for banking because banks raise funds at short
run with a lower interest rate than those on long run. This is the usual structure of the interest rate
curve of banks. The gaps for intermediate periods are positive (period between 3 months and 5
years). The gap, however, increase consistently for the last bucket (more than 5 years). This
situation could be usual in banking because banks invest in the long run with higher interest rates
than short run investments.
The variation of net interest income, for the entire horizon, is +8.632,53 for a parallel shift of
+100 bps and -8.632,53 for a parallel shift of -100 bps. But, for the annual period the variation of
net interest income is -9.108,51 for a parallel shift of +100 bps and +9.108,51 for a parallel shift
of -100 bps.
CASE 2: UniCredit
Table 2. UniCredit maturity table and net-interest income sensitivity.
Type/
residual
maturity

Sight

Up to 3 months

3 to 6
months

6 to 12
months

1 to 5 years

5 to 10 years

Over 10
years

Unspecified
duration

Assets

143.347.142

232.925.988

44.110.317

51.154.879

131.150.128

59.026.438

46.979.029

6.411.078

Liabilities

256.450.148

237.170.046

34.604.035

30.526.379

84.821.975

30.293.841

17.713.447

2.634.699

2.811.079

613.791

108.160

3.533.366

245.920

279.050

_

7.055.137

8.892.491

20.520.340

49.861.519

28.486.677

29.544.632

3.776.379

Financial
derivatives
Interest rate
mismatch

Figure 3 - Parallel shift of interest rate curve.

ΔNII
+100 b.p.
ΔNII
100 b.p.

36.307
113.066.699

1.130.666,99

70.551,37

88.924,91

1.130.666,99

70.551,37

88.924,91

205.203,4
205.203,4

498.615,19
498.615,19

284.866,77
284.866,77

295.446,32
295.446,32

37.763,79
37.763,79

Source: UniCredit (2011), Consolidated Reports.

The results on the above table show a large exposure of interest rate risk in the first bucket (assets
and liabilities at sight), but this is a normal situation for banks that raise funds at short run with an
interest rate lower than those on long run. The gaps for intermediate periods are positive and
moderate (for periods higher than 3 months). Gaps increase consistently up the bucket 1 to 5
years. Then gaps decrease. The variation of net interest income for the entire time horizon is
+209.602,02 for a parallel shift of +100 bps and -209.602,02 for a parallel shift of 100 bps. But,
for the annual period, the variation of net interest income is -907.090,05 for a parallel shift of
+100 bps and +907.090,05 for a parallel shift of -100 bps.

CASE 1: ICBC
Table 1. ICBC maturity table and net-interest income sensitivity.
Less than three
months

Three months to
one year

One to five years

More than five
years

Non- interestbearing

Assets

7.973.587

3.771.753

1.721.963

1.349.400

660.165

Liabilities

9.860.628

2.795.563

1.137.818

159.441

565.595

976.190

584.145

1.189.959

N/A

Type/ residual maturity

Interest rate mismatch

ΔNII +100 b.p.
ΔNII

100 b.p.

1.887.041

18.870,41
18.870,41

9.761,9
9.761,9

5.841,45
5.841,45

11.899,59
11.899,59

CASE 3: Banca Popolare di Vicenza
Table 3. Banca Popolare di Vicenza maturity table and net-interest income sensitivity.
Type/
residual
maturity

Sight

Up to 3
months

3 to 6 months

6 to 12
months

1 to 5 years

5 to 10 years

Over 10 years

Unspecified
duration

Assets

11.800.740

15.033.957

3.057.975

474.146

2.136.029

1.267.589

2.503.977

_

Liabilities

12.025.128

14.028.371

1.986.189

1.789.485

5.810.172

2.935

659.688

_

Source: ICBC (2011), Financial Report.
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Financial
derivatives
Interest rate
mismatch

12.252
212.136

2.121,36

ΔNII
+100 b.p.
ΔNII
100 b.p.
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607.665

23.025
1.028.611

1.819.297

464.121

10.286,11

18.192,97

4.641,21

10.286,11

2.121,36

503.958

4.641,21

18.192,97

2.533.178
1.140.965

1.143.648
121.006

11.409,65

308.462

_

1.535.827

_

1.210,06
1.210,06

11.409,65

15.358,27

_

15.358,27

_

Figure 4. Short run shift of interest rate curve.

Source: Banca Popolare di Vicenza (2011), Annual Report.

The results on the above table show an exposure of interest rate risk in the first bucket (assets and
liabilities at sight). The gaps for next buckets are positive and considerable for a period from 3
months to 6 months. The gaps in the intermediate buckets (from 6 months to 5 years) are negative
and large. The gaps increase in the bucket from 5 to 10 years, and considerably in the buckets
over 10 years. The variation of net interest income for the entire horizon is -228,33 for a parallel
shift of +100 bps and +228,33 for a parallel shift of -100 bps. But, for the annual period the
variation of net interest income is -5.387,01 for a parallel shift of +100 bps and +5.387,01 for a
parallel shift of -100 bps.

Figure 5 – Long run shift of interest rate curve

CASE 4: Banca Don Rizzo
Table 4. Banca Don Rizzo maturity table and net-interest income sensitivity.
Type/ residual
maturity

Sight

Up to 3
months

3 to 6
months

6 to 12
months

1 to 5
years

5 to 10
years

Over 10
years

Assets

79.746

159.841

29.417

12.281

47.795

25.560

23.903

Liabilities

261.882

11.276

17.468

7.011

51.910

807

_

_

_

316

85

27

198

91

33

_

148.881

12.034

5.297

24.844

23.936

_

39,17

248,44

Financial
derivatives
Interest rate
mismatch

182.136

3.917

Unspecified
duration
_

CASE 1: ICBC
ΔNII+100 b.p.

1.821,36

ΔNII

1.821,36

100 b.p.

1.488,81
1.488,81

120,34
120,34

52,97
52,97

39,17

248,44

239,36
239,36

_
_

Source: Banca Don Rizzo (2011), Relazioni e Bilancio.

Short run shift
Table 5. ICBC maturity table and net-interest income sensitivity.

The results on the above table show an exposure of interest rate risk in the first bucket (assets and
liabilities at sight). The gaps for intermediate periods are positive and moderate. The gap in the
second bucket (up to 3 months) is large. The gaps in the bucket from 5 years to 10 years are
higher than the bucket over 10 years.
The variation of net interest income for the entire horizon is +289,39 for a parallel shift of +100
bps and -289,39 for a parallel shift of -100 bps. But, for the annual period the variation of net
interest income is -159,24 for a parallel shift of +100 bps and +159,24 for a parallel shift of -100
bps.

Type/ residual maturity

Less than three
months

Three months to
one year

One to five years

More than five
years

Non- interestbearing

Assets

7.973.587

3.771.753

1.721.963

1.349.400

660.165

Liabilities

9.860.628

2.795.563

1.137.818

159.441

565.595

584.145

1.189.959

N/A

_

_

_

_

_

_

Interest rate mismatch

1.887.041

976.190

ΔNII +100 b.p.

18.870,41

9.761,9

ΔNII

100 b.p.

18.870,41

9.761,9

Source: ICBC (2011), Financial Report.

4.2 Slope shift of interest rate curve
The aim of this analysis is to measure the exposure of each bank to interest rate risk, in a short
and long run shift of interest rate curve scenario, as suggest by financial literature (Figure 4, 5).

ICBC would suffer, in terms of net-interest income, a greater flatness of interest rate curve, in
case of a +100 bps increase of interest rate (-9.108,51), as it is showed in the red circle. However,
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a greater slope of interest rate curve, for a -100 bps decrease of interest rate, would be beneficial
in terms of net-interest income (+9.108,51).
Table 8. UniCredit maturity table and net-interest income sensitivity.
Long run shift
Table 6. ICBC maturity table and net-interest income sensitivity.
Less than three
months

Type/ residual maturity

Three months to
one year

One to five years

More than five
years

Non- interestbearing

Assets

7.973.587

3.771.753

1.721.963

1.349.400

660.165

Liabilities

9.860.628

2.795.563

1.137.818

159.441

565.595

976.190

584.145

1.189.959

N/A

Interest rate mismatch

1.887.041

ΔNII +100 b.p.

_

_

5.841,45

11.899,59

ΔNII

_

_

5.841,45

11.899,59

100 b.p.

Type/
residual
maturity

Sight

Up to 3 months

3 to 6
months

6 to 12
months

1 to 5 years

5 to 10 years

Over 10
years

Unspecified
duration

Assets

143.347.142

232.925.988

44.110.317

51.154.879

131.150.128

59.026.438

46.979.029

6.411.078

Liabilities

256.450.148

237.170.046

34.604.035

30.526.379

84.821.975

30.293.841

17.713.447

2.634.699

2.811.079

613.791

108.160

3.533.366

245.920

279.050

_

7.055.137

8.892.491

20.520.340

49.861.519

28.486.677

29.544.632

3.776.379

295.446,32

_

295.446,32

_

Financial
derivatives
Interest rate
mismatch

36.307
113.066.699

ΔNII
+100 b.p.
ΔNII
100 b.p.

_
_

_

_
_

_

498.615,19
_

_

498.615,19

284.866,77
284.866,77

Source: UniCredit (2011), Consolidated Reports.

Source: ICBC (2011), Financial Report.

ICBC would benefit, in terms of net-interest income, a greater steepness of interest rate curve, in
case of a +100 bps increase of interest rate (+17.741,04). However, a greater flatness of interest
rate curve, for a -100 bps decrease of interest rate, would be detrimental in terms of net-interest
income (-17.741,04).

UniCredit would benefit, in terms of net-interest income, a greater steepness of interest rate
curve, for a +100 bps increase of interest rate (+1.078.928,28). However, a greater flatness of
interest rate curve, for a -100 bps decrease of interest rate, would be detrimental in terms of netinterest income (-1.078.928,28).
CASE 3: Banca Popolare di Vicenza

CASE 2: Unicredit
Short run shift
Short run shift
Table 9. Banca Popolare di Vicenza maturity table and net-interest income sensitivity.
Table 7 – UniCredit maturity table and net-interest income sensitivity.
Type/
residual
maturity

Sight

Assets
Liabilities
Financial
derivatives
Interest rate
mismatch
ΔNII
+100 b.p.
ΔNII
100 b.p.

Up to 3 months

3 to 6
months

6 to 12
months

1 to 5 years

143.347.142

232.925.988

44.110.317

51.154.879

256.450.148

237.170.046

34.604.035

2.811.079

613.791

36.307
113.066.699

7.055.137

8.892.491

5 to 10 years

Over 10
years

Unspecified
duration

131.150.128

59.026.438

46.979.029

6.411.078

30.526.379

84.821.975

30.293.841

17.713.447

2.634.699

108.160

3.533.366

245.920

279.050

_

49.861.519

28.486.677

29.544.632

3.776.379

20.520.340

1.130.666,99

70.551,37

88.924,91

_

_

_

_

_

1.130.666,99

70.551,37

88.924,91

_

_

_

_

_

Source: UniCredit (2011), Consolidated Reports.

UniCredit would suffer, in terms of net-interest income, a greater flatness of interest rate curve,
for a +100 bps increase of interest rate, equal to a -1.112.293,45. However, a greater slope of
interest rate curve, for a -100 bps decrease of interest rate, would be beneficial in terms of netinterest income (+1.112.293,45).

Type/
residual
maturity

Sight

Up to 3
months

3 to 6 months

6 to 12
months

1 to 5 years

5 to 10 years

Over 10 years

Unspecified
duration

Assets

11.800.740

15.033.957

3.057.975

474.146

2.136.029

1.267.589

2.503.977

_

Liabilities

12.025.128

14.028.371

1.986.189

1.789.485

5.810.172

2.935

659.688

_

12.252

23.025

607.665

503.958

2.533.178

Financial
derivatives
Interest rate
mismatch

212.136

ΔNII
+100 b.p.

2.121,36

ΔNII
100 b.p.

2.121,36

1.028.611

10.286,11
10.286,11

1.143.648

308.462

_

1.535.927

_

1.819.297

1.140.965

4.641,21

_

_

_

_

_

4.641,21

_

_

_

_

_

464.121

121.006

Source: Banca Popolare di Vicenza (2011), Annual Report.

Banca Popolare di Vicenza would benefit, in terms of net-interest income, a greater flatness of
interest rate curve, for a +100 bps increase of interest rate (+12.805,96). However, a greater slope
of interest rate curve, for a -100 bps decrease of interest rate, would be detrimental in terms of
net-interest income (-12.805,96).
Long run shift

Long run shift
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Table 12. Banca Don Rizzo maturity table and net-interest income sensitivity.
Table 10. Banca Popolare di Vicenza maturity table and net-interest income sensitivity.
Type/
residual
maturity

Sight

Up to 3
months

3 to 6 months

6 to 12
months

1 to 5 years

5 to 10 years

Over 10 years

Unspecified
duration

Assets

11.800.740

15.033.957

3.057.975

474.146

2.136.029

1.267.589

2.503.977

_

Liabilities

12.025.128

14.028.371

1.986.189

1.789.485

5.810.172

2.935

659.688

_

12.252

23.025

607.665

503.958

2.533.178

Financial
derivatives
Interest rate
mismatch

212.136

1.028.611

_

_

ΔNII
+100 b.p.
ΔNII
100 b.p.

_

_

_

_

1.819.297

464.121

_

1.140.965

1.143.648
121.006

11.409,65

_

308.462

_

1.535.827

_

1.210,06
1.210,06

11.409,65

15.358,27

_

15.359,27

_

Type/ residual
maturity

Sight

Up to 3
months

3 to 6
months

6 to 12
months

1 to 5
years

5 to 10
years

Over 10
years

Unspecified
duration

Assets

79.746

159.841

29.417

12.281

47.795

25.560

23.903

_

Liabilities

261.882

11.276

17.468

7.011

51.910

807

_

_

_

316

85

27

198

91

33

_

148.881

12.034

5.297

24.844

23.936

_

39,17

248,44

Financial
derivatives
Interest rate
mismatch

182.136

ΔNII
+100 b.p.
ΔNII
100 b.p.

_

_

_

_

_
_

3.917

_
_

248,44

39,17

239,36
239,36

_
_

Source: Banca Don Rizzo (2011), Relazioni e Bilancio.

Source: Banca Popolare di Vicenza (2011), Annual Report.

Banca Popolare di Vicenza would benefit, in terms of net-interest income, a greater steepness of
interest rate curve, for a +100 bps increase of interest rate (+5.158,68). However, a greater
flatness of interest rate curve, for a -100 bps decrease of interest rate, would be detrimental in
terms of net-interest income (-5.158,68).

Banca Don Rizzo would benefit, in terms of net-interest income, a greater steepness of interest
rate curve, for a +100 bps increase of interest rate (+448,63). However, a greater flatness of
interest rate curve, for a -100 bps decrease of interest rate, would be detrimental in terms of netinterest income (-448,63).
4.3 Bump shift of interest rate curve.
The aim of this analysis is to measure the exposure of each bank to interest rate risk, in a middle
run or “bump” shift of interest rate curve scenario, as suggest by financial literature (Figure 6).

CASE 4: Banca Don Rizzo
Short run shift

Figure 6. Bump shift of interest rate curve.

Table 11. Banca Don Rizzo maturity table and net-interest income sensitivity.
Type/ residual
maturity

Sight

Up to 3
months

3 to 6
months

6 to 12
months

1 to 5
years

5 to 10
years

Over 10
years

Assets

79.746

159.841

29.417

12.281

47.795

25.560

23.903

Liabilities

261.882

11.276

17.468

7.011

51.910

807

_

_

_

316

85

27

198

91

33

_

148.881

12.034

5.297

24.844

23.936

_

Financial
derivatives
Interest rate
mismatch

182.136

ΔNII
+100 b.p.
ΔNII
100 b.p.

1.821,36
1.821,36

1.488,81
1.488,81

3.917

Unspecified
duration
_

120,34

_

_

_

_

120,34

_

_

_

_

_
_

Source: Banca Don Rizzo (2011), Relazioni e Bilancio.

CASE 1: ICBC

Banca Don Rizzo would suffer, in terms of net-interest income, a greater flatness of interest rate
curve, for a +100 bps increase of interest rate (-212,21), as it is showed in the red circle.
However, a greater slope of interest rate curve, for a -100 bps decrease of interest rate, would be
beneficial in terms of net-interest income (+212,21).

Table 13. ICBC maturity table and net-interest income sensitivity.

Long run shift

Type/ residual maturity

Less than three
months

Three months to
one year

One to five years

More than five
years

Non- interestbearing

Assets

7.973.587

3.771.753

1.721.963

1.349.400

660.165

Liabilities

9.860.628

2.795.563

1.137.818

159.441

565.595

976.190

584.145

1.189.959

N/A

Interest rate mismatch

1.887.041
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ΔNII +100 b.p.
ΔNII

100 b.p.
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9.761,9

5.841,45

9.761,9

_

_

5.841,45

_

Source: ICBC (2011), Financial Report.

ICBC would benefit, in terms of net-interest income, an upward bump of interest rate curve, for a
+100 bps increase of interest rate (+15.603,35). However, a downward bump of interest rate
curve, for a -100 bps decrease of interest rate, would be detrimental, in terms of net-interest
income (-15.603,35).
CASE 2: UniCredit
Table 14. UniCredit maturity table and net-interest income sensitivity.
Type/
residual
maturity

Sight

Up to 3 months

3 to 6
months

6 to 12
months

1 to 5 years

5 to 10 years

Over 10
years

Unspecified
duration

Assets

143.347.142

232.925.988

44.110.317

51.154.879

131.150.128

59.026.438

46.979.029

6.411.078

Liabilities

256.450.148

237.170.046

34.604.035

30.526.379

84.821.975

30.293.841

17.713.447

2.634.699

2.811.079

613.791

108.160

3.533.366

245.920

279.050

_

7.055.137

8.892.491

20.520.340

49.861.519

28.486.677

29.544.632

3.776.379

Financial
derivatives
Interest rate
mismatch

36.307
113.066.699

_

ΔNII
100 b.p.

_

88.924,91
_

_

88.924,91

205.203,4
205.203,4

498.615,19
498.615,19

_
_

_

_

_

_

Source: UniCredit (2011), Consolidated Reports.

UniCredit would benefit, in terms of net-interest income, an upward bump of interest rate curve,
for a +100 bps increase of interest rate (+792.743,5). However, a downward bump of interest rate
curve, for a -100 bps decrease of interest rate, would be detrimental in terms of net-interest
income (-792.743,5).
CASE 3: Banca Popolare di Vicenza
Table 15. Banca Popolare di Vicenza maturity table and net-interest income sensitivity.
Type/
residual
maturity

Sight

Up to 3
months

3 to 6 months

6 to 12
months

1 to 5 years

5 to 10 years

Over 10 years

Unspecified
duration

Assets

11.800.740

15.033.957

3.057.975

474.146

2.136.029

1.267.589

2.503.977

_

Liabilities

12.025.128

14.028.371

1.986.189

1.789.485

5.810.172

2.935

659.688

_

12.252

23.025

607.665

503.958

2.533.178

ΔNII
+100 b.p.
ΔNII
100 b.p.

CASE 4: Banca Don Rizzo
Table 16. Banca Don Rizzo maturity table and net-interest income sensitivity.
Type/ residual
maturity

Sight

Up to 3
months

3 to 6
months

6 to 12
months

1 to 5
years

5 to 10
years

Over 10
years

Unspecified
duration

Assets

79.746

159.841

29.417

12.281

47.795

25.560

23.903

_

Liabilities

261.882

11.276

17.468

7.011

51.910

807

_

_

_

316

85

27

198

91

33

_

148.881

12.034

5.297

24.844

23.936

_

Financial
derivatives
Interest rate
mismatch
ΔNII
+100 b.p.
ΔNII
100 b.p.

182.136
_
_

_
_

3.917

120,34

52,97

39,17

120,34

52,97

39,17

_
_

_

_

_

_

Source: Banca Don Rizzo (2011), Relazioni e Bilancio.

ΔNII
+100 b.p.

Financial
derivatives
Interest rate
mismatch

Banca Popolare di Vicenza would benefit, in terms of net-interest income, a downward bump of
interest rate curve, for a -100 bps decrease of interest rate (+24.961,41). However, an upward
bump of interest rate curve, for a +100 bps increase of interest rate, would be detrimental in terms
of net-interest income (-24.961,41).

212.136

_
_

1.028.611

464.121

_

4.641,21

_

4.641,21

1.819.297

18.192,97
18.192,97

1.140.965

11.409,65
11.409,65

1.143.648
121.006

_
_

308.462

_

1.535.927

_

_
_

Source: Banca Popolare di Vicenza (2011), Annual Report.

_
_

Banca Don Rizzo would benefit, in terms of net-interest income, an upward bump of interest rate
curve, for a +100 bps increase of interest rate (+134,14). However, a downward bump of interest
rate curve, for a -100 bps decrease of interest rate, would be detrimental in terms of net-interest
income (-134,14).

4.4 Final remarks
The four banks of our sample have an asset & liability management (ALM) organization in which
the board of directors is the starting point of the interest rate risk management process. The four
banks give a definition of interest rate risk and identify its sources. The instruments and strategies
to manage interest rate risk are distinguished between trading book and banking book. ICBC
gives less information on this aspect of analysis. The time-buckets are also affected by regulation.
ICBC adopts a smaller subdivision than other banks.
All the four banks measure the sensitivity of net-interest income for +/- 100 bps interest rate
curve fluctuation. UniCredit, Banca Popolare di Vicenza, and Banca Don Rizzo adopt also a
sensitivity analysis on economic value. Each bank then adopt other risk management tools, such
as: simulation models, stress tests, operative limits, duration gap analyses, gaps on fixed rate
items, static and dynamic gaps, internal behavior models for at sight financial posititions. In
particular, behavior models are adopted principally by UniCredit and Banca Popolare di Vicenza.
On the contrary, ICBC denies totally these methods. Banca Don Rizzo adopts only a little part of
the above methods, for regulatory reasons.
Most banks have used derivatives to hedge financial positions. Only Banca Don Rizzo has not
used derivates, both for trading and banking book. ICBC uses principally IRS (interest rate
swaps) contracts and much less currency swap contracts, both for cash flows hedge and for fair
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value hedge. UniCredit uses principally IRS contracts, but also cross currency swaps, forward
contracts, options, equity swaps, and other derivates. Banca Popolare di Vicenza uses only IRS
contracts and options contracts. For positive gaps banks sell forward contracts (as forward rate
agreements-FRA), sell interest rate swap contracts (receiving a fixed interest rate and paying a
floating interest rate), or take a long position on futures market. Banks also buy call options on
bonds and floor options on interest rates. For negative gaps banks buy forward rate agreements
(FRA), buy interest rate swap contracts (receiving a floating interest rate and paying a fixed
interest rate), or take a short position on futures market. Banks also buy put options on bonds and
cap options on interest rates.
The four banks publish different repricing or maturity contract tables. ICBC and UniCredit
publish them for all banking portfolio. UniCredit decomposes its portfolio into different
currencies. Banca Popolare di Vicenza and Banca Don Rizzo do not publish the entire portfolio,
but decompose the tables for each currency (Banca Popolare di Vicenza distinguishes among
euro, American dollar, British pounds, Swiss franc, Japanese yen and other currencies; Banca
Don Rizzo distinguishes among euro, American dollar, Canadian dollar and Swiss franc
currencies).
The above results of the empirical analysis allow us to give some final remarks. The four banks
show a negative interest rate mismatch in the first bucket. The gaps in the last buckets for all
banks are always positive. It may imply that banks invest in long run in which interest rate are
higher than short run.
There are some differences in intermediate periods. In details, ICBC and UniCredit show a
positive and increasing gaps. In some intermediate buckets the gaps are also higher than longer
periods. Banca Don Rizzo shows a different situation. It has a positive mismatch in the second
bucket (the largest gap), then the value of the gaps swing. In addition, Banca Popolare di Vicenza
has a negative gap in the first bucket, a positive gap in the next two buckets, and a negative gap
in the third and fourth bucket.
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Some authors (Gilmore et al. 2001) agree that SMEs have specific features, differentiating them
from large enterprises which are the object of those studies proposing marketing communication
models. The marketing communication in SMEs is subjected to opposing forces: the external
dynamics encourage efforts in marketing communication; internal factors restrain investments in
this area.
Keeping in mind the strategic and operative role played by marketing communication in any
enterprise, the background of the present study is the debate on marketing and marketing
communication. The purpose of this study is to understand if and how SMEs use different
mediums of communication according to the marketing integrated communication logic. This
aims at integrating the communication mediums and understanding the customers’ point of view,
being aware that messages have an impact on customers and shape the image of any enterprise.
After having reviewed the existing literature, a preliminary explorative study was carried out. It
analyzes three different small and-medium-sized enterprises working in different sectors.
In conclusion, implications affecting the management activity and research in this field are
presented.

ABSTRACT
The paper investigates if and how integrated marketing communication (IMC) has been
implemented by Italian small-and-medium-sized enterprises (SMEs). Three case studies about
small and-medium Italian enterprises analysis are carried out: three small and-medium
enterprises in different industries through interviews and document analysis.
The article highlights the fact that small-and-medium-sized Italian enterprises implement
marketing communication using a flexible approach. The most widespread communication
purpose is to activate dialogues and new connections with their stakeholders and the most used
communication tools are participation in fairs, sponsorships and events, but the very emerging
tool is online communication: digital and social media.
Despite the small number of cases included, the paper is to be considered as a starting point for
a further quantitative investigation on this topic. The research shows that SMEs managers tend
to adapt IMC in order to grasp opportunities on the market, rather than planning and
communicating the values related to the product in an integrated way. This point ought to be
taken into account to start an exchange of practices between managers and professionals in the
marketing communication field.
Keywords: Marketing communication strategy, marketing communication tools, integrated
marketing communication, small and-medium-sized Italian enterprises

1. INTRODUCTION
Management publications feature extensive research dealing with the challenges that SMEs need
to tackle in order to survive despite their lack of resources and marketing skills, but only a few
studies address marketing and marketing communication issues in SMEs.
Marketing theories applied to large enterprises are considered valuable for SMEs as well
(Nwankwo & Gbadamosi, 2011; Chaston & Mangles, 2002; Siu & Kirby, 1998). It is presumed
that basic marketing principles are relevant to any kind of enterprise, regardless of its dimension
(Gabrielli & Balboni, 2010).

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
In the past, the terms Marketing and Communication were often used as synonyms to refer to
advertising. This approach is disappearing as the marketing communication is developing a
strategic role within the communication process of any enterprise.
The marketing communication is the link between marketing and corporate communication, and
the marketing communication is an important element of the marketing mix and a tool of the
corporate communication policy. Its task consists in managing relations between enterprises and
the market, and creating value.
Two levels of marketing communication analysis can be outlined: the strategic and operative
levels. Under the strategic aspect, the marketing communication is an asset in competition as it
aims at creating loyalty and confidence, thus laying the basis to gain a sustainable competitive
advantage and create value in the medium-long term (Kotler & Keller, 2006).
Under the operative perspective, marketing communication is one of the marketing mix elements
and through it organizations meet their marketing objectives (Shimp, 2010). According to the
literature review, marketing communication is composed of a system of management tools
establishing, managing and developing long-lasting relations with purchasers and potential
customers; in doing so, different types of markets are involved, ranging from convenience goods
to experiential contexts. Marketing communication is the voice of the brand through which an
enterprise communicates with consumers. It has the objective of explaining the benefits deriving
from the offered product or service, providing information concerning the enterprise and the
brand, increasing its strength and improving its image (Kotler & Keller, 2006).
So, the marketing communication is a powerful medium to connect a brand with other brands,
people, events, places and real or virtual experiences.
In Europe marketing communication, is the communication area which has seen the biggest
growth and attracted research activity since the market has always been the priority for
enterprises (Egan, 2007).
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Its borders are expanding due to the fact that marketing communication is increasingly applied in
contexts differing from traditional ones, enriching its contents, widening its objectives and
attainable targets.
The nature of marketing communication is polyhedral. It has a twofold relationship: with the
marketing field, for its primary objective of developing brand awareness and image and boosting
sales; and with the communication field, for the creation and spreading of the enterprise value.
2.1 Integrated marketing communication
The integrated marketing communication concept finds its background in the debate on
marketing communication at the end of the ‘80s but it gained general acceptance ten years later,
despite the criticism of some authors (Grunig & Grunig, 1998) and those thinking that integrated
marketing communication contains old concepts (Cornelissen & Lock, 2000) disclosing a new
operative point of view (Kliatchko, 2005).
The paradigm creates discord: there is no shared point of view on its definition, it is called either
integrated marketing communications (Schultz, 1991; Schultz et al. 1993; Nowak & Phelps,
1994), Integrated Marketing or Integrated Communication (Gronstedt, 1996; Grunig & Grunig,
1998). Finally, there is no agreement on the meaning attached to the concept of integrated
marketing communication (Balboni & Gabrielli, 2010). The meaning may be connected to
several factors: to the relationship between communication and other marketing elements (Sirgy,
1998); to the organizational-relational aspect involving both internal and external subjects
(Stewart, 1996) in communication planning (Mazzei & Esposito, 2010); to the integration of
marketing communication with other areas of corporate communication (Schultz & Kitchen,
2000b); to the long-lasting consistency of corporate messages in time (Schultz et al. 1993); to
different mediums used simultaneously (Cornelissen, 2000); or to the synergy stemming from a
combined use of different mediums of marketing communication (Duncan & Everett, 1993;
Schultz, 1993; Belch & Belch, 2007).
There is agreement on the need for a communication plan coordinating the tools used by the
enterprise and enabling the creation of synergy. Integration can only be achieved through the
planning of communication involving measures aimed at orientating the players towards the
guidelines of the plan and contributing to its accomplishment. What is important about the
organizational-relational process (Mazzei & Esposito 2010) is that it enables to keep the
relationships open with all the stakeholders while taking into consideration their needs and
attitudes thanks to active listening (Mazzei, 2010).
The early integrated marketing communication concepts do not take into account the approach
oriented towards current and potential customers, subsequently introduced by Schultz (1991).
They do not touch upon the systems for effectiveness measurement and cost-benefit analysis
(Duncan & Caywood, 1996). They neglect the creative process and communication interactivity
(Kitchen & Schultz, 1999).
Nowak and Phelps (1994) identify three conceptual pillars of integrated marketing
communication: a single corporate marketing communication management ensuring that the
same positioning and a consistent and complementary message are conveyed by all the corporate
communication areas; the introduction of integrated marketing communication, using
promotional tools; the coordination of marketing communication to make the most of available
resources to create a brand image suggesting a specific behavioral response.
Duncan and Caywood (1996) focus on the communication process and particularly on following
long-term effects on customers and on all the other stakeholders as well, i.e. personnel (Schultz &

Schultz, 2004; Bruhn, 1997-1998) and anyone related to the enterprise. The authors lack an
outside-in perspective on the perception of these subjects.
Recent studies stress the importance of integrated marketing communication in establishing
relationships with customers and generating resources for the enterprise (Kitchen et al. 2004).
Under this strategic perspective integrated marketing communication is perceived as a customeroriented management process (Duncan, 2002) where the needs of current and potential customers
prevail (Kitchen et al., 2004; Winter & Sundqvist, 2009; Balboni & Gabrielli, 2010).
Some authors (Schultz et al. 1993; Kerr et al. 2004) have observed an early erroneous and
perception of integrated marketing communication by both the professionals and the academics.
Too much emphasis was placed on the tactical level (Schultz & Patti, 2009), with a particular
focus on aligning all the marketing mix elements and tools (Christensen et al., 2009). Too much
attention was attached to “how to do” rather than to “what to do”. Today the focus has shifted to
current and potential purchasers over whom the enterprise has no control (Christensen et al.,
2009).
After about 20 years of scientific research and management practice, scholars still lack paradigms
and procedures for an ideal integrated marketing communication implementation to be achieved
(Christensen et al., 2009; Schultz & Schultz, 2003). They acknowledge the need for such
implementation: to achieve stakeholder awareness and meet their increasing demand for
knowledge and information (Christensen et al., 2009); to make the most of the competitive
advantages (Smith 1998; Duncan, 2002; Fam & Kim, 2001) involved in integrated marketing
communication: an enhanced credible corporate image through integrated and consistent
messages, fostering long-lasting relationships with customers; increased profits through more
effective communication; optimization of communication investments.
2.2 Integrated marketing communication for SMEs
SMEs represent a significant part of the Italian economy; more than 90% of companies are
SMEs, (about 80% in the Northeastern area), and they are focused in the manufacturing sector. It
is difficult to define SME because each country has its own definition; furthermore, much SME
literature comes out of the USA and UK, and is based on firms with closer to 250 employees
(Luxton et. al., 2002).
The European SME definition was given by the European Commission in 2003.
Figure 1. SME definition by European Commission

-
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The development of marketing theories and paradigms concerning SMEs has not reached its
momentum yet, despite the studies of the last 20 years. In earlier research there was a tendency to
adapt theories and models based on corporations to SMEs, acknowledging the features which
differentiate them from big corporations (Gilmore et al. 2001). At present, although specific
research is being carried out on SMEs (Siu & Kirby, 1998; Chaston & Mangles, 2002; SpickettJones & Eng 2006), much work remains to be done (Nwankwo & Gbadamosi, 2011).
Over the last 10 years, numerous empirical studies have been carried out on marketing
communication in SMEs, but only a few of them focus on integrated marketing communication
(Low, 2000; Kim & Fam, 2001; Gabrielli & Balboni, 2010; Johnson, 2000).
According to earlier studies in this field (Schultz et al, 1993; Nowak & Phelps, 1994; Kitchen &
Schultz, 1999; Low, 2000), they would be the ones taking the most advantage of the integration
potential, thanks to their management flexibility and close relationship with customers. Studies
carried out underline some of the aspects characterizing marketing communication in SMEs, such
as: being affected by limited financial resources (Longenecker et al., 2003), lack of time and
scarce marketing communication skills (Thrassou & Vrontis, 2006). Communication
management often coincides with the enterprise owner who is usually more concerned with
business and profits in general rather than with the impact communication has on the market.
Communication is unstructured, informal, and flexible, reflecting the energy and pro-activeness
that distinguishes SMEs (Palmer, 2005; Gilmore et al., 2001); it lacks a strategic outlook (Parrott,
et. Al., 2010; Fuller, 1994), it is focused on short-term objectives to develop or maintain the level
of sales; in communication management a tactical, (Spickett-Jones & Eng, 2006) online (Garau,
2008; Vescovi, 2000) approach generally prevails.
The present study aims to further develop research on integrated marketing communication in
SMEs and analyzing if and to what extent they are able to use different communication tools
following the logic of integrated marketing communication. In order to meet the need for
research in this field, the marketing communication process is re-created and the SMEs’ approach
towards marketing communication is analyzed.

3. AN EMPIRICAL EXPLORATIVE ANALYSIS
Previous studies in this field have laid the basis for new empirical research on integrated
marketing communication in SMEs in Italy. The purpose of the present study is to analyze if and
how SMEs use different communication tools synergically and with awareness. Furthermore, the
purpose is to understand which tools are employed accordingly to the marketing integrated
communication logic. The present analysis is based on three case studies.
3.1 Methodology
The paper discusses three explorative case studies (Yin, 2003). The multiple case studies strategy
is appropriate to the research purposes as it, firstly, allows the collection of empirical evidence
and explanations within the context in which they occur (Miles & Huberman, 1994; Yin, 2003).
Furthermore, it enables the gathering of information from more research units. Finally, it allows
conclusions to be reached, which can be separated from the single case studies (Yin, 2003).

Selection of cases
This paper considers three cases in a multi-case approach (Leonard & Barton, 1990). Multiple
cases increase validity and add confidence to findings. The analysis of the three considered cases
helps to make comparisons and contrasts between the cases as well as a richer, more in-depth
look at each case. The selection of cases was conducted according to George (1979) and
Pettigrew’s (1990) recommendations.
The cases were selected taking into account: the small-medium size of the company, the
propensity to make efforts in marketing communication, current investment in marketing
communication, and the location in the industrial area of the northeast of Italy1. Furthermore, the
cases were selected in two different sectors belonging to the most important Italian sectors,
fashion and wine, which are very developed in the considered area. The choice of studying
companies that operate in different sectors has been useful in assessing whether there are,
regardless of the industry dynamics, common factors affecting marketing communication. The
three case studies are: Magicoral Ltd (fashion), Casa Vinicola Cannella Inc. (wine) and Roncato
Ltd. (luggage). These three companies feature elements which are relevant to the present
explorative study: they invest in marketing communication, employ different communication
tools, value communication, and they are facing the financial and economic crisis while
maintaining or increasing their revenues.
Data collection procedures
The case study approach typically combines data from different sources (Yin 1989). This
triangulated methodology provides stronger substantiation of constructs and hypotheses.
However, the choice of data collection methods is also subject to constraints in time, financial
resources, and access.
The paper considers a combination of interviews, archives, and observation, with main emphasis
on the first two. The reason for limited observation, on the other hand, was due to problems in
obtaining access early in the study and time constraints. Conducting a survey was inappropriate
due to the lack of established concepts and indicators.
In line with the explorative nature of the study, the collection of primary data in this study
consisted of unstructured interviews, (King, 1994).
For the comparison of results, the same information was gathered and common data collection
tools were employed in all the enterprises studied. In most cases, the interviews involved the
communication manager and the top management. In all cases, the support of the top
management was an important prerequisite for the respondent’s input. The majority of the
interviews were digitally recorded. This was useful to discuss the interviews afterwards and have
feedback on the role of an interviewer.
The primary information source was the in-depth interview: prepared interviews were followed in
the meetings with the management of the three enterprises. Interviews were held in February
2011 at their headquarters. Through this analysis the context in which the three enterprises
operate and the marketing communication process adopted were recreated
The triangulation of sources was carried out through the employment of different qualitative
analysis tools.
1

This area is characterized by the presence of many small and medium enterprises that make up the industrial
backbone of the area.
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3.2 Findings from Case studies
Magicoral Ltd.
Magicoral Ltd. is a family-run company, founded in the ‘70s. It was established as a handicraft
business, producing bags and jewellery and, subsequently, the owner’s daughter founded the
Malìparmi brand. In the mid ‘90s Magicoral turned into a network organisation: production was
carried out both in Italy and abroad by selected suppliers, while strategic activities were carried
out in-house.
These elements, together with communication efforts to increase brand awareness and place it in
a high/mid end market, are the successful elements of the enterprise.
After 2000, there was a period in which the enterprise consolidated its image and fostered its
brand awareness: Magicoral re-qualified more than 300 multi-brand stores, opened five flagship
stores and started an internationalization process all over Europe.
At the beginning of 2011 Magicoral had 51 employees and became a small medium-sized
enterprise representing the high quality Italian handmade industry abroad. The company’s
turnover amounts to about 30 million Euro. Its customers are multi-brand or flagship stores
throughout Europe.
In the second half of the ’90s communication developed a crucial role for the company and it was
structured in view of the year 2000. Objectives, tools, messages and mediums of communication
are consistent with the brand’s values. Digital communication, in particular, has seen an
important growth and reached its momentum in 2011 and 2012.
The Magicoral marketing communication for Malìparmi aims at conveying and spreading the
values of the brand, increasing brand awareness and visibility.
The marketing communication tools employed vary according to the recipients addressed. The
communication tools used to reach final consumers are numerous: traditional advertising, digital
communication, mailing, paper and on-line brochures. Product placement and co-branding are
less frequent because they are complex tools through which it is difficult to preserve the brand’s
identity. Whereas, for trade customers, a different kind of marketing communication is
implemented, featuring the presentation of products inside show rooms or during special events.
Retail communication, especially in flagship stores, requires both financial and non-financial
efforts. In this area, different tools are used: a diversified image for each season with the creation
of new settings inside stores; materials for the point of purchase; and events organized in stores.
Magicoral is very active in the field of public relations: it supports cultural niche events and
charities, often in partnership with other firms.
The messages conveyed through communication activities have the purpose to explain the
intrinsic value of unique handmade products.
The communication team is composed of the marketing and communication manager, the internal
and external communication manager and one assistant. The decision-making process of
communication involves the art director, the marketing and communication manager and the
president of the firm, who is also the owner. The in-house creative process gives birth to a “brief”
shaping of all the communication activities of the season, which are coordinated by the
communication manager. The company relies on external suppliers for its graphics and materials,
and it has press offices based in Milan, Spain and France.
The communication, marketing and retail departments have a 3-year budget, which is updated
every year. It receives about 10% of the turnover and this is carefully monitored.
Communication effectiveness is assessed by measuring the exposure of the company, its audience
and the behaviour of trade and final customers. In particular, the company quantifies contacts

received, website visits, interactions in social networks, the average interaction time and the
turnover increase coinciding with advertising campaigns broadcast through different media.
The company is aware of the synergy created by the use of different tools and aims at reaching
integration through a careful planning of objectives, tools, messages and media. It is more
difficult to assess the synergy generated by such integration, but its effectiveness can be proven
by the fact that in 2010, despite the financial downturn, the company recorded a 10% increase in
its turnover.
Casa Vinicola Canella Inc.
The wine producer Casa Vinicola Canella Inc. was founded at the end of the ‘40s. Today the firm
is still run by its founder, together with his sons and daughters.
Since the very beginning, Canella has deemed communication as important as good grape
selection, thus creating innovative designs and formats for the labels of its bottles.
In the ‘80s Canella specialized in the production of sparkling wines and Spumant. In this period,
Canella started experimenting with cocktails and he subsequently developed the idea which
would lay the basis for his success: the production of bottled Bellini started in 1988. Bellini is a
cocktail containing Spumante Prosecco and white peaches. At the beginning of the ‘90s, the
company started a process of internationalization: first in Germany, Switzerland, Austria and then
all over Europe. Since 2000 Canella has been on the markets of the United States, Canada, Japan
and Australia. Today it has a turnover of 12 million Euro, 24 employees, 3 production lines
manufacturing 12 products and it is in 34 markets, 8 of which are considered major markets.
Canella’s two main products are Prosecco, the sparkling white wine, rapidly spreading abroad,
and cocktails, which is growing in the Italian market and emerging in foreign markets. The
cocktail is a unique product, controlling a niche market where it has no competitors.
The two different products have different customers: wholesalers provide consumers with the
Spumante wine, while Bellini and other products belonging to the same line are available on the
shelves of large-scale distribution. In 2011 Canella launched a new aluminum packaging to enter
the new channel of hotels, restaurants and caterings.
Its communication activity targets final consumers and investments are concentrated on Bellini
and on the cocktail line. In the past, communication activity used to address buyers as well, but
today this is no longer necessary as Bellini has a 90% penetration in the large-scale distribution.
The marketing communication addressed to final consumers has a twofold objective: conveying
and explaining the values of a product made with grape and peaches grown on the Canella farm
and vineyards; penetrating new customer segments served by hotels, restaurants and catering.
Different communication tools are used: traditional advertising; two corporate websites, one blog,
YouTube and social networks; TV advertising, co-branding and product placement. The web
communication is a real breakthrough and it enables the firm to communicate with a market
segment at which it aims: the youth of today.
Communication towards trade customers is carried out through trade shows and events in which
products are presented and tasted.
The retail activity has considerably changed over time: in the beginning it used to invest heavily
in in-store promotions which, remain very effective in foreign markets. In the Italian market,
however, the company is focusing more on the product’s layout, on the creation of dedicated
corners for products.
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The retail tools also involve the organization of events, especially abroad, in cooperation with
and sponsored by distribution chains. The company has an intensive activity of public relations.
The messages of the company aim at explaining the composition of the product, which is not an
artificial industrial product.
Due to the relatively small size of the company, they do not have a structured communication
process. All decisions concerning communication are shared by the family management, whose
proposals also include creative ideas and communication strategies.
The planning of the communication aimed at the Italian market is defined at the beginning of the
year; this program is flexible and likely to change in a short time. Communication activities
follow the double seasonality of the product: a long summer season when the product is sold
without any effort, and the Christmas season when communication actions are needed to boost
sales. Communication for non-domestic markets is planned by foreign partners and approved by
the management every Autumn.
The budget allocated to communication is calculated by applying the residual criteria and it
amounts to about one million Euro, that is 8%-10% of the annual turnover.
The assessment of the communication effectiveness is carried out by monitoring sales, and TV
audience.
The lack of a structured planning process makes it difficult to achieve integration and synergies
deriving from the use of different communication tools.
Roncato Ltd.
Roncato Ltd. is a family-run company which produces luggage. It was set up in the mid-nineties
and has its roots in the “Roncato Antonio Baulificio”, luggage manufacturer, founded in 1956
and where the owner’s sons, Carlo and Giovanni, learnt the trade. In the ‘70s the two brothers
founded the Valigeria Roncato Ltd and started running the business together, reaching a very
important target: the implementation of the first assembly line in Europe for the production of
luggage and the conception of aluminum cases. The two brothers worked together until 1995:
Carlo took care of the aluminum luggage and trunks production, and the business segment, while
Giovanni was responsible for the travel collection. In 1995 their father died and the two brothers
split up: Giovanni kept the Valigeria Roncato and Carlo the Roncato Ltd., thus carrying on the
father’s business. Subsequently, the two companies became competitors and in 2001 they started
a legal battle over the use of the “Roncato” name by Roncato Ltd. Legal troubles have
significantly affected the communication activity of the company, although the Roncato Ltd. has
recently won the case.
The company employs 25 people and in 2010 it achieved a 5.5 million Euro turnover. Roncato
Ltd produces handmade cases in Italy and uses its moulds to manufacture series products in
China. From there it imports cheap products, which are subsequently modified on its premises,
and on whose sales it has exclusive rights. This production structure enables Roncato to launch,
under the brand Ciak Roncato, three collections each season, present them to the most important
world fairs and supply the Italian and foreign markets: Germany, France, Portugal, Poland, Czech
Republic, Greece, Ukraine, Libya, Israel and New Zealand.
The Roncato customers are leather stores and business customers. The former are supplied by
agents or distributors, while the latter are followed directly by the company. Starting from 2012
final customers have the chance to buy on-line in the e-commerce section of the future
institutional website. The marketing communication activity addresses both trade and final

consumers with the objective of fostering the sell out and increasing the brand awareness, which
is currently being redefined.
In the last few years the communication activity has been quite reduced especially in Italy where
the company enjoys the positive effects generated by the investments in marketing
communication realized by the largest and most active Valigeria Roncato Inc.
The communication tools used to reach final consumers are traditional advertising and digital
communication through the institutional website.
Communication tools for the trade area are very important: domestic and international fairs,
catalogues, brochures and advertisements in trade magazines, especially in the German market.
The retail communication activity involves the supply of Point of purchase (POP) materials to
create corners of products in stores; communication training addressed to the owners of the stores
and their staff; sales campaigns realized in cooperation with the large-scale distribution channel.
Public relation activities are nearly absent. Messages conveyed through communication activities
are differentiated: they describe technical and aesthetic features of imported products, but they
aim at increasing brand awareness and credibility for those products representing Roncato’s
history and values.
Recently they implemented a website, a sort of online catalogue that integrates offline and online
marketing communication.
The communication process is neither structured, nor planned, because communication initiatives
are not carried out on a continuous basis. What is more, no attention is placed on potential
synergies which could be obtained from the communication process. Therefore, a consistent
communication approach cannot be identified. This situation needs to change because stores are
asking for more constant and structured communication activities. Effectiveness of the initiatives
carried out is assessed only through statistics concerning the institutional website, the resupply
time recorded by stores and large-scale distribution, and the acquisition of new retail customers.

4. DISCUSSION
The purpose of the research is to find out if and how SMEs carry out marketing communication
activities and whether they are able to use different mediums of communication in a synergic way
according to the integrated marketing communication logic.
Companies value marketing communication as an important medium to establish and manage
relationships with the market and the stakeholders of the company, including internal ones.
The present study analyses three SMEs case studies: Magicoral Ltd., Canella Inc. and Roncato
Ltd. with the objective of contributing to the debate on marketing communication in SMEs.
The three companies carry out their marketing communication activity with different complexity,
commitment and investments. This is partially due to the fact that they belong to different sectors.
However, analyzing companies working in different fields was useful to see whether there are
shared features which characterize the marketing communication of SMEs.
The communication approach of the three firms is considerably different: Magicoral has a
structured and active approach, which is also aware of the values to be conveyed; Canella has a
flexible and explorative approach oriented towards the search for visibility of the company;
Roncato does not have a very active approach and it is mainly oriented towards sales boosting.
The importance of marketing communication and its development in SMEs seems to be
influenced by different factors: the degree of internationalization of the enterprise, the maturity of
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the products, the management style, the strategic objectives to be reached, the stakeholders and of
course the level of resources available.
The three cases share different aspects: the decision-making process is carried out by the top
management, coinciding with the family ownership in smaller companies; the creative process
takes place within the company, while graphics and material realization is outsourced; there is a
dedicated budget, regardless of the presence of a communication plan; the marketing
communication investments tend to follow a regular pattern over time and during a financial
downturn they are not completely cut off, but carefully allocated to selected initiatives. In the
cases analyzed the marketing communication is mainly perceived as a sales booster and just one
company perceives it as a strategic element to be enhanced, especially during financial
downturns, in order to make the brand more visible.
The SMEs analyzed in the study communicate in order to reach brand awareness, improve brand
reputation, reposition of the corporate image, making the product more visible and above all
boosting sales. The messages aimed at promoting the brand enhance the company’s values, while
those intending to promote the product enhance its quality. Although these companies invest in
traditional advertising, online tools are emerging: digital communication and social media are the
tools enabling the companies to reach their communication objectives more easily, especially if
they have a proactive attitude. Communication inside stores, participation in trade shows,
sponsorships and events are all important elements. Direct marketing tools are scarcely used,
while product placement and co-marketing are quite appreciated. The press and the trade
publications are the most used mediums of communication. Television is considered expensive
and not very effective in order to reach specific targets.
As for the message content, the description of product features prevails, thus preventing
communication from conveying the brand values. These values are precisely what makes up the
immaterial world of the brand in which the product is just an expression.
Communication planning is not considered very important by the analyzed enterprises and this is
not due to budget reasons: they often do not have a plan, while the achievement of integration
and synergies is left to chance. They often lack regular assessments on the effectiveness of
communication activities.
SMEs value marketing communication and employ numerous tools, but are not able to take
advantage of the integration potential. Marketing communication has the role of meeting
conflicting needs: external dynamics encourage increased efforts in marketing communication
also during financial downturns, but internal organizational factors hinder the potential
effectiveness of investments. The study highlights that in only one case communication is
considered a management function and is therefore planned from a strategic perspective. In the
case of Magicoral Ltd., there is a good degree of integration between communication activities.
This fact improves the economic results of the firm. In the other two cases, the communication is
not planned, but the company management has a clear image of how to develop it in a tactical
way. In those cases it is almost clear that the more marketing communication tools are activated
the more benefits companies gain in terms of renown, sales increase, even if the integration
between the tools is not exploited. In the case of Roncato Ltd., although marketing
communication is considered important, the activity is rather low and primarily focused on
increasing sales.
It can be deduced that when marketing communication has an operative function and aims at
boosting sales, the management tend to adapt communication in order to grasp opportunities in
the market, rather than planning and communicating the values related to the product in an

integrated way. This last point ought to be taken into consideration to start an exchange of
practices between managers and professionals in the marketing communication field.
Figure 2. Communication activities

Figure 3. Communication activities: message
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Figure 4. Communication activities: three-year work

Figure 5. Communication activities: context factors

5. CONCLUSION
Integrated marketing communication is an evolution of marketing communication and meets the
need to manage a very complex situation, generating from the presence of numerous
communication tools and different interlocutors that all have to be addressed by the enterprise
with a single and consistent message reflecting its core values.
Many empirical studies have dealt with the evolution of integrated marketing communication in
large firms, pointing out that this practice should continue to be poorly defined and homogeneous
probably also due to the lack of a shared theoretical approach and a defined paradigm.
Few studies are aimed at investigating the practice of integrated marketing communication in
small and medium-sized enterprises.
The article then discussed the cases of Magicoral Ltd, Canella Ltd, and Roncato Ltd, in order to
analyze the integrated marketing communication with particular reference to small and mediumsized enterprises in Northeastern Italy.
The three analyzed companies are engaged in marketing communications with different degrees
of complexity, effort and investment. This is partly justified by the specificity of each sector but
mainly by the organization and the way IMC is managed inside the company.
The three companies show a distinct approach to communication: very structured, active and
aware of core values driven, Magicoral; active, flexible and focused on visibility research,
Canella; not very active and focused on increase of sales of Roncato. Despite these differences,
the analysis has shown that the three companies use multiple marketing communication tools to
achieve their goals.
The investments in marketing communication and the importance of the communication activities
appear to be influenced by the degree of internationalization, the stage of the life cycle of the
product, the strategic importance of the objectives pursued by the multiplicity of stakeholders and
on the available resources.
The case studies have common features: the decision-making process takes place at top
management level, which often is the family; the creative process is outsourced and internally
generated only for the graphic phases and material production; regardless of the presence of the
communication plan a budget is provided; the investments in marketing communication tend to
repeat themselves over time, and are not completely cut off during downturn but placed in
selected initiatives.
In the investigated cases the prevailing vision considers marketing communication as an
operating tool to develop sales. In one case it is perceived as a strategic leverage on which to bet
even in times of crisis when it represents an opportunity to be more visible on the market.
The companies surveyed communicate in order to achieve the objectives of brand awareness and
brand reputation; to give visibility to the product but especially to develop the store, and when the
communication is geared towards promotion of the brand, it is the concept of reference in
corporate values, when promoting the product emphasizes the quality. Even by investing in
traditional advertising, the emerging tools are those online: digital communications and social
media allow these companies to achieve the objectives of communication more easily.
Great importance is reserved to the point of sale activity, national and international trade shows,
sponsorship, charity and events. Direct marketing tools are used very little. Some interest was
manifested towards product placement and co-marketing. The most commonly used means are
the press and Italian and foreign magazines. The medium of television is considered expensive
and not a very effective way to reach the target audience, telesales separately. As far as the
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content of the messages is concerned the descriptive aspect of the product seems to prevail
depriving the communication of narratives of the values of the immaterial world of the brand of
the product. Communications planning is not considered very important and not for budget
reasons: often sailing by sight, integration and synergies between the communication tools are
not taken into account. Furthermore, the communication activities are not constantly assessed,
since they often lack plans (Fuller, 1994), it is difficult to measure cause and effect and
sometimes the impact of marketing communication can only be measured a long time after the
company has finished the activity.
The case analysis highlights that the effectiveness of marketing communication activities is
higher when the organization achieved a high level of IMC, thus a strong relation between IMC
and marketing communication performances can be observed. Unfortunately, it is difficult to
specify accurately the effects of IMC on company performance. Therefore, it is reasonable to
affirm that it is quite impossible to measure IMC contribution in improving companies financial
and market performances. Despite the lack of rationale measurement, the study highlights that
IMC provides benefits in the coordination of marketing communication activities and
improvements in customer attitudes and loyalty. Moreover, the analysis suggests that
organizations implementing IMC improve their sales performance and ultimately their income. In
fact Magicoral, which is very active in IMC, had an increase of 10% in sales, twice the industry
average; at the same time Roncato, which is not active in IMC, has a performance lower than the
market average.

Many questions remain unanswered thus offering ground for thought for forthcoming research.
Firstly, it is important to understand why SMEs do not plan their marketing communication, thus
renouncing much of its potential. Secondly, research should be extended to the Italian and
European level to verify whether aspects similar to those emerged in this paper can be found.
As far as manager implications are concerned, the study emphasizes that when marketing
communication has an operative function and aims at boosting sales, the management tend to
adapt communication in order to grasp opportunities in the market, rather than planning and
communicating the values related to the product in an integrated way. This point could be taken
into consideration to start an exchange of practices between managers and professionals in the
marketing communication field.
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ABSTRACT
The aim of the study is to contribute to the theoretical debate on the Viral Marketing
Communication (VMC). It investigates the effects a VMC campaign produces on performance of
brand and company.
This work is based on a qualitative research method: netnography (Kozinets, 2010) and case
study method (Yin, 2002). Specifically, the study analyzes the mechanisms and dynamics that
govern a viral marketing campaign highlighting the different impacts: cognitive, behavioral and
economic (Cruz & Fill, 2008). The analysis of the case tracks managerial implications that,
contextualized in a scenario of economic recession and competitive difficulties, offers interesting
insights in relation to the issues of maintaining attractiveness of the brand.
Keywords: Viral Marketing Communication (VMC) campaign; E-Word of Mouth; Social
Networks.

1. INTRODUCTION
With the growth of the Internet, new and unconventional means of communication are
undergoing by firms to spread messages among the widest possible number of people, faster,
easier and inexpensively than ever before.
Due to the potentiality of social networks in connecting people (Kasavana et al., 2010), viral
marketing (Camarero & San Josè, 2011; Ferguson, 2008;) and electronic peer-to-peer
communication (De Bruyn & Lilien, 2008) are proving increasingly popular. They are a suitable
approach for firm to contrast the ineffective of the traditional communication tools, combining:
“the prospect of overcoming consumer resistance with significantly lower costs and fast
delivery” (Trusov et al., 2009).
Viral marketing is a form of unconventional marketing (Cova et al., 2008). It is grounded on the
contamination of information between people, one of the most influential marketing methods
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available to marketers (Woerndl et al., 2008), and on the exponential diffusion of the message
(De Bruyn & Lilien, 2008, Welker, 2002).
Through provocative contents (Porter & Golan, 2006) and leveraging the network of contacts of
unpaid consumers, firms solicit them to become the vehicles through which the advertising
campaign is conducted (Camarero & San Josè, 2011).
Unlike the traditional word of mouth, viral marketing communication (VMC) adds the intentional
contamination implemented by the brand (vertical dimension) to the spontaneous contamination
between peers (horizontal dimension).
Interactive technologies reinforce the mechanism of word of mouth (e.g. electronic word of
mouth eWOM, - Hennig-Thurau et al., 2004; word of mouse - Goldenberg et al., 2001), framing
VMC as an efficacious communication strategy, especially during periods of economic and
financial crisis, when investments on communications are drastically reduced. Both VMC and
eWOM create value for firms and for the potential consumers.
From the firms perspective, these unconventional communication approaches can enhance the
product adoption by user’s contacts (Trusov et al. 2009) and can drive sales (Chevalier &
Mayzlin, 2006) in a more speed way than with the traditional means of communication (Dobele,
et al., 2005). From the customers perspective, the VMC, through provocative (Porter & Golan,
2006), fun and intriguing messages (Woerndl et al., 2008), allows the customers engagement
(Brodie et al., 2011) as well as their entertainment. Moreover, through the use of interactive
platforms (e.g. social networks, blogs, You Tube, etc.), it satisfies the sociality needs of
customers, creating a recreational context where people are stimulate to share information on the
related product and the knowledge deriving from its use experience (Cruz & Fill, 2008; Pruden &
Vavra, 2004; Stokes & Lomax, 2002).
However, any type of brand can achieve viral success (Southgate et al., 2010) and the
effectiveness of the VMC is well known, not all viral marketing campaigns are successful (Ralf
van der Lans et al., 2010). To reach the expected results (Ralf van der Lans, et al., 2010), firms
need to focus on creativity and distinctiveness (Southgate et al., 2010) to tailor messages that,
through more and more sophisticated campaigns (Ralf van der Lans, et al., 2010), involve
imagination fun and intrigue (Woerndl et al., 2008; Dobele et al., 2005).
Drawing from this point, the present work aims to contribute to the theoretical debate on the Viral
Marketing Communication (VMC). It investigates the effects a VMC campaign produces on
performance of brand and company.
The paper is structured as follows. First we provide a brief literature review on Viral Marketing.
The following sections frame the research design and present the empirical findings. Finally, we
conclude by discussing the findings and drawing up the main implications of the study.

Drawing from these contributions, we consider viral marketing as a type of unconventional
marketing (Cova et al., 2008) grounded on the contamination mechanism of E-WOM, that propel
people to pass along original and creative messages (Southgate et al., 2010; Welker, 2002),
rapidly and in an exponential manner (De Bruyn & Lilien, 2008).
Four emerging research streams, based both on theoretical/conceptual and empirical studies can
be traced in the viral marketing literature (Woerndl et al., 2008): i) viral marketing comparisons,
focuses on the differences among the viral marketing variables in light of other marketing
techniques; ii) consumer-to consumer (C2C), examines specific issues within the consumer
context, such as, the viral marketing impact on costumer value and loyalty (Gruen et al., 2006) ;
iii) communications media, mainly focused on the modes to transmit the viral message and v)
viral marketing positioning, identifies critical factors to position and to define the viral marketing
boundaries and its field of application (Dobele et al., 2007; Helm, 2000).
In spite of theoretical categorizations, often, studies on VMC reveal a cross-functional approach
that integrate many aspects of the previous streams of research.
However the literature review on viral marketing reveals a thriving spread of contributions on the
effectiveness, importance, diffusion and application of the VMC, currently, there is a lack of
empirical evidences that evaluate the effects produced by VMC on firm performance. This
depends, to the authors knowledge, partially on the lack of evaluation criteria approved by both
academics and practitioners. In fact, as pointed by Bazadonna (2006) actual practices of
measuring the viral campaign success (number of “hits” or “impressions) define the level of
activity of the VMC campaign instead of the economic and financial value gained by firm.
Several academics have put forward different ideas concerning the measurement and evaluation
of VMC. Some of them, like Porter and Golan (2006), focused on attitudinal criteria, namely
cognitive and behavioural. Helm (2000) suggested that the target of viral marketers is to
maximize reach, in contrast to Juvertson (2000) that indicated penetration, loyalty and frequency
as appropriate evaluative criteria.
As previously discussed, literature review shows that a large part of studies are theoretical.
Hence, there is a lack of empirical evidences to confirm or disconfirm any of these theses. A
recent work of Cruz and Fill (2008) is consistent with this direction. It offers a more complete
vision of the phenomenon, testing empirically the VMC evaluation criteria. Specifically, the
authors have identified three criteria to evaluate the efficiency and the efficacy of a VMC
campaign (table 1). These criteria concern the cognitive impacts and the behavioural effects
produced on the consumers’ habits (dialogue modalities), as well as, the economic-financial
performances achieved by firms.
Table 1. VMC evaluation Framework (Cruz and Fill, 2008)

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
The theoretical debate on Viral Marketing is increasingly relevant and is characterized by
different visions, approaches and terminologies that don’t converge toward a common view
(Camarero & San Josè, 2011).
Whereas for some authors, viral marketing refers to the interactive marketing (Blattberg &
Deighton, 1991), to the word-of-mouth (WOM) empowered by internet (word-of-mouse)
(Goldenberg et al., 2001), and to the general buzz marketing (Thomas, 2004), for others, viral
marketing is the marketing applied to WOM (Gruen et al., 2006), focused on advertising (Phelps,
et al., 2004, Porter & Golan, 2006) and on brand (Dobele, et al., 2005).

GOALS
Cognitive goals
Behavioural goals
Financial goals

CRITERIA
Reach, awareness and knowledge
The number of hits or downloads and rate at which creatives are passed on or transferred
Principally ROI and developments in brand equity arising from the campaign

Source: Adapted from Cruz e Fill (2008).
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3. RESEARCH DESIGN
3.1 Research aim
The aim of the research is to contribute to the theoretical debate on VMC through an empirical
study aimed at understanding the fundamental features of a VMC campaign and to verify its main
effects.
According to the Cruz and Fill theoretical framework, this work aimed to evaluate the effects of
the VMC campaign with regards to 3 main goals: (i) cognitive goals (reach, awareness and
knowledge); (ii) behavioural goals (the number of hits or downloads and rate at which creatives
are passed on or transferred); (iii) economic and financial goals (sales and ROI increase and
developments in brand equity arising from the campaign).
3.2 Research methodology
This work is based on a qualitative research method: netnography (Kozinets, 2010) and case
study method (Yin, 2002). Netnography is a qualitative research technique that adapts the
ethnography research method to the study of complexities of the contemporary and
technologically mediated social world (Kozinets, 2010). It enables researchers to immerse
themselves in the web context they seek to investigate, treating online communications not as
mere content, but as social interaction, as embedded expression of meaning and as cultural
artifact (Kozinet, 2010).
Like a grounded theory (Glaser, 1992), netnography is one that is inductively derived from the
study of the phenomenon it represents (Andreassen & Streukens, 2009). It allows researchers to
gain knowledge from data systematically gathered and analyzed. Furthermore, the choice of
netnography is well motivated by its multi-method and adaptable nature. In fact, it combines well
with other methods, both online and off, and moves effortlessly from newsgroups to blogs, wikis,
virtual worlds, social networking sites, podcasting and mobile online/offline communities
(Kozinets, 2010).
The case study method (Yin, 2002) is consistent with our research purpose that is exploratory,
explanatory and descriptive. Furthermore, we opted for the single case study method, as it is
particularly suitable to investigate the complex and dynamic nature of the experience analysed
(Mow the lawn by Wilkinson Sword) that represents a significant example (Yin, 2002) of VMC
campaign.
3.3 Data collection
To develop the research activity (from May to November 2010) a four-step research approach
was adopted.
First, a direct contact with the firm was established to verify its availability to take part to the
research. Second, respondents have been identified (the director and the vice director of the
marketing department) and involved through semi-structured interviews by phone. Third,
secondary information from web sites, firm reports, etc. have been collected. Finally, the
monitoring of the VMC campaign through the direct observation of the means of communication
used (e.g. blogs, You Tube and the Wilkinson Facebook fan page), was developed to frame in
depth the phenomenon investigated.
Data collected are rendered according to the theoretical framework proposed by Cruz and Fill
(2008). Data to evaluate cognitive and behavioural effects of the campaign (reach, awareness and

knowledge the number of hits or downloads and rate at which creatives are passed on or
transferred) have been gathered through the direct observation of the means of communication
used by the brand. Specifically, we analysed in depth activities and features of tools developed by
Wilkinson as well as the contents of comments and posts published to involve fans and bloggers.
Moreover, to frame how VMC affected the fans and customers response we considered their
active doings in term of number of video sharing, number of “I like”, number and content of
comments posted. The company provided data and information on economic performances
(official report) and we conducted a semi-structured interview to the brand manager and to the
assistant brand manager of Wilkinson Sword.
All information collected were organized in a dataset to understand: i) how brands use and
integrate social platforms to enable the word of mouth leveraging the network of contacts of
unpaid consumers; ii) the effect of the VMC campaign on the internet users’ behaviour, such as,
their involvement in the VMC campaign (e.g. number of hits, downloads, likes, etc. passed on);
iii) the VMC effects on the sales performance of the brand.
3.4 The study
This study analyses “Mow the lawn”, the VMC campaign launched (May 2010), in Italy too, by
Wilkinson Sword.
The main aim of the campaign was to promote the sale of a specific female razor “Wilkinson four
bikini” in the Italian shaving market. The idea to reach a new market segment, woman, emerged
from a simple market insight: the 36% and the 18% of the male razor systems are bought and
used by woman (source, Wilkinson Sword, 2011).
Due to the presence of a strong and unconventional message, disseminated through stimulating
images and pleasant colours, and a play on words that are smoothed over by a catchy melody,
mow the lawn affected immediately the customers attention. The originality of this campaign
concerned, mainly the enrichment of the product concept (female razor) through the
reconfiguration of the shaving activities and thus of the related woman need. In fact, the shaving
activity became a fun and social activity aimed to satisfy emotional and recreational needs linked
to wellness as well as to the hedonistic concept of appearing.
To enhance the brand visibility and the customer promo, Wilkinson Sword has developed the
VMC campaign in three steps: i) blogosphere engagement and video seeding activities; ii)
Facebook engagement; and iii) survey on line.
First, 25 selected bloggers, among the most influential of the internet context, have been involved
to test a limited edition of the new product. They reported and shared the brand experience
through their blogs, providing suggestions about the additional features of the product as well as
about the benefits achievable by its use. Simultaneously, some copy of the video of the campaign
have been uploaded and shared on YouTube.
The second phase has been developed through Facebook. An official page was created to
entertain potential customers with two advergames (bikini ville and lawn gift) and to stimulate
the word of mouth among their network of friends.
The third phase concerned the use of an online survey, accessible by Facebook; this stage of the
campaign has been aimed to profile potential customers and to understand their brand perception.
Moreover, Wilkinson Sword provided promotions and discount coupon on the product purchase
through Facebook and some point of sales.
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4. MAIN RESULTS
Table 2 shows main findings gained by the VMC campaign in four months (after the launch)
according the framework proposed by Cruz and Fill (2008).
Table 2. Wilkinson VMC: main results
GOALS
Cognitive goals

MOW THE LAWN CAMPAIGN
>3.600 fans on the Facebook official page – Many positive comments on the idea and on Wilkinson
Sword – Increase of the product knowledge, mainly, due to the curiosity aroused by sarcastic comments
of community – Press release on the most important newspapers addressed to woman.

Behavioural
goals

Video shared more than 400.000 times and viewed more than 1.500.000 times - Undefined number of
ringtone downloaded - Positive comments on the VMC campaign – Survey on line filled.

Financial and
Economic goals

Leadership in the female shaving market. Sales increase of 15%.

Source: Our elaboration

The WOM activity arose from the VMC campaign was evaluated really positively by the brand.
Mow the lawn, with more than 1.500.000 views, has been the most viewed video in Europe
during the 2010 (Source, Wilkinson Sword, 2011).
Specifically, bloggers and opinion leaders using irony in commenting the product features, acted
as curiosity activator and as enabler of the viral mechanism. Thus, Facebook amplified the viral
effect triggered by blogs as the video has been shared by five fans each minute during the first
week of activity.
Relating to the video liking, data from YouTube revealed the prevalence of positive comments
(90%). Differently, data from the official Facebook page revealed contradictory opinions, varying
from the enthusiastic approval for the idea and the snow ball effect in sharing video to the
disapproval of the female image communicated, up to the campaign boycott.
Wilkinson Sword bet on social media and specifically on Facebook (more than 21milion of users,
source: Nielsen, Social Media Report, 2012) to increase the appeal and the efficacy of its
communication, engaging rapidly, easy and inexpensively a wide numbers of potential customers
in a direct relationship.
First results confirmed the firm expectations and the efficacy of the viral strategy developed, in
fact, the official Facebook fan page (table 3), has registered during its first week of activity more
than 1.900 likes, increased to 3.750 in three months and to 5.000 in six (source, Wilkinson
Sword, 2011).
The continuity of communication - considered as the key element to preserve the listening as well
as the interaction with fans - has been enhanced by two Facebook applications: Pratino Gift and
the advergame Bikini Ville. Both applications contributed to lighten the topic of the female
shaving from its current problematic trait and to reconfigure it as a recreational and social
experience.
Pratino Gift offers to fans the opportunity to suggest and to share new and creative stencil for the
depilation. It rewards the most active users with a coupon discount for buying the product in the
traditional point of sale.
Recalling the claim of the more famous Farmville, the advergame Bikini Ville enhances players
to create and publish, in a dedicated gallery, creative and ironic proposals that are submitted to
the evaluation of their peers (e.g. other player or other fans).

Moreover, the presence on the social network and the dialogue between the firm and fans have
been reinforced by the daily updating of the wall, with ironic, intriguing and informative
messages.
The observation and monitoring of the published posts, as well the analysis of the number of
community comments, revealed the strong reactivity of fan to two specific kinds of post: i)
messages that underline the attainment of goals that the same members of the community have
contributed to earn (e.g. nearly 200.000 persons shared the video, if you are not among them
spread the mow the lawn philosophy among your friends); and ii) messages that push fans to
propose their creative solutions.
A smaller level of involvement concern the use the appreciation expression “I like”. It was so
frequent for posts that recall the use of new applications as well as for those posts that remind the
campaign claim. On the contrary, we have observed a total indifference for the self-celebratory
posts and for messages that are addressed exclusively to women. The spontaneous interaction
between the community members was very low. Thereby the contribute of fans to the enrichment
of the Fanpage is strictly dependent on both brand activities and incitements. In fact, spontaneous
messages of fans concerned, mainly, requests for information on the product and the related
promotions (ticket discounts, stencils to complete the shaving kit).
Furthermore, it is important to note a neutral dealing of the fans towards: (i) self-celebratory
messages posted by the brand; (ii) detractive message regarding the brand and the product posted
by fans.
The clamor arose from the campaign and its viral effect produced relevant economic and
financial results.
Indeed, the brand reached the goals expected through an investment of 100.000 € and by four
months (from May to September 2010). The main goals consisted of increasing of the product
sales (+ 14,9%) and of the reach of market leadership (51,8%) in the female shaving system
segment, traditionally hold by Gillette (Source: Wilkinson, 2011).
Table 3 – Wilkinson Official Facebook Page: main results
Number of fans (first week)
Number of fans (first three months)
Number of video shared (first week)
Number of posts by Wilkinson

Number of posts by fans

Number of likes by fans
Pratino Gift
first two months
Bikini Ville
first month

1926
3752
> 400.000
102 divided in:
 67 messages published by brand
 35 answers to the fans’ messages
608 divided in:
 437 answers to the brand’s messages
 104 spontaneous fans ‘messages
 67 answers to the fans’ messages
1100 divided in:
 754 likes for brand’s messages
 346 likes for fans’ messages
 1323 Players
 1648 Gifts sent
 12 Stencils proposed
> 14.000 Players
 3080 Active users (first month)
 290 Fans

Source: Our elaboration
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5. MAIN CONCLUSIONS
This study analysed the effects produced by a successfully VMC campaign on firm and
customers.
It allowed us to verify the effectiveness of a viral marketing campaign launched by Wilkinson
Sword with regards to cognitive, behavioural and economic goals (Cruz & Fill, 2008).
Regard to the behavioral goals, the content of the message and its strong “stickiness factor”
(Cakim, 2006) ensured the memory of the claim and fostered many key activities (views,
download, comments and WOM) to prompt the viral spread of the message and increase of sales.
Similarly, regard to the cognitive goals, the testing of bloggers of the limited edition product,
created a real brand experience that has been documented and rapidly shared through their blogs.
This together with the conversational mechanism activated by the video, prompted a cognitivespiral (Gladwell, 2000) able to produce a significant influential effect on blog users’ attitude and
intention (Hsu et al., 2013). Specifically, bloggers as “efluential” (Cakim, 2006) assumed the
double role of informant and recommender which are positively related to the consumer’s
purchasing intention (Hsu et al., 2013).
The study confirmed the value of VMC in spreading unique, intriguing and unconventional
messages able to drum up (Hirsh, 2001) and to break cultural and traditional habits also regard to
taboo or intimate topics (Witthaus, 2000).
Of course the topic of female shaving is not a moral or social taboo, but it has been traditionally
considered as a private aspect of the intimate woman sphere.
Drawing from this point, mow the lawn is in contrast with the current campaign of advertising on
the female shaving systems, focused mainly on the smoothness, on the convenience, as well as,
for many years, on the demonization of razors. In fact, the video shows a provocative movie
hanging in the balanced among serious and ridiculous messages as well as among entertainment
and information. Words, music, colors and locations are clearly allusive and reveal contents
never seen before in traditional communication campaign (Dobele et al., 2007).
Of course, the video has been planned to create consensus or dissent and to provoke a customer
reaction, that sometimes became a sort of cultural battle against the woman image prompted by
the brand.
However original, fun and intriguing ideas are fundamental to stimulate the viral effect, the
experience analyzed allowed us to define the virtual infrastructure of social platforms (e.g. Blogs,
Facebook and YouTube) and their combined use as another critical factor for the VMC campaign
success. Interactive technologies support firm to target its potential customers and to pick
dynamic and curious people more interested in novelty and favourably disposed to dare (Samarra
& Dandi, 2009).
The internet informality and its interactive fruition creates new spaces to speak about taboo or
intimate topics that don’t have space through the institutional communication channels.
Moreover, interactive technologies, on one hand, allow brands to reinvent faster and cheaper the
surprise effect, that is fundamental to start the VMC (Dobele et al., 2005), on the other hand,
allow the social sharing of emotions, that is fundamental to lengthen the viral effect of campaign.
The study pointed out on the positive effects of the VMC on the brand image, on the loyalty as
well as on the sale (Ferguson, 2008). Goals reached by Wilkinson Sword in term of sale
performance (to be the first choice of woman) and the lack of activities by competitor to contrast
the brand leadership, confirmed the effectiveness of this VMC.
Wilkinson stressed and bridged the offering gap in the female shaving system market. The brand
differentiated its image from its competitors and redefine the product identity. It focused on the

new aesthetical aspect of the female shaving (stencils), creating a new need nearer to the
hedonistic sphere than to the useful (operational or functional) one, and consequently, a new
segment of market that is no more totally satisfied by male shaving systems.
The features of this VMC campaign and the consequences so rapidly produced on the brand,
make the aim of evaluating the effects on sales very interesting and exciting. This case confirms
as the virtual interest of potential customers (e.g. community members and fans) can turn into
purchasing intentions for the brand and for the product (Ferguson, 2008).

6. MAIN IMPLICATION
The study we conducted contribute to bridge an empirical gap within the theoretical debate on the
VMC (Dobele et al., 2007). It provides some evidences about the cognitive and the behavioural
effect of the VMC on customers, about effects on the firm performance as well as about the
features of successful VMC.
The case we analysed allow us to consider viral marketing in itself as a suitable approach to
overtake one of the critical factors that relate to its success: the product features. Indeed,
although, some products and services are considered more suitable for viral marketing campaigns
than others (Woerndl et al., 2008), we believe that the VMC infrastructure (e.g. blogs, social
networks, advergame, video, etc.), the message features (e.g. creativity, originality, irony, fun,
entertainment, as well as its ability to create consensus or dissent) and the active involvement of
the brand in the campaign (e.g. through the daily updating of the interactive tools used with,
message, comments, games and other activities) (table 4) allow firms to redefine some aspect of
the product concept making it more suitable for this new, fast, relatively inexpensive and
efficacious way to approach customers and to drive sales.
Table 4 - Main tools used and related goals
Tools

Aim
To activate the curiosity of a wide audience and the viral mechanism.
To spread the claim and to activate the word of mouth through the sharing
on YouTube and on Facebook.

Blogs
Video
Facebook
Update almost daily with product information and ironical
messages on the latest campaign news.
Info
Wilkinson Sword, recognized by the market as the “great
experienced of shaving based its fame on the traditional anglosaxon blade business
Advergames
Bikini Ville and Lawn Gift
Ticket discount and survey on line

To guarantee dialogue and the interaction with the fans.

To emphasize the quality, the leadership and the reliability of the brand
To ensure the continuity of communication, mixing information with the
recreational and interactive aspect; to facilitate the information
memorization (10 more times than with traditional media as TV).
To improve sales and to obtain information on the consumers’ habits.

The awareness of firms about the potentiality of the interactive technologies can enhance benefits
achievable from a VMC, such as, the opportunity to reach, relatively inexpensive, a wide
audience within a short period of time (Dobele et al., 2005).
Furthermore, especially during a period of economic and financial crisis, the availability of welldefined and tested practices (Korkman et al., 2006; Reckwitz, 2002) could offer an interesting
marketing solution to save costs and prevent that the occasionality of a single viral campaign void
the effects for firms.
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In fact, the advantages (e.g. cognitive, behavioral and economic) achievable from a VMC
campaign based on the surprise effects (Ekman & Friesen, 1975) and on the predominance of
strong messages (Scherer & Wallbott, 1994), last little due to the specific kind of emotion
aroused.
Empirically this is confirmed by the decision of the brand to develop, just after 13 month from
the launch of mow the lawn, a new VMC campaign.
From this point of view, we argue the importance to plan VMC campaigns according to a defined
practice able to identify a bottom strategy with different time intervals, tools and goals. Only a
systematic framework of the VMC could enable the spread of its potentialities without limiting
its effects to the mere occasional and promotional/advertising dimension.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Decisions are finally taken by humans; as well as individual people or a group. Group decision
means the result of the multiple set of individual decision. The moment of decision is often
characterized by uncertainty regarding the possible options. The moment they come to a decision
means people are motivated for a certain option. In general decision options can be considered as
possible expected rewards or incentives in an uncertain situation under incomplete information.
Decision making and motivation are connected in a multiple way: Motivation can be considered
as a condition sine qua non decisions can’t be made. The process of decision making is driven by
a limbic system, which controls behaviour and motivation: Humans transfer their intrinsic
motivation into decision, the decision into behaviour and (important for enterprises) into
performance. Highly motivated employees are important for the success of both, business and
projects and highly motivated and satisfied customers the source for the (monetary) undertaken
success. So enterprises have to understand the underlying processes of decision making: Why and
how humans decide when they decide and are their realistic options to change their behaviour.
In parallel we have to recognize a huge number of new results from the neurobiology with
explanations of human reward system, process of the evaluation of incentive options and the
connection to the human decision process and the human response to reward options.
Regarding the customer perspective there will be shown some implications of neuroscience
results using the example of target costing.

ABSTRACT
Today, projects become increasingly complex. Project managers have to cope with multiple sets
of cultures, social systems and behaviour. Prospective humans will be one of the most crucial
success factors of all. Therefore it will be even more important to get people motivated to act in
accordance with project objectives and enterprise needs.
Project planning is future oriented; the decision making process in projects therefore
characterized by incomplete information, risk and uncertainty. This “certainty gap” could
become a big problem, especially in projects where the innovation has to show the highest
conformity with the customer demands and expectations. To meet the undertaken targets three
perspectives have to be considered, harmonized and aligned: the customer perspective, the
perspective of project team members, and the perspective of the enterprise. Humans act, react
and decide in all three perspectives. Therefore enterprises are requested to understand and to
analyse the pattern, processes and mechanism of actions behind. During the last years
neuroscience has provided new results regarding (1) how humans decide, (2) how the human
reward system (HRS) works and (3) how individually it acts when evaluating decisions options –
considered as incentives. These findings should be smartly transferred into enterprises’ Reward
and Management systems (ERS) and project management know how. In the first part, this paper
will present an overview of the findings and the consequences for the work with rewards and/ or
with penalties. Part 2 deals with the transfer into the business and project world from three
perspectives. It will also present the need of a human resource configuration management
(HRCM), beside the classical technical configuration management (TCM).

2. APPROACH AND REVIEW
Neurosciences affect many debates currently being held in almost every part of our life
(Könneker, C., 2006). Despite of those discourses the question remains what changes they
actually bring. First clues of transferring neuroscientific findings into the field of project
management (Saynisch, M., Lange, D. (Hrsg.), 2002) can be found in Germany. More
prospective fields for application seem to be Religion and Theology, Politics, Jurisprudence,
Medical sciences (Schweitzer, A , 2007)) and last but not least Psychology regarding the
interpretation of neuroscientific findings. For some years the authors have identified the wide
area of business as an important field of application, for example (1) Planning and control of
projects (2) Expertise research, as well as learning and educational research (Nehlsen-Pein, 2012)
and (3) Personality & cooperation research (conflict ability) (Baumann, Saynisch, Spang, Roth,
2005-2011).
Independent of applying discipline the human factor is and will be one of the crucial ones. Even
if assuming best processes, perfect and complete information of customer and a perfect fit
between (1) abilities to perform a task, (2) capability to fulfill the customer’s needs and (3) the
assigned person – intrinsic motivated humans will cause the difference in a highly individual
way. Therefore, we need to understand how humans decide and how they turn decision into
performance.
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2.1. Research methodology
For transferring neuroscientific findings into business processes, the authors followed a ternary
research methodology: On the one hand (1) the field of neuroscience which provides scientific
content and results. On the other hand (2) the world of business and enterprises as a field of
application and as third integrating the customer perspective by using the example of target
costing.
The following were the main steps and methods :
Step 1: Literature research (primary and secondary sources)
As a first starting point regarding the ERS we had to analyse scientific literature sources (books,
publication, congress proceedings, ..) to identify the current status of (a) actual existing reward
systems in enterprises, (b) to identify the existing knowledge of the neuroscience results in
enterprises and (c) to identify the status quo regarding the practical consideration and transfer of
such results into the ERS.
Step 2: Empiric sources
The empiric sources provided additional information regarding two main information streams:
Enterprises and experts. On the one hand the sources should provide their knowledge about the
current as-is ERS and decision process in their enterprises to enable us to compare literature and
empiric sources. On the other hand the involved persons should provide information, how they
believe the enterprises to-be/ should consider and transfer knowledge about the human reward
system and decision making into the ERS. To gain this information the following methods have
been used.
Interviews
In more than 12 expert interviews with half standardized character the authors get many empiric
information.
Workshops
Specific workshops for communication and leadership with industrial partners/ customers were
established to gain the knowledge by using so called poster sessions, where specified hypotheses
have been prepared on posters and the participants could vote and also could provide their
comments and hints.
Conferences
In 2007 a scientific conference “The human factor in the industry” was prepared and carried out
with leading scientists from the neurobiology, medicine and industry to discuss the transfer
options from neurobiology into the modern management of enterprises. Rewards systems,
motivation and incentive were the subjects discussed.
Other conferences material used are the 2nd Knowledge Sharing Forum of the ICCPM
(www.iccpm.com) in 2008 and the IPMA research festival of knowledge (Detroit 2011).

3. THE HUMAN SIDE (DECISION, BEHAVIOR, REWARDS AND PERFORMANCE)
For the so called “human side” neuroscience and brain research can provide important generic
theoretical findings regarding rewards, which has to be analyzed regarding different aspects:
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Aspect H1: Personality
What kind of reward is it that drives a person to decide in one direction? Can there be found a
general character or is it dependent on individual personality? Therefore, we need an
understanding about how personality can be characterized, is formed and what options exist to
change personality.
Aspect H2: Decision process
Humans decide and act for achieving an expected reward (which basically is a biochemical
reaction) which is instantly compared with the actually gained incentive. The perceived result of
this evaluation process leads to certain behavior. Therefore the central object is to understand the
decision process.
Aspect H3: Behavior after decision and behavioral changes
Information, individual reception, incentives and decision process are determinants of behavior.
In many situations it is important to change behavior to ensure alignment with our undertaken
objectives:
Behavior of team members and staff personnel to get in line with projects and
enterprise goals;
Behavior of costumers after understanding of their demands and their resulting
actions.
To find effective ways of changing behavior it is necessary to understand the chances and
limitations of such changes.
Aspect H4: The human reward system
People need to be motivated for a specific decision. To achieve this motivation the provision of
the right incentive/ reward signal to the reward system is required. Therefore, we need to
understand the principles behind it.
3.1. Personality
The term personality with respect to psychology is defined as „the sum of all personality traits of
a human being, therefore his relatively time stable behavioral attendance“ (Cierpka, M., 2007).
The most common taught model in PM is the Langmaack model (Langmaack, B.; BrauneKrickau, 1995) but on an international level the BIG-FIVE model is more common (McCrae,
R.R., Costa, P.T., 1990), which is based on adjective lists with over ten thousand adjectives and
finally defines five very stable and independent factors – (1) neuroticism, (2) extraversion, (3)
openness for new experiences, (4) compatibility and (5) conscientiousness.
Rewarding and punishment, as the model from Jeffrey Gray („Big Two“) distinguishes between
impulsivity and timidity (Gray, J.A., 1987). People which are categorized as “impulsive” are
supposed to have a strong susceptibility for rewards (BAS- behavior activation system): they are
characterized as optimistic, reward oriented with a tendency to aggression, violence, gambling
and drug addiction. On the contrary timidly categorized persons display a strong susceptibility to
punishment (BIS- Behavioral Inhibition System). They could be characterized by permanent
concerns, feeling of threats, phobias, general fear. The features of a personality are related to four
functional levels and their interaction.
The „four-level-model“ (Roth,G., Cierpka,M.,2007C) is characterized by three limbic levels
(bottom, middle and top) and by a superior cognitive linguistic level (s. Illustr.1). The bottom
level (1) represents human temper. It is supposed to be genetically determined. It cannot be
modified, nor by intrinsic nor extrinsic influence., the middle level (2) represents the unconscious
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emotional conditioning in connection with the individual life circumstances. It can be changed,
but only through strong emotional or long lasting influences. The top limbic level (3) determines
every conscious emotional social evaluation and learning. Only social emotional experiences can
modify this structure but not the deliberate influences. The fourth level covers communication,
conscious action planning and justifications for a person’s behavior.
Figure 1. "Four-level-model” of personality (according to Roth, G.,2007)
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requires (1) the reach of the individual- emotional motives or (2) will take a long time of training/
exercise. This is important to recognize – and - we already know, that this level also includes the
reward and motivation relevant meso-limbic system.
The third top limbic level can be affected easier. This level is located in the cortex – more exact
in the prefrontal, orbitofrontal, cingulate and insular Cortex. The level can be reached, impacted
and changed by social interaction and communication. But this level has only a very small impact
to the decision process and therefore to the human behavior.
Finally the cognitive linguistic level is not the decisive one, meaning that even though we can
reach and change this level through lingual interaction (speech, appeal, request,...), it will have no
effect on the ultimate goal, because we are appealing to a part that on its own has no impact to the
behavior – only in connection to the other levels described above.
Therefore, and in order to affect any changes, we have to access the long lasting emotional
influences (middle level) with the mesolimbic system. It should be noted that it is almost
impossible to change temper.
Summary: Personality
1) Personality is defined by interaction of three limbic systems and one cognitive
linguistic system.
2) The mesolimbic system is responsible for (a) motivation as expectation of promised
rewards (production of dopamine) and (b) the biological reward (production of
brain’s own opiates) in case of receiving the reward.
3.2. Decision process

Co-integration Regarding the correlation between personality and reward we have to recognize at
first the importance of the middle level. This level contains the, so called, “mesolimbic systems”.
It represents the origin of the brain’s own “reward substances” and the location of the positiveemotional conditioning. Two main facts are important:
(1) The mesolimbic system is responsible for motivation. It controls human behavior by
promising rewards (production of dopamine), generating an expectation of a reward and
designing the human reward system, which produces brain’s own opiates in case of receiving
the reward. The mesolimbic system also registers and saves information about and how much
reward expectations were fulfilled in the “individual reward memory”, which again is the basis
for motivation by production of dopamine.
(2) The cerebral cortex simultaneously records the circumstances of the specific reward
situations and the reward expectation.
Both, the mesolimbic system and the cerebral cortex determine the individual’s expectations of
reward, motivation, ambition and also define to what extent the person/ personality depends on
reward (praise, recognition,…). The lowest limbic level (our temper) has the most impact to our
behavior and should be addressed first. But especially this level is genetically and prenatal
defined, very hardly accessible and therefore almost not ‘influenceable’.
The middle limbic level can be ascribed a relevant impact to our decision and our behavior. But
also this level is part of our unconsciousness and is not easily accessible. To impact this level it

The Information could be considered as an incentive, if its content is motivating the sender;
motivating the sender to act or not to act and finally to show a “behavior”. “Behavior”
(Prinz,W.,1976) is often viewed as a reaction to something; social behavior is the sum of all
human behavioral patterns that are a reaction and/or action towards other group members
(Prinz,W.1976)1 .
We know that our intellect and rationality have a hard time when it comes to making complex
decisions (Roth,G., 2007A) to behave. According to our four level model decision making is
determined by the interaction between the three limbic levels and the lingual cognitive level,
called the ratio. The limbic system “emotional experience memory (Roth,G., 2007B), (Storch,
M., (2005)” takes the main role. However, we have to consider that two of the four levels are
located in the unconscious part of our brain and are therefore not accessible. It becomes clear that
human decisions are lastly based on emotion and are being controlled by certain decision criteria
(our experiences) which are unconscious. So we have to recognize a dominance of the emotional
and unconscious part of our brain when we decide. This dominant role of limbic system affects
both, the type of decision, and the result of decision process. This mutual reaction involves the
cognitive lingual part, however as decision consultant.
1

It was long believed that humans act as homo economicus (Uehlecke,J. ,2007) (confirmed as recent as 1995, when
Robert Lucas won the Nobel Prize for his advancement of the “theory of the rational expectations” (Neff,G.,
Miller,G., 1996)). Today (by using improved methods) we know from the neurobiology that “...even if we decide on
acting completely rationally, we cannot just turn off our feelings…” . For the Nobel Prize winner (1994) Reinhard
Selten (Gigerenzer,G.,Selten, R., 2002) humans are unable to take all their actions on the basis of maximum use they cannot clearly define what they really want and they are also not skilled enough to do that. Neuroscience has
now published new findings that confirm the decision processes mentioned above.
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2) The information based reward should have an increasing tendency.
3) The reward should be unexpected.
4) The reward should be in accordance to the “investment”, calculated by the human reward
system. A misbalance between a reward (very huge) and performance is de-motivating.
5) An information based reward should be realistic (compared to the calculated probability
and reach-ability).
6) The reward should be connectable to the performance – therefore it should be given
shortly after the performance.
7) The reward must be higher compared to the current familiar situation. To remain in a
known situation is in itself a strong reward.
8) The reward process must be fair and trustful.

Summary: Decision process:
1) Decisions (to behave) are the result of an interaction between the three limbic and one
cognitive- linguistic level.
2) There exists a clear dominance of the three limbic levels, a dominance of the emotional
and unconscious part of our brain.
3) Decisions (regardless the amount of certain/ uncertain information) are emotionally and
highly unconscious.
3.3. Behavioral change
Through To change other people’s behavior means to influence their limbic system, as explained
in detail above.
According to our four level model, behavioral changes could NOT be brought about by rational
interaction - a way of thinking that is still very common in the current world of leadership
(Schelle, H., Ottmann, R. , Pfeiffer, A., 2006).

To gain “individual congruence” we have to consider:
1) The information content (reward focalized) should be congruent to the individual
motivation structure of the receiver.
2) Therefore reward should consider
a. Personality aspects;
b. Cultural aspects.

Summary: Behavioral change
1) To motivate people (to decide) and achieve behavioral change we have to access the
middle limbic level.
2) Provided information (regardless the degree of uncertainty) must contain such
“emotional” informational part.
3) On the one side the pure verbal appeal will not change decision and behavior – on the
other side it is nearly impossible to change temper.

Summary: Human reward system
1) The unconscious response of the human reward is highly individual and egocentric.
2) Any rewarding approach (also via information for decision) should consider general
(generic) and individual factors, which are activating the human reward system.
3) Decision under uncertainty is influenced by the information itself and the human factor /
reward system.
4) Conformity between information and decision can be reached if the information ensures
“generic” and “individual” congruence the HRS.Although this study has achieved its
aims, there were unavoidable limitations. First, because of time limit, this study used the
data from 1980 to 2010. The current year, 2011 could not be considered due to the
unavailable data. The data also could not be longer than 31 years due to some variables
have limited periods. Finally, the results in the empirical study were afflicted with
uncertainty which was expressed in a statistical probability value.

3.4. The human reward system (HRS)
As we already know the mesolimbic system controls motivation and behavior by delivering
dopamine (incentive related) and other brain own opiates (reward related).
The character of middle limbic level is highly individual. Factors that motivate one person
(production of dopamine) do not necessarily motivate another person.
Furthermore we have to keep in mind that the human reward system acts quite simply in an (1)
emotionally, (2) unconscious and (3) egocentric manner. Because of the ability of our brain to
record past rewards and punishment, to create an emotional anticipation of a reward and to
evaluate existing risk (probability to achieve the reward, reach-ability, investment,) the HRS
permanently considers the individual’s advantage
To change other people’s behavior there are two decision related challenges: At first, we have to
achieve “general congruence” by providing information which we should know what kind of
signals generally activate the human reward system; Secondly we have to achieve the “individual
congruence”, in which case we should consider the personality-based aspects and understand
what specifically motivates the individual person.
Regarding the “generic congruence” there exist some results from research on the brain. This
research has indicated that the human reward system responds positively if the content creates a
fit with the motivation structure (Roth, G. 2011). This would require that:
1) The attraction for the human reward system is decreasing if the reward is every time the
same or can be expected (e.g. privileges) (psychological saturation.

4. THE “BUSINESS SIDE” (THE TRANSFER OPTIONS)
How could the findings be transferred into the world of business?
For any transfer of the knowledge about the theoretical “human side of reward” the “business
side of reward” must be considered. Without consideration of the existing specific business and
enterprise situation any transfer will fail. For a successful transfer the following aspects have to
be reviewed, decision process in business and success factors and problems2.
4.1. Decision process in business

2

The information as “the human decision impacting facts containing incentivizing content” must be provided in a
way that the limbic system gets involved. To identify practical options the operational decision process must be
aligned to the human decision process and mechanism.
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The information based reward oriented decision process could be considered as the direct and
combined interaction between the individual HRS and the enterprise reward system, realized by
individuals (managers, HR) with their HRS, as shown in Figure 2. It combines the reward
structure, the reward process and the involved persons. Therefore its quality represents the
maturity of the reward system for the direct reward elements.
Figure 2. Basic structure of the enterprise reward oriented decision process and correlation to
the HRS
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As we know, the reward structure and the process itself are one important part. If they are
designed under consideration of the HRS (fair, transparent, elements flexible enough to allow a
minimum of individual motive structure consideration, involvement of indirect incentives, which
are important for the employees, etc.) an important foundation can be realized. But there are two
further conditions:
1) Beside the definition of the right information elements and the right process steps the
managers are one of the crucial success factors; especially for the provided incentivization,
the acceptance of the reward process and the successful transfer from the neuroscience results
into the ERS. Therefore there is a need for both, an effective individual incentivizing model
and competent human resource managers.
2) Beside the technical configuration and the technical configuration management, enterprises
and projects also have an important need for a human resource configuration and a human
resource configuration management (HRCM) – in our opinion a need with an already
increasing relevance in current time.
The critical success factors already lead us to the existing problems, like to reward unexpectedly,
in time, dependency on stockholders (because stockholders might be focused to the profit
maximization which can hinder managers to follow the human principles of motivation and
reward) , and to connect reward to success. Such problems will need further investigation. For
example, reward option, as recorded by Tom Watson (Watson, T, 2000), who was able to write a
check in the same moment he heard or recognized an outstanding performance are correct,
because they are in time, unexpected, oriented and in conformance to the success - this is not
really easy to implement in organizations – but gives ideas how to empower managers.
Several other options are under development and are being tested.
4.2.1.Target Costing

With the incentivizing information an enterprise is generating a motivation and reward
expectation of their employee (decision maker). In this case the signal fits to the individual HRS
(0) and motive structure. The employee is motivated to achieve this reward by providing the
performance and success according to the defined tasks (1), agreed performance (2) and the
agreed measurement system (3). The achievement of the expected reward (4) through the
performance/success (5) is the result of the success measurement (6) and evaluation (7) and leads
to the reward (8) or not, and the individual comparison between expectation and realization,
individual evaluation of the results and documentation of the reward, the process and the context
through the HRS. Regarding the process and the results the HRS reacts positively (motivated),
when:
the content and the process have been perceived as fair, objective and transparent;
the involved persons acted fairly, transparently, honestly, trustfully and competently / with
matured skilled;
the involved persons is given the option to act openly, transparently and fair; that means they
should be able to execute the mentioned transfer option (not limited by “old fashion processes
etc.)
4.2. Success factors and problems

Target Costing is a well establish approach to integrate customer’s needs, demands and
expectations into the product development process. (Jung, H., 2007).
Some of them are obvious for customers and the developers – some of them exist unconsciously
but are important to know – especially because customers are looking from the TCO (Total Cost
of Ownership) principles’ side when they decide or decline to buy.
The process of applying target costing consists of the following four phases:
a) defining a draft of a new product’s (TCO) attributes (pre-phase);
b) collecting data of customers about (a) necessary attributes of the new product and (b) the
price customers are willing to pay for the product as a whole and for each necessary
attribute of the product (data collection phase). This data are collected normally by
interviews;
c) identify the allowable costs for the development process (and identify the allowed profit
margin) (calculation phase),;
d) design the product and product development process to meet the target cost (Design to
cost phase) including the internal expected profitability.
From a developer’s decision making perspective there are aspects of uncertainty:
Does the customer on its own know what (s)he REALLY wants or do we have to handle
unclear expectations of attributes?
Will the customer change his/her expectations over the time of product development?
What kind of incentive and later reward (product) (in the neuroscientific meaning) is
necessary and POSSIBLE to transfer the customer’s expectations into a buy decision?
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A closer look on the above described four-level-model shows that the limbic level which is
relevant for decision making (middle level) is part of the unconsciousness and very hard to
access. Therefore influencing the medium level to trigger buy decision is not supposed to be an
approach. The third level (top level) seems to be reachable especially by social interaction and
communication. Keeping in mind that there is no way to affect this level only by speech or
appeal, we have to integrate the neuroscientific demands into the designing and application of
target costing. Regarding the process of target costing the following steps have to be optimized:
a) Pre-phase: It is necessary to generate a situation in which the customer is able not only to see
but to experience the product and its new attributes. This may address the mesolimbic system
and cerebral cortex to get a feeling of possible individual rewards connected with the product.
b) Data collection phase: Use of further methods. Interviews, Thinking aloud events, product
clinics with persons who know the mechanisms and are able to address the congnitive
linguistic level (top), while desires and affections are residing on the levels of unconscious
below. Therefore methods of observation seem to be in parallel suited as well as methods
which are aiming on self-assessment. Experts with the ability to interpret the customers
expressions (face, mimic, looking, talking,..)
c) Calculation phase: The matter of calculation will not be discussed in this context.
d) Design to cost phase: In this phase many decision making situations are occurring, which
affect both, the behavior of project team members, and employees. So we have to consider
the neuroscientific results as discussed and commented on above into this organizational
process.
The Target costing method can be optimized by integration of the described neuroscientific
results as described above. To achieve product development financial success is necessary and
relevant to consider these social and psychological aspects of decision making.
5. CONCLUSIONS
We see the following major conclusions – related to decisions under uncertainty:
1. Uncertainty is created by the unconscious emotional feeling of a human not able to make a
matured decision.
2. From the human prospective a “matured decision” requires a (unconsciously emotional)
balance (feeling well), where humans are motivated for a specific decision.
3. The human decision process (regardless the degree of uncertainty) is highly individual,
unconsciously and emotionally and driven from the human limbic system (including the meso
limbic system; location of the human reward system).
4. Information which is directed to achieve a certain sender behavior should be enriched on
purpose with “emotionalizing facts” to reach the limbic level in the brain.
5. The HRS reward elements (fair, time close, according to success, etc.) must be considered
and implemented in the enterprise information and reward system.
6. For international acting enterprises the intercultural components in regards of leadership,
reward expectation, reward content and reward have an increasing relevance.
7. The complete objectivity to create “matured decision under uncertainty” would require a “deemotionality” of the emotional reward process. This, however, is impossible since humans are
participating in this process.
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A last comment: may be that the forecast of Matthias Horx in his trend report will be reality: In
the future we will have and be able to evaluate happiness indices for enterprises, not just for
countries which is currently available.
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ABSTRACT
Nowadays, enterprises find themselves in a process of continuous change, where the challenges
of external environment, progress of technology, evolution in the communications and speed of
transfer and exchange of information require more effective and flexible decision-making for the
increase of competitiveness, effectiveness and quality. In this paper the issue of motivation and
reformation is addressed, focused on a case study of approaching 21 enterprises-mainly of the
construction/technical industry, examining their practices on the issue of motivation aiming at
the increase of their productivity and profitability. Moreover, this paper focuses on a case study
approach of businesses; especially on their “intended” motivation practices to reform their
structure and operational framework.
Keywords: Motivation, Reformation, Productivity increase, Change management, Case study.

1. INTRODUCTION
One of the most important problems that businesses face today is low productivity because it is
not running in parallel course with the constantly increasing working and operation cost. Ways
that could be mainly used, in order to change this negative proportion, are workers’ motivation
and transformation of an enterprise or an organization. The enterprises, based on the fact that
motivation has an important effect in the actions and in the behavior of workers, sought various
ways with which they could stimulate them. However, it is a fact that motivation is not a simple
issue, which can be faced easily with a series of measures. On the contrary, it is a difficult
situation which covers a lot of sectors because of the particularity of each worker. In the context
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of the continuous changes enterprises face, they try to achieve the objectives of profitability and
growth with the implementation of new operational strategies, with the re-planning of their
organizational structures and with the redefinition of their relations with the workers. These
changes can have a deep consolidated effect in how the enterprises through their managers, could
attract, maintain and also motivate their workers.
The theories of motivation and more specific those that concern the work motivation have
contributed a lot in the comprehension of human behavior. These theories could be distinguished
in two separate categories (Zapounidis, 2007, 2012): the theories that concern the content of
incitement and the theories that concern its process. The first category seeks the human needs and
the motives as, for example, the basic needs, the needs for existence-evolution and the factors of
hygiene. It, also, examines how individuals try to get satisfied and what really instigates them in
their work environment. At the same time, in examining motivation, we should take into
consideration that the needs of an individual are determined by many internal and external
factors, these needs are in continuous development and every individual’s motivation structure is
differentiated at important level within time and environment.
Human resources management should be an important supporting process of the overall
management of projects, and especially of the management of project teams. Concepts such as
motivation and leadership are basic requirements that should be present in order a project
manager to successfully manage the team. A poorly motivated team has been empirically proved
capable of destroying even the best project plan. A successful project manager needs to know
how to harness the initial excitement that comes with starting a project and use it to maintain
motivation - leading to success throughout the project’s lifecycle. It is obvious that modern
project managers are not just responsible for planning, scheduling, organizing financial aspects
and processing contracts. Managing the team is an aspect that is more than a prerequisite; and this
could not be achieved without use of human resources managing techniques, including
motivation. Project management programmes (undergraduate and postgraduate) include
motivation theories within their human resources management courses leading to raised
awareness of motivation theories for project managers, especially in the key theories;
nevertheless they have to adapt them to the real circumstances of their project teams. Theories
could only offer the working background; project managers should extrapolate the interesting
elements and adapt them to the particular specifications of each project in order to motivate their
project teams towards successful project management.
Especially in the case of the technical environment and construction industry, Warren (1989) has
characterized as motivation the combination of influences that lead workers to the need of
concluding their obligations as quickly as possible, with safety, achieving predefined quality
criteria and co-operating - when implementing their tasks - with co-workers. It is obvious that
motivation is present in construction project management; nevertheless it is supplanted by the
social research professionals, because they have no or little knowledge of the construction
industry, there is no sufficient internal funding from the construction industry and, finally, in the
past years (until early 80s) few researchers in the construction sector have understood the
necessity of psychology and physiology-although, in the contrary, a lot of work has been done for
the last decades by a number of researchers. It is not quite simple for the technical industry
(including construction) to create a baseline theory for motivation; it is therefore each Project
Manager’s competence to adapt models and theories in order to challenge, explain and predict
what motivated project team members. All these theories are useful to give project managers
ideas on how to motivate a team and to define over time some key de-motivators and good
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motivational techniques that are the same across most projects. It is true that, often because a
project is new, technology is exciting and new relationships are constructed, and as such at the
start of a project people usually are mostly motivated to work towards goals and achieve good
results. Keeping predictability at the same degree, according to Young (2011), it is accepted that
unless a good strategy is put in place to maintain commitment levels over the longer term, the
individual and team’s levels of motivation typically dwindles from the middle to the end of the
project’s duration. A key role of the project manager is to create an environment in which
individuals can maintain high levels of motivation in the beginning and maintain it throughout as
problems are encountered.
Moreover, since enterprises change, or they adapt, regarding what they want to achieve and the
means to achieve it, motivation could be used as a supportive tool for this process. Certain
organizations change mainly as an answer to the external circumstances (counteractive change)
other change mainly because they have decided to do so (dynamic change). Certain
companies/enterprises are conservative in the prospect of change, investing limited resources in
change, other are always enterprising in the prospect and seek the new occasions and the new
challenges. The change however does not always imply innovation; import of something new
even if this is the more attractive aspect of change for the researchers and the advisers. The
transformation seeks to change the basic and fundamental picture of an enterprise as it appears
from the customers’ and workers’ point of view.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
It has been established that, for businesses, motivation has a significant effect on activity and
behaviour of employees, and as a result they seek ways in which they could motivate them. But it
is a fact that motivation is not a simple issue that can be handled easily by a series of
implemented measures. Nordhaug (2004) suggests that: «Firms have two fundamental needs that
are assumed to determine their management of human resources: the need to fit these resources
with work tasks in order to achieve productivity and the need to measure or estimate the
productivity of human resources in order to be able to reward employees in a rational way».
Each employee is a different entity which reacts differently and therefore may present different
results, depending on the degree of motivation while performing his tasks and is very important
for managers to understand that different factors motivate different people. These factors are
known as "motivating factors".
Research efforts are particularly important in the field of motivation and various theories have
been developed, reviewing the process of motivation, explaining why people behave at work with
a certain way and how organizations and businesses encourage employees in order to accomplish
the objectives of the organization and meet the needs of employees. Wilkinson, Johnstone and
Townsend (2012) suggest that while construction contributes extensively in a country’s economy
and at the same time is highly labour – intensive, there has been a lack of attention given to the
study of human resource management issues within it. The fact remains that the way employees
are managed can have important implications for organizational performance, and can even be
the critical parameter among successful and unsuccessful organizations. Moreover, McMahan,
Bell and Virick (1998) predict that the area of future research will be focusing on employee
involvement, diversity, and strategic International Human Resource Management.
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Businesses and organizations are in a process of continuous change. Part of these changes is the
effort to achieve their goals of profitability and growth by implementing new business strategies,
with the redesign of the organizational structures and redefinition of its relations with employees.
These changes can have a profound impact on how businesses will be able, through the heads of
units, to attract, retain and motivate their employees.
Results of this paper’s analysis found common characteristics with several other researches in the
field of human resources management, identified during literature review. Characteristic example
is the suggestion of Wang, Hwang and Lin (2011) that there is a positive relationship among
human resources practices and human capital. For them, human capital (the stock of
competencies, knowledge, social and personality attributes, including creativity) will increase in
the case where a corporation carries out human resource practices. At the same time the higher
the human capital of the organizational staff the higher the department performance would be.
Moreover, Guidetti and Mazzanti (2007) focused on the role of human capital investments and
training activities within production processes, features that were also approached in this
research. Their findings present a positive association among training activities and productivity,
high-performance practices, innovative labour demand features, workforce skill level, firm size.
Finally, Mayson and Barrett (2006) examined the science and practice of human resource
management in small firms, which is the main characteristic of our sample. They suggested that it
is not clear how HRM, or more specifically strategic approaches to HRM contribute to small and
entrepreneurial firm growth and survival. They added that the practice of HRM in small firms is
characterized by informality, as in this paper’s sample. One proposed solution to the problem was
training for small firm owner–managers and entrepreneurs in the area of HRM.
Results of this paper are presenting common features with Voudouris et al. (2000) research in
identification of successful Greek SMEs. Their findings uncovered factors contributing to the
success of those enterprises. These factors include: intense specialization in narrowly defined
market segments, commitment to customer service, innovative culture and adaptation to new
technologies, strong leadership and a healthy organizational climate. Moreover, common field
with results of Nasution et. al (2011), who have examined small and medium – sized hotels in
Indonesia, is present. Their findings suggest that entrepreneurship and human resource
management were shown to be the most significant drivers of innovation and customer value.
They emphasize that interaction of entrepreneurship and integrated market orientation as well as
human resource practices has significant impact on customer value and innovation respectively.

3. METHODOLOGICAL APPROACH
For In order to investigate the application of motivation models, a mixed type questionnaire was
drafted, which was addressed to representatives of companies/organisations operating locally.
For the preparation of the questionnaire 31 new questions were drafted from scratch, based on the
literature review process, whilst 9 questions were adapted from the questionnaire of E.S.Stanton
(1984). The questionnaire consisted mainly of closed-type questions and some open-ended
questions, which were created after an analysis of the content and purpose of this research.
Specifically, in the questionnaire there are 40 questions, of which 34 are of closed-type and 6 are
open-ended.
The organizational level of the respondents was based on the type and size of each
company/organization. As such, the questionnaires were addressed and answered by general
managers, human resources department managers (where such departments existed) and
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operational managers. In all cases managers were the respondents, selected under the provision
that the answers were representative at company/organization level, which was ensured at
planning stage.
In selecting the sample, local characteristics of the areas in which the companies under
examination were operating were taken into consideration, whilst emphasis in the technical
environment was also given, including also companies of different sectors-for reasons of
comparison. The aim was not to compare two identical companies, dealing with the same product
or service. On the contrary, the aim was to examine and compare businesses of different type,
size and philosophy that can operate in the same sector.
The sample selection focused on companies involved in construction and related services but also
companies of other sectors such as banking, insurance, stock exchange and in general services
provision. Finally, 21 companies responded (out of forty approached), 13 of which were active in
the construction sector. Among them, 9 defined as their field of activity the residential buildings
construction or construction in general, 1 was a technical company, 1 was related to motorway
operation and 1 was focusing on electronics manufacturing. The sample was complemented by
two local development agencies that manage EU programs, a collective body representing
businesses (Chamber), a bank branch, an insurance company, a stock-exchange services provider,
a services offering company and a public health service sector organization (Hospital). All these
are reflected in the following graphical figure 1.
Figure 1. Sample per sector
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Figure 2. Number of employees

Moreover, 29% were certified with a quality assurance system (ISO 9001:2008, ISO 9001:2000)
whilst 62% of the sample had a human resources management department (figure 3).
Figure 3. Human Resources department existence-quality certification

The sample was also classified on the number of employees; 15% of the sample had 1 to 9
employees, 24% had 10 to 19 employees, 19% had 20 to 29 employees, 14% had 30 to 39
employees, 14% had 40 to 60 employees and 14% had more than 60 employees, which is
presented in the following figure 2.
Furthermore, 24% of the sample stated that was under reformation process (figure 4).
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tasks and their planning related to them. Consequently, 47% of the sample answered that they
often offer participation to employees in the decisions related to tasks and their planning, whilst
44% answered that they sometimes offer such participation opportunity. As such, employees feel
a greater responsibility towards tasks performed, are involved in a more determined way on how
to execute the tasks by seeking success both for the company and for personal satisfaction. To the
question whether most employees have the ability to undertake additional responsibilities at their
work, 48% of the companies responded often and 38% sometimes. It is concluded that, as in the
previous question the sample responded that employees should participate in decision making,
they may undertake and carry out the objectives of some additional responsibilities.

Figure 4. Sample under reformation

Figure 5. Responses to question on whether, when assigning a task, managers explain in detail
how it should be implemented.

4. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
In this section an initial grouping and analysis of the collected answers is elaborated. This initial
analysis has as aim to create the required background in order facilitate extraction of the
conclusions of the next session in a reliable manner and to extract initial results related to the
philosophy of the respondents in correlation with the under examination theme.
In the question whether, when assigning a task, managers explain in detail how it should be
implemented, 50% answered that they always explain implementation, 30% that they often
explain implementation and 20% that sometimes explain implementation (Figure 5). None has
answered that never explains the methodology for implementation. Companies that were certified
answered, in their majority, that they always explain how a task should be implemented, as a
result of the implemented quality assurance system which sets basic requirements. It is also
important to state that 66% of the companies with more than 60 employees always explain how a
task should be implemented.
Another question was examining the ability of initiative provided to personnel during the
execution of a task, 29% answered that they always provide freedom and 71% that they often
provide freedom. It was quite astonishing that almost all companies, independently of the
existence of a quality assurance system and of the number of employees and irrespectively of
whether they are in a reformation process, answered that they always and often offer the initiative
of deciding/acting to the employees. As such a mutual trust environment is created, based on the
fact that answers were representative at the level of each company/organization, as described in
the previous section, which boosts the confidence of employees. Moreover, 38% of the
respondents stated that they always explain to employees/collaborators the objectives and targets
that should be accomplished during the next year duration, whilst most of the respondents (43%)
answered that sometimes they explain objectives and targets.
Although freedom to employees is considered to be provided, only 9% of the sample answered
that they always believe that employees should fully participate in decision making regarding the

Almost all companies, regardless of whether they are certified with a quality system or not and
they are in the process of restructuring and irrespective of their number of employees, responded
that employees/collaborators regularly (14% always, 38% often, 48% sometimes) approach the
senior staff to propose new ideas and provide advice. All senior executives then, are open to new
ideas and advices for the benefit of the company, especially when they come from members of
the company. 50% of respondents answered that sometimes subordinates / associates do not have
the necessary skills to become more involved in the operation of their department, while 35%
answered that personnel has the necessary skills. This could underline that companies try to
attract capable individuals that can provide support in other sectors besides the one of their task,
in order for the employee to have a broader perspective and understanding of their part of work.
Of course, it could simply mean that they cannot find suitable candidates; they do not pay enough
to attract the appropriate personnel or other rational explanations.
Furthermore, during the survey process, respondents were asked to define with what frequency
they use twelve specific measures of motivation derived from the literature review and presented
in the questionnaire, in their businesses’ operation and in the behavior and performance of
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employees. The possible answers to select were always, often, sometimes, never and unaware of
the term, using the Likert scale. The measures one by one are presented in Figure 6. After receipt
of questionnaires, respondents that did not answer at all were approached and it was identified
that they were unaware of the term describing each specific measure. This process is in the same
context that Hiltrop (1996) tried to answer what are the key HR activities that increase
organizational performance, and came up with ten factors or 'dimensions' which underlie the
different approaches to HRM found in organisations. He proposed that these factors could
potentially be used as a checklist for evaluating the effectiveness of HR practices and of those
who implement them.
Figure 6. Frequency of use of twelve specific measures
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Initially, regarding the use of punishment/penalty as a key incentive for achieving the desired
performance, a common conclusion cannot be drawn, since answers were shared between
sometimes never, whilst 38% answered that were unaware of the term. On the application of
positive reinforcement, 24% were unaware of the term. Based on the remaining responses it was
concluded that positive reinforcement is a tactic which companies apply very often, boosting
morale and confidence of the employees but also by supporting them with the necessary expertise
to carry out their tasks in a way that will lead to successful achievement of company’s objectives.
In the next question companies were asked to assess whether they evaluate positive and negative
factors in the environment of each individual employee. An important percentage of the
participants were unaware of the term, while from the remaining responses it was concluded that
the method was used quite frequently, indicating the seriousness with which each company treats
each employee individually, utilizing the positive aspects for the benefit of the company and
minimizing the negative factors in the environment that could affect the performance of his work.
Subsequently, companies were asked about the use of two very specific tactics in their operation:
job enlargement (increasing tasks horizontally) and job enrichment (increasing duties vertically).
48% of the sample did not respond to this specific question (unaware of the term), while the
remaining responses were divided between sometimes and often. Job enrichment differs from the
tactic of job enlargement, as it does not accumulate tasks, but employees confront new personal
challenges to promote changes in a company. But as it is concluded from the results of the
research, they are applied few to several times because companies may define a relatively rigid
framework which reformation should follow, not giving to personnel important freedom of
movement too often.
The next question was concerning the “Management by Objectives” (MBO)-administration by
establishing goals. From the responses it was observed that this it is very often used by
businesses, nevertheless half of the sample was unaware of the term. It is a very useful process
that includes the recording and comparing of employees’ performance in relation to the standards
and objectives set by management in collaboration with them. So from the moment employees
are involved in the process of establishing goals it is more likely to successfully implement their
tasks and fulfill their responsibilities, which ultimately contributes to the overall enterprise
success.
Next subject was the examination of the frequency in use of participatory management. The 33%
of the sample responded that they were unaware of the term, while the majority stated that they
use a joint command management system sometimes. It is also worth noting that most companies
in reformation stated that they use participating management quite often. This observation can be
explained by the fact that participatory management has as main purpose the decentralization of
decision-making, aiming to involve all employees, concept that meets the demands of today's
reality and is more efficient for businesses, concept to which businesses seek to adapt in the
process of reformation.
The last part of this sub-theme of the questionnaire is related to the use of various forms of
reinforcement and the frequency of application. 48% of the sample have not answered (unaware
of the term), while the remaining answers could not lead to concrete conclusion about how often
every measure is used. It can only be pointed out that no company is proceeding to reinforcement
actions before reaching the target set initially. It should be interesting to mention that an
important proportion of businesses were unaware of the conditions cited, although they may
unintentionally use some of them, as proved by previous answers.
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In the last closed-type question of the questionnaire companies were asked to respond with what
frequency they use eight concrete measures to implement transformation / change, measures that
are presented below in Figure 7.
Figure 7. Frequency on use of concrete measures to implement transformation / change

From the initial sample, 48% did not respond at all. For the rest, including all that were in the
process of reformation (24%) according to the answers in every gathered questionnaire, each
measure was considered separately. From this fact it is concluded that businesses in reformation
understand the terms, while those not in reformation, appear ignorant of the conditions of
reformation.
Initially, regarding the creation of the sense of urgency, the responses from companies
implementing reformation are shared between often and a few times while examining the whole
sample it is observed that most answered often. This presents that in general and in order to avoid
inactivity in implementation of change, companies regularly push their employees to work and
act under pressure, while seeking high effectiveness, as deduced by relevant literature review.
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Regarding the formation of powerful guiding coalition, it is concluded that it is used at a frequent
basis as indicated by the investigation, apparently to lead this block of change and to rally around
the workers, giving them knowledge but also the confidence for success and achievement of
objectives.
Two other measures are also the creation of a vision and its transmission to the employees.
According to the survey, all companies which responded, independently of being in the process
of reformation or not, almost always create a vision, apparently as a means to inspire and to
enable employees in the direction of change, while paying particular attention to correct
transmission of this vision in order for exceptions not to occur and proper achievement of the
objectives set by the company to be succeeded.
Fifth measure considered, is this of granting power to third parties. It is observed that companies
do not implement this measure often, but sometimes-especially those who are in the process of
reformation. It could be concluded that, in general, executives concentrate responsibility of the
reformation process for its proper realization or not. In this phase of change, leaders come out
ahead, facing possibly disbelief whether employees can take own initiatives and actions for
something unknown, but they also try to minimize potential risks that could also lead to
unsuccessful results.
Subsequently, firms were asked whether they apply planning and achieving of short-term goals at
their companies. The responses indicate that this is applicable at a very frequent basis, thus
revealing that planning is an essential part in the implementation and promotion of change within
businesses. This type of planning often provides and seeks to introduce smaller and short-term
objectives which are more possible to be accomplished successfully, thus supporting gradually
the proper and successful overall implementation of change or reformation.
The seventh measure under examination was the consolidation of improvements and
implementation of more changes. From the responses, the conclusion drawn is that all businesses
implement this measure in high frequency, which, combined with the responses given to previous
measure, of application of planning and short-term goals achievement, suggests that businesses
after successfully meeting short-term goals bringing positive changes to its organizational
structure and operative framework, only then do they proceed further in suggesting new and more
changes.
Finally, the last part of this particular category referred to the introduction of new methods within
the company, where the answers on the frequency of occurrence have no particular tendency and
therefore conclusions cannot be drawn in a reliable manner.

5. CONCLUSIONS
It is obvious that organizations, most of the times, attempt to explain in detail and with accuracy
the methodology that they consider more successful for tasks appointed to employees in order to
be accomplished and they state it from the beginning, by defining the objective that they require.
Most of the times, they do not interfere in the way that each task is implemented; presenting high
level trust to employees. In this way, they seek to motivate their employees to undertake more
responsibilities and to present more active involvement in business operation by submitting new
ideas and new ways of achieving the objectives that, potentially, are decided by them. For this
reason, companies try to hire people able to respond and to take additional responsibilities in
other areas, which will be useful in procedures of presenting new ideas for the benefit of the
company. On the other hand, organisations prefer employees/collaborators that often follow
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instructions given to them, which contradict the fact that they offer enough work freedom, since
they prefer tasks to be performed as defined by them whilst they claim that they provide freedom
on the methodology to be adapted. But the fact is that before deciding to follow a given direction
of development, leaders consider the ideas of employees and usually change the implementation
process of a task when employees convince them with evidence on the value of a different
approach. Even more, they encourage new ideas from their subordinates, especially when these
support the process of transformation, as most of them believe that new possibilities will be
required for the future of their businesses. As such, they encourage the application of original
ideas and actions by employees.
To enable the “survival” of a company, managers cultivate visions and devise the proper strategy
to serve this purpose. For changes that promote new ways, mainly for avoiding the observed
phenomenon of resistance of employees to attempted changes-but even when this happens, it was
recorded that they change the structures that cause erosion because they believe that they lead to
delay on the development of the company and achievement of goals. All companies consolidate
and continue to exploit the benefits of change, but all of them are not ready in the same level to
promote new changes; either because they encounter resistance or because of the need for change
in such a short time is not proved. Respondents suggest that the transformation must follow a
long-term planning and express a reaction / adaptation to the situations they face. The former
forecasts future needs and is adjusted within the provided time span, while the second reacts and
adjusts quickly to situations faced, when these threaten their viability or when an opportunity for
growth and consolidation in their sector of activity is presented.
To achieve the goal of transformation, companies often set short-term goals that are part of the
general long-term goal which is the change target, because they prefer to march in the
transformation process with slow and steady steps, as a safer process. Of course, transformation
in not only a subject of processes, human resources is also a factor. As such, another way of
seeking change is recruitment, promotion and training of employees who can realize this vision,
as well as scheduling frequent meetings that focus on change that target mobilizing and
energizing employees. It could be concluded that motivation is a mandatory measure for
promoting successful change but managers not always use intensive or targeted motivation
methods for employees that react negatively to it and some of them, even more, do not focus on
these individuals..
Penalty is not used often as a mean to achieve the desired performance while some people
exclude it as a measure. Instead, they apply more often the method of positive reinforcement,
which boosts the morale and confidence of their employees. In the question whether the method
of job enlargement (horizontal increase of tasks)-the idealization of work assigned and "break"
into smaller pieces/tasks is used as a method of motivation towards restructuring, most
respondents replied that they were not familiar with the term, which is inconsistent with the
answers provided to the question whether they use short-term goals as part of the overall longterm goal of change. Similar responses were provided to the question on the implementation of
the job enrichment (increase of duties vertically)-the motivation of employees workers by
providing them the opportunity to use, in performing their tasks, the full range of capabilities and
skills. Once more, most respondents were not familiar with this concept and the rest responses
were in conflict with those of previous questions, as the one of offering opportunities for
employees to undertake initiatives for accomplishing a task.
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For the idea of participating management responses were divided, many answered negatively, but
most were in favor of a middle position, in contrast to previous questions that provided evidence
that the executives want to concentrate the largest part of the power and to dominate decision
actions. It is another fundamental contradiction between the provided answers and the relative
analysis. This becomes even more evident in the responses to the question about the delegation of
authority to third parties, where no absolutely positive response existed.
The reinforcement of employees is implemented by all companies in two ways: either
immediately after reaching the target set or by determining to their employees the exact
realisation period. It is also obvious that they are unfamiliar with typical reinforcement methods,
as 50% of respondents were unaware of concepts, as objectives-prototypes reinforcement
approach and independent behaviors. Especially for independent behaviors some companies
defined that sometimes they reinforce such actions whilst many do not reward them, which
contradicts previous answers in which same companies stated that they want their employees to
take initiatives, take part in decisions and suggest new ideas.
Another main conclusion drawn is that sense of urgency for change to the employees is often
created, which causes great pressure and stress, leading to undesirable outcomes for each
organisation. Moreover the basic, and perhaps the only, way to motivate and reward deliberately
is using financial incentives in any form and rarely any other incentives.
Finally, the major recorded cause that leads a company/organization to enter a process of
reformation is mainly of economic nature, like economic crisis, recession, change of the work
environment and changes in legislation. Reducing operating costs is the desired result of the
reformation for most of the examined companies, implementing as main mean for achieving this
result the reduction of staff. Few companies take the opposite stance, joining new investments
with acquisition of new technologies and contracting external collaborations and agreements with
new suppliers.
This paper emphasizes the importance of motivation especially in situations of reformation.
However, it was observed that motivation is often implemented without planning or goal setting.
In each case, however, executives responsible for motivation try in various ways, intentionally or
not, organized or not, to motivate employees or their partners aiming at smooth operation and
successful human resources management. Generally, the necessity of motivation as a method to
increase efficiency is a discussion subject, even when it is implemented without methodological
background.
Motivation theories, according to authors, could not explain how project team members and
individuals in general are motivated in order to become more involved in managing a project and
working independently. Moreover, tasks have become more complicated-they require high
expertise; ability to identify and solve a problem. Project team members, as a result, require selfexpression and career development, not forgetting an equal part of the project’s profits, whilst
employees of different personality and social background are motivated differently. Promotion
could be a non-motivator, like the enrichment or the increase of duties, as such classical
management descends to project management, including motivation actions.
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